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1. 

Reason and Eros 

Foreword 

This study is not intended as a work of research into any 
existing body of philosopny. It is, rather, an independent inquiry 
into the origins and the objective of philosophical activity. In 
this it assumes the somewhat enigmatic r8le of a philosophy of philosophy. 

PART I. THE GENESIS AND THE LIMITATIONS OF REASON 

The aim of this part of our enquiry, is to reach an under
standing of the concept of Reason. In so far as Reason inheres in 
man, it is commonly regarded as. distinguishing him from the other 
forms of life on Earth, as if the continuity of evolution sustains a 
break. The reality of this break we call in question, and, accord
ingly, we shall attempt to examine Reason in the ccntext of Life as 
a whole. 

Since the beginning of philosophy, notable thinkers have 
regarded Reason as the supreme endowment of human nature. At times 
they have spoken of it as a kind of outpost w~thin man of a higher 
order, even of the Divine. At all periods we may detect within 
philosophy a tendency to regard Reason as in itself valuable,independently 
of its UBes. Uon-J?~lilodophical Lt"'~ki:'ld exhibits .oor.1eth:in.~ of t':u u~ 
tonduncJr in the v-ulue it })lf.lces on educatio:1 un1 culture us the 'J~sence 
o:i:' iuproveLlent anG. the uo.nns of solving the problems of humanity. 

Let us approach Reason from an historical point of view, 
historical in the u0'.1<,c in which an individual's development may be 
said to be history. This is, essentially an empirical approach. 
Here it can be seen that the dependence of Reason on Life is a high 
inductive probability. As .far as we can verify, no reasoning is 
performed exoept by a living being. A chain of reasoning is only 
followed by the living. 

Most men pass through several years of life before beginning 
to exercise what would commonly be called "Reason". The baby crying 
for his milk is said to act instinctively. Even the young child 
learning to speak would not commonly be said to use Reason. But he, 
at least, in using words, shows himself conversant with concepts, 
and concept~ . are the units in Rcasonls structures. 

Reason might be said to begin when the child discovers the 
question, 11Why?11 This shows that he .is trying to understand some
thing, and underst anding and Reason are closely akin. 

ehe question 11Vlhi'? 

Let us consider the genesis of the question, ' 'Why?". On 
the basis of a period of sensory experience, the child notices 
certain resemblances be~¥ecn different situations. Certain con
junctions seem to be repeated in the environment. These qonjunctions 
may be simultaneous or consecutive. TLe co-existence of glass and 
light is repeated whenever he sees a window. The sensation of heat 
follows whenever be touches a certain water pi pe. It is the 
consecutive conjunction that first provides ru1 occasion for the 
question "Why?" 

The repeated experience of a consecutive conjunction 
produces a subjective assurance that the same conjunction will be 

/repeated •• • •••••••••• p .2. 
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repeated in the future. If B has always been found to follow 
A, a stage will be reached when the experience of A gives rise to 
the expectation of B. This is a simple observation from human 
psychology, and indeed from animal psychology too. 

If the child has on several occasions pressed a switch 
(A), and a light (B), has resulted, he will soon connect A with B. 
Then there will come a time when the connexion fails - he switches 
on and no light follows. His crude assumption that B will always 
follow A receives a shock. But the internal necessity which made 
him connect B with A will not disappear. Instead it will impel 
him to makB a new and more reliable connexion. The expres~ion of 
this instinctive search is the question he will ask, 11Why? 11 

His faith in repented conjunctions is not destroyed, only 
modified. When his father shows him that the small wire:;, which 
carry the light are broken, his confidence will be justified. 
Between his previous conjunction of switching on a~d light, he will 
now insert intermediate terms, such as the wholeness of the filament. 
He will still direct his actions to the future in the assurance that 
it will resemble the past; but he will be more aware of the co~ 
plexities of enviro1~ental conjunctions. Whenever a previously 
regular conjunction fails, he will feel challenged to analyze the 
original conjunction into smaller terms. Instead of connecting 
mvitching on directly with light, he will insert intermediate links 
such as the soundness of the filament, the food rider of the power 
plant and so on. He may then be said to 11understand 11 something of 
electricity. But what is the essential difference between his new 
state of mind and his old one? On examination, there appears to 
be very little. All he has actually done is to anatomize his 
original two terms into a multiplicity of smaller ones. He has 
pried deeper into the sequences of his environment, but he is still 
essentially observing sequences. The minutsrhis study, the greater 
will appear the complexity of associations involved in any one event. 
Even the scientist observing molecules under the elctron-microscope 
can do no more tlk~ observe repeated sequences. Both he and the 
child are impelled, though in different degrees, by a need to find 
unbreakable and ultimate sequences. They have a faith that uniformity 
is accessible to those who search deeply enou@1.2 

Understanding begins to appear as a persi stent impulse to 
fL.d smalle~ intermaiiate,unbroken sequences or conjunctions to replace 
lar~er ones which have failed. The only possible refuge from a 
broken sequence is in smaller unbroken sequences , and when these in 

l. 
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/their •••••••••••••••• p. 3. 

Sartre would interpret the question '\vhy", or any question, 
as the recognition of the possible non-being of that about 
which the question is asked. 111.7hat is the connexion? 11 , 

he would say, is asked by someone who knovvs that the 
answer may be , "There is none." Against this, we urge 
that the cogency of the life-force does not recognize 
this possibility. It irresistibly assumes that there is 
a real connexion. (Being and Nothingness Ch. 1) 

Hume points out that the ideas which are filled in by 
association may be i deas of t he imagination as well as 
of the memory (Treatise, Pt. III: s III). This is 
not likely to occ~IT, however, in the use of the Reason 
to sustain organic life. No association that does not 
survive the repeated testing of experience will be 
allowed to survive, for the simple reason that li:fe 
depends on it. It is true of course, that the primitive 
inserts demons and spirits into his chains of causation, 
but this is only in cases where t he desired effect i s 
beyond his power of achievement, e . g. the production of 
rain. The philosophical spirit manifests itself in 
questioning even the gods and demons, when there is no 
practical reason to do s o. 
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their turn prove :fallible, :ln smA.JJ.e>r sequences still. The ideal 
of the practical scientist is to find ultimate m1broken sequences and 
out of them to build a cer~ain foreknowledge of events. But, at 
best, he can find unbroken sequences, never unbreakable ones, that is 
from the point of view of his knowledge. The 11why11 of the actual 
perpetually reBolves into a "how". Man's primary experience is one 
of confrontation with the already existing. 

What is the nature of the impulse which drives the human 
mind to penetrate even deeper into the uniformity of nature? At 
first, it is no more nor less than the need to sustain organic life 
by acting for the future in a particular way. All action is 
necessarily directed towards the future. If the future is an un
known, action can be neither intelligent nor effe~tive. The more 
complex an organism is, the more deeply and widely does it have to 
take the future into account, in order to preserve existence. The 
possj bility of taki..11g the future into account is provided by the 
uniformity of nature, that is the repeated conjunctions which our 
environment thrusts upon our notice. These repeated conjunctions 
occasion in all forms of conscious life the conviction, as a rule un
conscious, that the future will resemble the past. It is necessary 
for us to take repetitions as an indication of the underlying ~~ture y 

of our environment; to assume that what has been conjoined o:g. a 
number of occasions and without exception, is conjoined in reality •. .. 

The extent to which an organism attempts to gauge the 
future, will be relative to the complexity of development of the 
organism, and the range of action possible to it. The greater its 
complexity, the more complex will be its relation to the environment, 
and the more various the directions along which it must attempt to 
foresee the future, The dog has to anticipate the behaviour of 
relatively few objects, for example, meat, water, cats and his master; 
the human being of a great many more. But the need to interpret the 
environment in order to gauge the · imtnediat~ future is constantly 
thrust upon them both by the will-to-live. The fundamental activity 
of observing repeated conjunctions is common to the psychic processes 
of both dog and man. No matter how minutely we investigate the 
environment, there is nothing to observe but conjunc-tiions. In· so 
far as the thought of man and doB is directed towards these con
junctions, there is no intrinsic distinction between them. Yet a 
dog would not commonly be said to understand. The distinction must 
therefore be a matter of degree, the degree of minuteness to w:b.ich 
conjunctions are investiga·bed, the degree, in other words, of 
analysis. For a working definition, let us say that Unde1standing 
is a progressive and deliberate search for repeated conjunctions, 
carried out under the impulse of the will-to-live. 

:Minute inquiry into the causes of any actual event will 
~oon confront the mind with a complexity too vast to be comprehended. 
Be~veen any two events in a repeated sequence, analysis will reveal 
intermediate events. If a sequence, hitherto reliable, fails, the 
task of t he understanding is to break down the first event, or 
cause, int o smaller parts. Idkewise the apparently similar event, 

:3. 

/v1l1ich •••• •••.•..•••••• p. 4. 

Compare Bergson's words: 11The ·essential function of our 
intellect, as the evolution of life has fashioned it, is 
to be a li~1t for our conduct ••• to foresee, for a given 
situation, the events ••• which may follow thereupon. 
il1tellect therefore instinctively selects in a given 
s ituati<;>n whatever is like something already known. 11 

(Creative Evolution, Ch. 1; Biology, Physics and 
Chemistry.) 
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which has yet produced a dissiJnilar result, must be broken dmmo 
Then some hitherto unobserved port 1 ; :r .·oc.:·it i..Yl the first cause 9 
but not in the second, co: ,J;:J into view. This element then becomes 
included in the cause. If B has always followed A until today, 
when it r...a.s failed to do so, we must take an A that was follov1ed 
by B and c.no.l;y·se it into Al + A2 + A3. 11hen, treating the 
second A similarly, we should perhaps find that it breaks down 
into Al + A2. In this case, A3 appears as a necessary part of 
the cause, w~1ich now becomes Al + A2 (i.e .. the original A) 
+ A3 = B. The original .A is no longer regarded o.s the sufficient 
cause of BQ If the time comes when A -;- A3 is not follov;ed by B, 
then it will be necessary to isolcte a new element necessary to the 
cause of B. It i s by this method that tcchniciD.ns improve their 
aa.chines. 

Investigated to meet pr8.ctical needs, the causes of an 
e•.'ent will remain manageable in number , but purst:ed with a desire 
to understand for the SW{G of understanding9 they sGon develop into 
an intract<~ble com.plexityo Indeed they will not "b~ less th ... m the 
totolity of events prior ·i;o th~ effect in question. Thus the 
understanding is brought up short in its attempt to explain a.n 
actual event by a complete enumer ation of 0auses. The factors 
contributing to any o.ctunl event are too numerous to trace. Yet 
the understanding desires not only to explain si..11gle events, but 
aspires to explo.in the whole universe . Here it enters the realin 
of philosophy, when, no longer stimulated by practical needs, but 
under some new impulse, i t seeks understanding without limit. It 
seeks to know the principle of the universe, with a desire to harmonize 
i tself with that principle. But how can a faculty which turns 
back in dismay from t he explanation of a single event, reasonably 
attempt to explai..11 the universe? It is impossible unless explanation 
takes a new turning. 

If we were right in s~ying that our basic data in ex
planation are the repeated conjunctions of natur·e , how can these be 
put to new effect? In this way if a conjunction of events has 
rJcurrcc many times, the understru1ding as&~es the events to be 
conjoined in reality, given the required conditions. In other 
words , it assi gns to them a condi tional conjunction. 11Bodies heavier 
than air falrt'is a truth only when considered in vacuo. In 
experience , the co: .:i; r c.:cy frequently occurs. It is a conditional 
or hypothetical trv~h which really meens that wi der ce~tain limited 
conditions, bodies heavier t han air will full. The understanding 
selects conjunctions in a somewhat arbitrary fashion, to suit its 
mv.n purposes, it tacitly assumes t he conditions under which this 
conjunction will occur - in other words the infinite multiplicit y 
of cause~ - and pos t ulates an objective connexion. This objective 
connexion i s placed in the natures of the objects. These so-called 
natures function as a gathering point for all the relationships in 
which the object is encov.ntered. Fr equently repeated relationships 
are r egarded as essential to an object's nature , r are ones as 

/accidental. ••••• ••••••• •••P· 5• 

Compare here Leibruz1s use of the St~ficient Reason. 
It is impossible to r educe the causes of an event to 
neces sary demonstration. From the h~ point of 
view, truths of f act are contingent and their opposite 
is poGsible. Leibniz attempts to save necessity by 
postul ating the presence in God of a Sufficient Reason, 
Yihich from God' s oLlinscient point of view 1 determines 
the event . It is :1ard to see how this Sufficient 
He:-.son can be less t han a tot al lmorrledge, which loses 
tlle character of a reason, because i t i s no longer a 
princlple . 

(M:onad.ology, po..ra. 29) 
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·aceideatal. From the frequently repeated relationships, the 
· ·outline of the nature is uh:t cl1ecl i:::1. The picture that emerges 
~ is··not of -ony actually existil1g thing. It is an £'..bstraction. 

5. 

· -· · ·. ··:. From-the abstra~ted natures of physical objects, which 
-· ·a:re: the~ bUsinE,ss of science, inquiry sometimes pr.oceeds to 

·· !ihstract·ions from these abstractions in an attempt to discover more 
fu..11.da.mental unifying pri.11.ciples. But whethel~ a :process of dis--

~· carding leaves anything worth while - or anything at all - at the 
end is a question that must be carefully exami:::led. 

Although repeated conjttnctions of events give us the 
· idea of an internw. connexion subsisting betweer.. the events, that 
is7 the relationship of cause and effect, we must r emember th~t 
we can .never intuit this conJlexion. It is beyond the scope of 
our possible experience. We can do no m.oce than notice that B 
ueually or alvva.ys follovvs or accompanies A; Cam-es and effects 
are events prior and subsequent in the flow of time. When the 
cause is present to us, the effect does not yet exist. ','.'e can 
neve'!', therefore, actually see them in j;;_··c·h;:ozition. The 
neces sity of the connexions cannot be demo.nstrated.5 All that 
can be said is tho:t- it seems the universal nature of man to make 
t hem, and that they display a practical efficaciousness in the 
preservation and sustaining of Life• The %il~-to-1ive withbl us 
compels us to believe in causal connexions. Even the philosopher 
who calls them in question must live by them all the while that 
he questions. 

If the visual appearance of fire ·.;,_re, connected v1i th a burning 
sensation today and a chilling sensation tomorrow, we should never 
begin to group fires together under one concept. This grouping 
into concepts, the foundation of thought, is the result of our 
encounter With a uniform environment. · Uniformity appears as the 
tmiversal characteristic of Existence - we might almost say 
condition of Existence, were it not that this might carry a priori 
associations which we reject. Existence without uniformity is, 
in fact, unimagin)ble. For does not that which exists persist 
for some ~ of time? And does not persistence imply a 
r esemblance between ~io successive temporal phases of the object 
a recurrence, in other words, of those conjunctions which, for us, 
ccnotitute the object? 

We have mentioned "concepts" in passing. The 11formation 
of concepts11 is a philosophical descrip+,ion for t he mental grouping 

5. 

6. 

/of ••••.•••••••••••• ~p.6. 

Hume is unanswerable here. There is no observable 
connexion between cuuse o.nd effect~ We malce the 
synthesi s i nstinctively on the basis of -repeated 
sequencas. (Treatise, Pt. III: §VI ) Kant 's 
solution is to locate causality in one of those a 
priori concepts (c~tegories) which confer objectivity 
on perceptions. (Prolegomena 298). Sar tre combato 
t he phenomenalistic. teudency by loc<cd;ing the esse of 
the object beyond its perci pi. (Being and Nothingness 
IV ) Our posi'tion comb:L"les those of' Hume ond Sartre. 
~he independent \'iOrlll. of objects v1ith its il'idependent· 
relationships is CJ1 L~stinctive postulate of the ~ill
to-live. 

In causality we i ndicate the most ±'u..YJ.dam.ontal postulate 
o~ the will-to-live. 1i'lter c are in fact many others. 
lio philosopher CUll philosophise wi-thout making them, · 
for the activity of philosophisirl..g depends on the con
tinuation of life. In the midst of his universal 
doubt , Des~artes still lived by certau1 conscious 
c.sLunptions. (Discourse on I·Icthod III). 
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of objects which we carr y out L~ t he light of the uniformity of 
nature. V/ha.t the concept is in its~lf, its o~:tological status, 
is one of the most importru1t questions in philosophy, a rock at 
which the stream of thought divides into two great channels. 
Concepts are sometimes re3arded as subjective psycnological events 
in living minds; sometirues as self-subsistent objective existen~es; 
and cometimes as both of these together.? The etymological 
derivation of the word is from the subjective sidP. , a.."'l.d n:.eans the 
active grouping together of a plurality of objects. RecurrL~g 
similm-ities are the grou.."'l.d of such grouping. In a.~mal life and 
at least the more practical spheres of r~unan life, objects will be 
grouped by their relevance to organic survival, that is for their 
practical function~. These objects are the commonly recogn~.zed 

~te~~jects ones, the practical objects of life. We may call them Life-Objects, 
such things as food , clothes, trees, stones. They are also cEilled 
~mterial objects. These objects are grou?ed together for their 
potentialities as much as for th3ir co-existent eensual characteristics. 
That is because the type of conjunction n0st relevar..t to practical 
purposes i s a sequeLce. After one or ~vo painful disappointments 
the ~am.el and the desert range"':' will no longer group .Tater and 
illirages tocether. Althou&h the immediate co-existent data in each 
are similar, they do not occupy the same p:ace in a sequer.ce, for 
they have different potentialities. Similarly fire and i ts reflectio~ 
will not be grouped together for long, since crmtact with one bri~'!\.:;D 
pain and with the other, a wetting. Once the d:;_;fference of 
potentiality has been :::;ras:v..._<11 the mind will look more closely into 
the conjunctions which constitute the first event of the sequence, 
to discover a factor present in one and abserlt in the other. This 
will then be regarded as a necessary part of the first event, as we 
saw above. 

At a later &"'l.d more refined stage of thought we shall 
encounter concepts which are not groupings of life objects but of 
their abstracted elements. If our argument is correct it will be 
necessary to show that 1 at that level too, conceptualizing is still 
a groupir~ of conjunctions. An important ·~uestion will be whether 
it is ever really possible to abstract from Time. But it serves 
our present purpose to note that the beginnil"lgs of conceptualization are 
a mental grouping together of objects o1· events, r-ased on the uniformity 
or nature. 

When conceptual gro'lpine is bnsed on repeatGd sequences, 
once a concept has been formed and tested for .... reasonable period, 
it is no longer necessary to experience the full sequence before 
including a new object in the group~ This is t~!e whole practical 
'J.sefuJness of concepts. OL the t asis of past sosquences, they en-
o.bl0 us to predict the second term of a sc.lquencc when we have encount
ered only the first.· \,'hen a child h::~.s once or twice experienced 
the pu:inful properties of fire, he will not experiment o.g2.in with a 
thi rd object looking lilce t~:o two fires which burnt him. Instead his 
:mind Nill proc.uce a livnly i:cJae;~ , to t...sc Hv.H0 t s wcrds, of the potential 
p'3.in, that is of the second pn.rt of t he sequcncJ , and he will avoiu 
the flame. 

7. 

8 . 

This j rJage 8 is an im.portont elenent i n the psychological 

I C'nd o .t • • • • e ! '~ , » • • • • P.- 7 • 

~he unity of th~iking and being ~s the central assumption 
of .Hegelj.nn thought . 

By image we here denote whatever is a reproduction of past 
sensory experience of any kL"ld. Im:..l.::;es may thus be tactile, 
visual c:md so on. ·::e c.o r:ot , ho\;eyer , intend those images 
11hich transC!~nd past experience in tHe form., i f not the 
nu:.tter, o:f their content. · These are images o:c the fantasy 
ar~d aot priula.rily reproductive i.;J. chara~-ter. 



and subjective si:~~' of conceptunlity. 
9 

It is something inserted by 
the rn:i.nd in lieu of actual experience:.. Essentially, it is a wo.y 
of presenting the future while it is still potential, and so of 
enabling the subject to Llake a significant choice of action. Action 
is essentially directed tcwa.rds the future, and the future is unknoV'm.. 
Every action b~gu....'1 has the nature of an act of faith or belief. I 
cannot knoTI that, by stretching out my bzilld 7 I shell not attract the 
lightning onto rr,:y head. But I am in fact acting in the faith that 
I shall grasp the hand of my friend. This assurance is in the form 
of an image of the immediate future. It appee.rs that all significant 
intentions must be r elatrd to some snch image. If the future were 
not presented to us in t : .is way, significant action would be impossible. 
At best there would be mechanical action and we should react in certain 
v1nys to certain types of st:imuli. A conceptual il:lnge of the future 
is ~ssential to the possibility of free r.hoi~e. It remains a possibility, 
and is asserted by many, that on v purely J~ational level, imageless 
thought is possible. This question will have to be investiaated, 
but in the practical sphere, we may affirm that :>ei u ... ury iJ:·,'J.Ges !IIUst 
precede deliberate a0tion. 

So far the concept has appeared as the image producing 
tendency ( ) of the mind which is affective towards a plurality 
of sequences previously experienced , a"ld towards objects in the present, 
on the strength of their resemblance to the first parts of previously 
experienced sequences. This disposition or tendency is an attribute 
of a subject, of a living mind, and H is importa..Ylt to notice that it 
produces effects through the whole being of the subject, physical as 
well as mental. It has emotional concomitants, ana bodily ones such 
as the tensing of muscles in a readiness to act. T~~s readiness to 
act will be strong or in <'.beyance to a degree determined by the 
o•ffiological status of the first member of the sequence, that is of the 
object of present experience. If a real fire is seen, the concomitant 
image of pain, warmth or damage to property will dispose the subject 
to action. If onlylO a picture of fire is seen, the image will 
merely evoke fu.rther i.mages and a weaJ;;:ened form of the emotions aroused 
by a real fire. The physical nature will rellk~in unaffected. 

Vfhile the genesis of conceptual activity lies in the need 
to gauge the i.nmediate future , the conceptual facu:J..ty, being essentiully 
the ability to group , needs only similarities to make it operative. 
It can therefore function with the objects of past tiL~e alone. The 
Kings of Ancient Egypt constitute a clu.ss to which it is impossible to 
add ru1 object of present experience. Such a concept l ucks practical 
applications , unless, by devious vrays , it is used as an i r:;:;-.L·,·,r}i\H!t 
in some present attempt to gauge the fature. If the concept i

1Kings 
of Ancient Egypt 11 includes the idea of an ewpire ending at Heliopolis, 
vre shall not seek ·~heil· toobs in V ganda. But it would be possible 
to indulge an interest in the Kings of Ancient Egypt which is largely 
divorced from any future action - and yet it cn...Yl never be entirely 
so. The concept cannot be conpletely divorced from the present or 
the future, because it is the product of an D1terest and oental impetus 

() 
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Price points out correctly that the essence of symbolic 
-~hi."lldng is cognition of the absent (Thinking und. Experience 
YIII). But we Hould e;~tend this definition to thinking 1!1 
general. For what iG t he fu.Ylction of thought if not to 
o:dentate us to the reality thnt we do not irilmediately 
perceive? 

Hume on living Ina__;es. 
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which is a present fact and is necessari1Jr1trained upon the future. 
At some stage it will send us 't o a pacticular show case in the Museum. 
A...vzything deliberate we do, it may be repeated, is necessarily directed 
towards the future. 

Let ,~s now imagine a form of conceptualizing apparently 
even farther divorced from deliberate action, when the objects grouped 

·are no longer lli~practical Life Ojbects, but abstractions, such as 
mathematical figur-esy al'ld most abstract of all, the defi!1i-Gions and 
the s~~bols of logic. Here it seems that the grouping faculty 
operates without reference to practical life. Reason_, as it were, 
r1.ms free and, to some, appears at its best in thj.s liberated statEl. 
The time factor is supposedly elimina-i;ed in the i.ntui tion of 
eternally subsistent relationships. Terms are grouped which are 
present in their entirety. Ylith the eradication of time, naturally 
the :m faJ.Js O.Ylay the image of' the future. Past, present and future 
are irrelevant as phases of the object. A11 parts of the object are 
seen in jux;'.pooitio.i.1 and simultaneously. The elenent of tmcertainty 
which characterizes all conceptualizine trained on the futu-re seems to 
disappear. In t:._e flush of this certainty we believe that a new 
mode of thought is discovered. It will later be the contention of 
this essay that such is not the case - that the cords bindw.g reason 
to practical life may be camDt~laged, but never cut. 

The conceptual disposition, it has appeared, my be active 
about events which occur i!1 succession over a stretch of time, or 
about events which are closed and complete, or which are constant. 
Where the conceptual activity surveys a perivd of temporal duration, 
the inclusion of a nm·; object under a concept will produce an image 
of the future in the place of that part of the series of events which 
rewnins to be actualized. This part may be mere or less according to 
the point of the series at which conceptualiza tion. occurs. When 
conceptualization i:o active about completed events 1 the practical will 
is largely in ebeym1co and tha i.mage of the future either ceases to 
exist or to be of vital sig<1..ificance. Thus, in grouping together as 
a class the Kings of Ancient Egypt, one has no i_uterest in probilities 
of behaviour on the part of the next member of the class one meets , 
simply because they have ceased to behave. Moreover such a grouping 
is attended by e. x·,-.r greater certainty than t he first type. All the 
members of the class are knovm and the conceptual activity is a mere 
crovping under a con~on name. The t~ird kind of conceptualization 
where constant eyents are grouped, resembles the second. Such events 
do not, it is supposed, change with tbe pnsaage of tinill. A straight 
line is always a straight li.11e, olways posses~ing the same properties. 
There is no element of unpredictability in its nature. It is more 
corlpletely knmm t hnn the Ki!l[SS of A .. "lcient ~gypt , because its entire 
content is apparent to immediate intui tion.l2 It is an exceedingly 

11. 
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Compare Sartre's dcscr~ption of hUlililll. reality as a constant 
self'-sur}::nssing towards its possibilities. (Being and 
Nothingness 1 : V ). How are these possibilities presented 
if not conceptually and in the form of jnages? 

By intuition we denote the immedi ate perception which is 
the basis for all conceptual attitudes. lith the develop-
ment of Reason, we hold , illtuition itself does not ch<::mge. 
All t hat changes is the conceptual network of associated 
ideas vvhich intuition is able to arouse in the psyche. 
This , naturally, develops and clarj£ies with the progress 
o:::' experience . Yle do not 1 lilce L.'lllt, believe t hat Reason 
(understanding) contributes anything to t he content of 
i ntuition. For him it will be remenbered, even the most 
primitive perception implies the Transcendental Unit\ of 
Apperception. (Trru1scendental Analytic :para. 107) 
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simple event. !:To new member of the clf'.SS c,ml~ ccnceivc..bly di sappoint 
expectations , unless the entrru1ce exanilmtion lln.d. been slipshod in t:Je 
extreme , for past, present ru1d future are all the same for a straight 
line. Such, at least, is the prevailing notion of these constru1t 
events, and their concepts are attended by a certainty equal to that 
attending conpleted events. They gain, moreover , a new qunlity, 
independence of the empirical. Thi s is because it seer'ls that we 
lmm: all straight lines without; actually having seem them all.. The 
concept contains tl1e essentio.l nature of all stl ... aigb.t lines. ';{e 
could not feel t his in the same way about the members o~ the cl~ss 
of iLD.cient Bgyptia.n Ki ngs. Therf t:r.e concept affects only one: aspect 
of some extremely complex beings. In knowing that Chosroes was a 
Ki."lg of Ancient Egypt , we ho.rdly lmov; the essence of the man. The 
only way to approach it v1ould be by exhaustive empiricol r esearch. 
But the concept of a constant event :Unpu:;:-ts l;.nowledee of essence 
i.'ldependently of experience , which appare:J.-!:ly gives it a radical and 
ilTi:irinsic superiority, the superiority of a prior:.ty. It seems to 
combine the prophetic quality of the practi cal concept with the 
certai.'1.ty of · the closed concept . r:hether these claims can survive 
scru~viny remo.ins to be seen. 

At this stnge it will be helpful to review the conceptual 
d:.spositionl3 tl...'!d distinguish its essential nature. Essentially 
it i s a grouping activity, cm1ducted on the basis of the similarities 
encount~red i n :i.fature. All the members of a conceptual class must 
be similar in all of certa:i.n respects. The sum of these respects is, 
as it were, a passport into the group. Some-i;imes grouping is made 
on intuition of a partial sim:i.lm'i ty in the assumption of a total 
s:im.:Llarity. The partial s:i.rniln.rity is known and present, the total 
similarity i s unknown and fut1.1.re . 11hi B is practi~al conceptualization , 
t he most common f orm, which is dm!k'lnded by Life of all conscious beings; 
It is obviously concerned with the Time process. Otherwise conceptual
ization is conducted on the basis of a total similarity already lcnovm. 
Similarity t hus appears as the relationship fQD.damentnl to the formation 
of concepts, Therefore it becomes necessar y to consider whc.t constitutes 
resemblances; and we shall ask parti cularly to what extent they are 
objective and to what subjecti va. 

J.;;xplana.tion appeared above as the progressive substitution 
for larger conjUl1ctions , not Ulliver sal ly occurring , of smaller 
conjunctionB universally occurrin::;. S:Lii!ila.rity is the relntionship 
between r ectUTing conjunctions, in .the li,.~;h-G of which they are said 
to recur. Concepts are , in one cspect at leRst, me~tal attitudes 
adopted tov1ards conspicuously repetitive conjunctiJ:ns. 

Yihut precisely does it meon, to sc,y that a conjunction 
recurs? The 1~1,3t1age we empl0y seems to indicate a..11 idem:;ity 
bet"\/een t\10 events , as if each were a. manifestation of t he same uni ty, 
of the same 0!1e thing. Conceivably, the same conjunction might appear 
and disappear and l'eapp6a.r in a variety of circunste:nces . Bu·t; then, 
a conjunction ~~.exist jn different places simulta'leously, just as 
i n this room there are three exrnples of that particular conjunction 
of events knovm as a table. But c~~ <- single entity exist L11 three , 
or a million, different places nt one time? Eoreover, objects are 
easily imaginable which would be said by f'ome to exhibit tabularity, 
and by others, to be more like stools. lTor could there be any final 
settlement of the difference. Is the conjunction both present and 
not present i.D. such objects? It appears that smilo.rity cannot be 
reduced to the conjunction, for v1h:i.le similari ty is a unity, the 

13. 
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The vrord 11dispo8Hion11 i s used advisedly to i."ldicate . 
that the ground of conce :Jts is a. fluid psychic tendency. 
~i10 concept is not.iliuc apart from tho functioning of 
thj_s tendency. It hc.s n o indepent1ent reality. This 
dispositional i.D.terpretation is nlso recommended by 
?rice. (Thinking and Experience ; Chapter XI) 
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conjunctions resolve into a plurality of conjunc-tions. (Moreover 
its appa.rent dependence on the judgment of the observer s-eems to d&stroy 
a conjunction as an objective entity). It is inseparable from the object 
in which it inheres and distinct f rom other conjunctions in as far as 
the object in which it i.n1'4eres is distinct. It is plain that the 
objects themse.Lves are distinct and l!IUtually exclusive. At no poin1i 
do they impinge on one another and they are different in all their 
parts. Even supposing two tables to be made exaC'tly similarly to 
the limits of skill, t hey could never occupy the same position 
simultaneously, which s·o.ffices to distinguish them in every part. 

3:i.milarity is a relationship. !!.'very relationshi p involves 
ut least two related objects. If the relationship is knorm, a third 
entity is i::lvolved, the point of view from which i·t i s knov'ln, or in 
other words, the kno\dng mind. · In certain relationships, . being in 
love for example , the obse~ver is u_~essent~al, even undesirable. In 
others, such as similarity, the ~elationship is significant ::nore for 
the observer than for the re luted objects. The sirallority of two 
trees is without effect on the trees themselves, but it will 11strike", 
as W3 say, the observer. Bot~ trees will evoke L~ him the scme 
concept. Ire v:ill group them toJether. Jjet us ra'k:e a working 
distinction, then, be~veen affective relationshipsond obse~ed relation
ships, remelilber:i.ng, . of coun:e , that mn.ny, all , in fact 1 to which 
reference can be IIk."'..de , are both. 

Similarity is essentially an observed relationship. The 
relationship i 's not:b..ing. apart from the related objects which in this 
case are three , two objects each with its distinct l:ihuo, and the 
subject which unifies them 'in a single mental attitude. The -"relation
ship of s:i.milo.rity11 is no more than a name expressive of this situation. 
Its unity is the unity of the subjectls attitude. 

What of the objective side? Is the mere power of evoking 
the same concept sufficient evidence of similarity? This is repugnant 
to common sense, or to any belief in the reality of the objective. 
It is obvious that, almost universally, some objects and not others 
evoke the sa.ae concept in mind~. \'!here similarity strikes one I!lml and 
not another, moreover , it is usually possible to explain what in the 
objects themselves gives rise to the same concept =~ the observer. 
The nature of the objects has a strong influence on the rmu1d of the 
observer. The observer. on the other hand appears to exercise o. 
selective faculty vtith regard to which aspects of the 0bjects he will 
group together. But the needs of life ensure that, for the most port, 
the same objects will evoke a single concept in dj,fferent observers. 

The objective side of Sim.ilnrit;y IllQJ" perhaps be further 
elucidated as an approximation to identity. Identity is not possible 
between a plurality of objects, but in their approach to it, Similarity 
essentially consists. Each tends to become replaceable by the other. 
VIe me.y also note that Identity is a somewhat dubious predicate 1even 
of a single object in relation to itself. It seems to achieve a 
more satisfactory meani ng when :!..t describes the tendency of objects 
towards l!IUtual r •)J?l.'1ceabili ty ,as a name for the lack of relc.tionship 
thnt would exist if perfect coincidence were achieved. 

Let us make the additional observation that the persistence 
of a concept, so that we r egard the same concept as operating at 
different times and upon different objects, is not an absolute identity. 
The concept has a relative persistence grounded in the psychic 
cont:L'1uity, but it i.s susceptible to Time and Change, as are, indeed, 
the psychic ground it~elf, a.nd the simil<."r objects which evoke the 
concept .• 

Similarity ·has no ul"t:ilnate objective criterion. It is 
a r elationship relative to the point of view of an observer , who 

/selects ••••••••••••• p.ll. 



selects aspects of objects to inclu<le then :i.Jl a single concept. 
Thus the lu.yman may say that t:1is bird is lD::e that one solely 
because both are green; the o:cni thoiogi.st, from a different view-
point , may say that the spru•row resembles the ostrich. The only 

11. 

criterion of s:i.Inilnrity is the consemms of human opinion9 which for 
the most parts is deteuil:i.red by practical considerations. · That is 
wl-q ::;.:)St r:1on :: • ._;ree i!:. rccot;nizinc t.}lc.. main cl3,ss.es of li..:'o-objtJcts, 
trees, grass, animals, stones and so on. The practical relevn.nce 
of objects, on the other ha.>J.d , springs from the na.t~U'e of the objects 
themselves, and so we may believe that the unities of our practical 
concepts do not usually cut across the unities of NatUl~e. Con-
ceptual unity may of course be fror.1 a point of view determiJJ.ed at 
will, and it is quHe possible to will the unpractical. ' Because of 
the deuands of Life, however, and the nniversal will-to-live , which 
meets them, unpracti c..1l eroupi.."lgs 1 nrc rare and co!llnonly considered 
absurd. \7e do not try to live in accordance with the colour of 
things,si:unniL( ull l'ed thi:ngo, ea.tinc ull blue things, sitting o.n all 
gr~en things. Experience shows us groupi..>J.gs tl1at are more significant. 
Life bids us waste no time on idle concepts. 

The natural world and man's concepts of it constitute 
parallel ·unities. .i?irstly, on nature t s past, there is o.n actual, 
emphatic o.nd repc:.::t ed conjunction of events which alr:.ost c0mpcls the 
m:i.nd to accept the unity of the elements conjoined. The subjective 
conceptual unities will thus correspond to the ,.w..ities of nature, 
because they are formed at t he dictates of a strong volition7 the will
to-live. Iiom:rver , it should be observed that on the subjective side, 
the determining f:lctor is volition, or purpose. This purpose has no 
effect on the :mntter of a practical concept, which is the contribution 
of objective nature. It can7 however, decide w~at portion of the 
materi::l,l of nature it ·will dcmr.rca.te for a particular concept. The 
more prc.ctical concepts correspond more closely to the behaviour o:f 
nature; they are less likely to be destroyed by the pt.cnomenu. 

The priorit;z of Vo:J.?.tion ove:r:, ConceEtuality, ap.d so, over .:~easqn 

\'Fe 80.W the genesis of the concept as the instrument of· 
volition, a method of presenting the unlmown future to which sign-
iYicant action nrust be related. I~ concepts are the units of which 
Reasorls structures are composed, volition must be prior, ontologically 
and historically, to P.eason. On this view, whr:m RE::ason is accorded 
pr .i.EJ.c.ry ontological stntus , an attempt is wade to put effect before 
cause. How does this occur? Apparently bocause of the independent 
vitality that ·rhouej1t , once generated, seems to display. 

Conceptuality is first called into play by physical events 
wrdch resemble the earlier terD in a conceptu~l sequence. ~he · 
remainder of the sequence is evoked Dl ilik~ge form. It is subse- · 
quently possible for the evoca~ion of images to function in a back
warCI. direction us Vlcll, provided thnt t~1e evocative event corresponds 
to a point in advance of the beginning of t l1e conceptual sequence . 
Thus if I see a duck , I ilot onl;:,- expect a quack in the future , but 
:1lso visnnlize enerGcnce from a'! egg L'1 the pust . 

In as far as conceptual thought is a m.eans of substit-uting 
for actual experience, it partakes of the continuity of actual 
experience. 1:/hen a duck evokes m.y concept, r:.zy thought pt=tsses 
smoo·~hly to imar.;cs of all the relnti0nsh~ps :L."l Hhich I have enconntered 
ducks in the past~ If no pra.cticc.l sti.illulus presses no , thought 
ranges at will over the antecedent , the co!ltcmporaneous and the 
future associations of the duck, all presentecl in :i.mnge form. I 
:imagine its hatching, its first trip to the pond, its nes t and I11:.'1te , 
and it ' s possible end on t he dinner tabl~. But t hoU&"lt i3 not 
suddenly arrested o.t the conceptual boundary. Any ox t h e i.J.Ja.ges 
Vihich LlY concept of duck evokes ca.11. itself s erve as a centre f or 
farther conceptual di vao:.tion. :L'roru tl"-e dir ... ner table , for instance , 
I could ea.sily po.ss to t he fellin~. of tre es , and from thence to the 

/equatorial~······•••••••••P•l2. 
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equatoric.l jungl es, and so on witiwut end. The conceph:al attitudes 
of the uind project as it were, a movinc and unbroken ioage of 
experience. It is not, therefore , ;~ possibility ~ that the attitudes 
thenselves al~ not i n reality separate entities, but forD a continuvD, 
from which thGy are abstracted only with partial accuracy? Are there, 
i n reality, no c onc:Jpts , but uerely conceptuality, the tendency o:f 
the mind to represent experience at the stimulation of .silnik1.ri ty? 
If concepts are not distinct entities on the subjective side, the 
doctrine of the self- subsistent objective concept bec~nes harder to 
defend, for its sharp frontiers a:re neither in the Llind nor in the 
world. 

lie have notic5d the creLl.t freedoru with 7ihich conceptu3,l 
thought travels in any tenporc.l direction fro:u an j~.<ediate sti:.rulus . 
In a situation where the prc.cticnl wi ll l.S active 9 it will confine 
thought to :J. lil:liteil ra..'1ge of associations, particularly to t~1e 
probable future. When the practical will is L'Yl abeyaace, thought 
passes f reely fron concept to concept ~~der the sti3ulus of some 
prevailing e...::J.otion. :;.'~w irnages are produced by pure nssociation 
undirected by practical considerations, even to tL1c point Hhere the 
r:ri.nd , to please th~;; emotions, im.a.::;es an environ::1ent distinct from the 
sphere of practical purpose. This i s the sphere of Fantastic 
Imagination, the interpretc.tion of which we shall consider l:J.ter . 

Conceptuality is set li1 mot ion by a variety of objective 
stimuli. It draws vitality from soile obje~tive stj~lus because 
the objective present is the focal point of Life, and Life i s the 
f'undrunentcl category of our existence. The farther i t r a.'Ylges fro::J. 
objective stimulus 1 t he farther rcnoved it is fron the energy of 
Life, and the werucer and less vital it becoues. Its genesis was 
frow the practical life and its found~tion in the practical life 
can never be disperu..ecl with. Existentially, i't depends on the 
practical life. 

If the uatter of conceptuality is continuous, not discrete 1 
how does it occur tha ~ we tld.nk of concepts n.s discret e entities, a.."'l.cl 
enphasise their distinctness by attempts to define +.hem? The cause 
seens to be reflection about the nethod by which conceptual thoug..'lt 
corm."lUllicates itself. The variety of stlliuli which can evoke con-
cepturJ. thought has been nentionec1. One ki...'1d of stimulus is the 
token~ of which the TilOst ubi quitous OXai..1ple is the spoken word. 
The word is a sound c.ttached. by voluntary convention to the ..nenbers 
of a. conceptual claso, so that it ~ sorve to represent the actuality, 
or the i.mr'lt;e of any Llenber of the class. Once such a convention has 
been nade , the word tmy PL>SS as a counter:;_4 betv>een those ·who have 
agreed to it. In eo.cL l.d.nd it will evoke a corresponding concept , 

/corresponding •••••••• p. 31. 
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14. Thus, for Price , words are nc:J.slmble 11 i...'1 terms of 
experience. (~':linkinG and Experience; Ch. II) 



15 corresponding but not identical , for. each wm will have his oV'In 
:L..JD.ges. In the prn.ctical sphere ? the purpose of colillinmicatio~l is 
achieved if concept s arE;J evoked which e.re .not destroyed by t!le 
errvironDent . l:f I an t old t o 11look out for snakesn , . and i ma,:;cs 
associated with uy conqept pr &.w.pt :ce to wntch my path and not the 
sky, the purpose in achieved. CoBmUnication i s originally a 

' t r ansr.ti.ssion of t:1e grounds of · deli berate action. 

A word of la~t,"lk'1ge is in ::' ... t.Jt a great trJ.ltiplicity of 
entities, which allowinc for differences of pronunciation, exhibi t 
a relativel y coBDon to~.w., Because t he differencAs between pro
nunciations of the sane word are practica l ly L~ignific&~t , i t i s 
easy t o suppose thr~t i n the word we l1Cl.Ye a singl e overridL1'1g and 
aetaphysic ..... l entity. Once "the wurd 11 is a ::corde<l this ontolo.:;ical 
status, i t becm:1cs itself tho focus of i nquii"'J as if it poasessed a 
specific content. On t ;.lis error are built all the complexities of 
the problm.l of Eea.nin_s. 11The word do.:;" i s a convenient phrase which 
in fact . rieans rtal:. the vtords wh ..... ch r esenblc ny word t dogr. n . . . 

AgaL1'1st tl:e view that postulates "the word dog11 as a sincle entity, 
the challenge i s , 11produce it." And i f the postulant resorts to 
ob.Jcure methods of perception, intuitions and such-like , tl:e challenge 
must be still "produce t hem," until he is driven to the uncor:ummicable. 
1'hen, · ir~ fairness, he ·should retire fran t he e.rgurJ.ent, for argument 
presupposes conour~cability. 

The sole content of a word i s its power, derived f roo con
vention, of evoking corresponding concep-!;s in diffE'rent i ndividuals. 
The power is, in fact , the convention, vthich i tself resolves into 
volition. The wo:rd must be s tripped to a bare sound ana content 
located firn ly in the consciousnesses between v1hich it passes. 

/Ar~ents ••••••••••• p.l4. 

15. Of course "'Gne llearer need not hnve uentnl i11ages. · 
Providccl thnt the words he :ilE::ar~ corre8pond to con
ceptual dispositions in hill., which can, if activated , 
produce Llnges , t he Beaning is conveyed. The i::1l3.ging 
faculty Dt'Y lie dorr.mnt , but on its possible operation 
the uconi ngful."1ess of a word for thehen.rer depends . 
If I hear a word whicl::' cnnnot , as distinct f roo do~s 
not 7 arouse an iuage f or r.,e 1 I do not understand that 
word . ~he power of the word to cvoko an inage depends , 
ns Price ·points out, .in tho 1nst resort upon estensivc 
definition . ··l3ut verba.l cmJmunication non;1ally pre-
supposes tho nbsence of the estensible , Co:mr::ru..YJicative 
00aning, therefor e , depends or.. tho it.JUGec 
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l~guments abo~ the meQlling of a word are in reality o~~ents about 
whi ch objects or events it is generally agreed to attach the s·ound 
to. 16 To qualify as a horse , ~~ anioal will, for nost men, have to 
exhibit certa:ix1 characteris·dcs. Consensus i s acl1.ieved not because 
of a general apprehensi on of t h e content of the objective word, but 
because the similarities of objective nature are ei:tphatic and strike 
similarly on differ ent I!linds. Doubtful cases which divide opinion 
are always imaginable. At such times the final word is usually 
pronounced by practical volition which, though always present, speaks 
louder when nature is less emphatic. Have we not often heard this 
s ort of talk: 11for present purposes, this courtu as a so- and-so?" 
This argues that the basic category in rocaning is volition, which 
forms conventions for the use of tokens, and 'Nhere practically directed, 
is receptive of the emphatic similarities of nature. 

Volition is the essence of conscio~s life, and in pursuing 
problel!IS to this source, we nn.tst aoknovvledg3 that we leave them at 
the door of ::ystery. At present it will be suffi.cient to draw thoue;ht 
to this common centre. 

The spoken word , whe~ regarded, objectively speaking, as 
more -t;ha...'Yl. a sou...11d, i s also the source of the idea of objective concepts. 
This , incidentally, explains the recent empllasis on linguistics, when 
tl1e dependence of the objective concept upon the use of words began to 
be suspected. We have to decide between tvvo s~hemes of communicatio~. 
The first consists of two or more conscious individuals , the external 
world and visible or audible tokens by which t he individuals arouse 
L11 each other imnges of parts of the external world which are rutside 
their present experience. The possibility of t his arousing of 
images rests on the nature of the mind itself, which we have not yet 
investigated in detail. :i!~or the present it i s sufficient to note 
that thought passes from object to image, or from image to i.I!Ja.ge by 
association. 

The alternative scheme consists of two or more minds, the 
objective concept, a'Yl.d the token which is attached to it. Here a 
whole new sphere of reality is postulated, the sphere of concepts 
regarded as independent entities, the sphere of the entia rationis. 

It may be observed that ~1.11 ".;he componen-+.is of the first 
scheme are empirically verifiable . Although the nature of the mind 
ha& not been explaL11ed 7 there is at least no reasonable doubt of 
the existence of minds , if ther~by is rn<?ant the range of psychic 
phenomena. In the second scheme, however, the objective concept is 
not .::Lll eLipirico.lly verifiable entity, and does not exist in the 
ordinary m::mner in Time and Space. Irr the cotJmon meaning of the 
word "exist", it does not exist at all. 

11e have now cor:1e to a turnli1g point. We have encountered 
the suggestion of a reality outside Space and Time, that is outside 
Existence , which would be radically different from everything th..'l.t 
lLI.S so :far entered into our accmmt of Reason., '.76 have offered an 
cm~iriJal ac0ount of ~1oason as e~1gendered within the sphere of 
T£dst~mce by ti:1e ii:teraction of the living psyche with its environment. 
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But what , it BUY be 2.sked , of abstract rwuns such as 
love , r:rultiplication a~d so on? 0£'-..n t hese be ;·1or ds 
'lttached to objects or events? r;e ::IIlswer that such 
words denote 1nothL~g but L.ten lov:il1c;1 o:::; nen multiplying, 
for which they are convenient symbols . In t his we 
n.=ree with the m~cien-t Ror!UL'lS v:ho, i..'1stead of "the · 
bui lding of ships," pr eferred to speak of "ships to
be-buil·c" . Behi..'1d the abstract term we nru..Jt always 
see};: the concrete rcali t~r. 
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We have observed Reason operating only upon the events and objects 
of existence. Y!e have seen no reason to suppose that it operates 
about any o~her type of reality, But now within philosophy we 
encounter terms that are assumed to refer to a new type of Reality. 
We cannot escape the conclusion that philosophy, at least in some 
of its forms , claims the power to use referrL~ terms about the 
non- existent; in other words, that it claims t hat the front i ers of 
Reason transcend the frontiers of Existence. (Let us call this the 
Rationalistic assumption). 

This is a startling claim of crucial importance. 
it can be justified we must now inquire. 

Whether 

Let us be clear on one point . Our present proceedings 
are a coii1IliU!lica.tionl7, and a.'lything that partcl:es of the nature of 
coonunication is lodged firaly within Existence. If we dispense with 
Ex:!..stence, we dispense with hUll'..an relationships in general, and the 
relationship of communication in particular. The WLole edifice of 
philosophy is an edifice of communication. 'J:herefore the attempt to 
speak meaningfully of a reality beyond Existence rests on the assumption 
that such a reality can be comwunicated through ~Aistencc. It is the 
admission of a relationship between Existen0e and what lies beyond it. 
It is an acceptance of the challenge to produce, in terms of Existence, 
a. supra-existential reality. 

18 The postulation of a connexion between the sphere of Being 
(as the supra-existential sphere is often called) and the sphere of 
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Similarly, for Jaspers, Truth is communicability. 
is no single and absolute Truth accessible to man. 
becomes rather tl~ is. (Reason and Existing : 3). 

There 
Truth 

The positing of Beli1g as a rule produces an ens rc.tionis, 
fory rs a rule, it li1volves the sacrifice of phenomenal qualities. 
The Substance of Spinoza, which mieht be supposed to have 
overcome the di:fficulty, is in fact both immanent and transcendent, 
and qua transcendent, non-phenoneru:..l. ':rhe iJonads of Leibniz 
E~e non- phenomenal because they are non-spatial. The being 
of Sartre , although, in intention, non metaphysical, (since 
it is being- for- revelation, rather than revealed being) falls 
ult:i:m.a.tely into the same trap. J!1rr it ·b:-anscends the phenomenont s 
temporal determinations, an<l just is. A different approach is, 
however~ adopted by Hei degger who holds that t he pa.:;sace from 
phenomenon to beL~g is fron homogeneous to homogeneous , and by 
Bradley, for whom appeara~ces 9 while ~ot the whole of reality 
are nevertheless "in" reality. With these lest views we are 
substantially in sympathy. It certaLYJ.ly seeus tho.t the 
phenoracmc. point beyond themselves as not being the whole of 
reality. But why should they be assumed to point to that · 
which is ontologically different? Are they not best u.~der-
stood as parts of the whole? Then, if someone asks us what 
is the whole , we shall frankly adn.it thct we ccill never kno'.7 
it, not because it is by nature unlmowable , but sii!lply because 
there are a~ infinite nuober r.f possibl e points of view, and 
one consciousness could never hope to occupy them all. (This 
LYJ.sight was fu.YJ.damentcl in the construction of the system of 
Monads) . Moreover, the . will- to- live forces precisely this 
view upon us~ It postulates the appearances ~s r eal aspects 
of a real whole. The perception of aspects is no more than 
the axiomatic correlate of a. positional consciousness. 
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Existence, brings with it the obligation to exhibit that connexion. 
:Precisely how, it muot be asked, can 5e:ing be co:n.nected to Existence? 
To answer this question, it is necessary to k'-loW Being, for the 
conne~ion ·ts; in itself,nothing, consisting mere.ly in the .juxtaposition 
of the c011.1:1~cted, The qur:stion then is, how or. a .s v1hat 1 is Being 
Kl10\Vl1? 

Let us begin by paraphrasing~he questibn just asked as 
follows: Vl~1.at do we }:now of something that is nat .fu Space and Time? 
:Plainly, we must answer, it can have no sensory qualities, not even 
the so-called primary qualiti es of EA~en~ion and Duration. We c~~ 
say ad infinitum that it is not this and not that, but we can never 
say that it is this or thato There is, indeed, a certain ro.n.ge of 
terms used to refcl' to Being which are either negative or else carry 
a d~.sguised spatiq-temporal connotation. We aust discount the 
negati':'"e terms at the o~tset.· For to sc..y o~ a. thing that "it is 

1 not th~s and not that" w~ll never prove that ~t ~s anything at all. 9 

There is no proof that the 11it 11 is a referring terill. We must not 
think that simply by virtue of being used, it is a Ireaningful word. 
There·core let us,e.t least for the present, refuse to accept such words 
as 11infini te11 as referri.J."'lc; terms. This is a negative word meaning 
no more tlln.n 11not finite". It is not neceusarily the description of 
anything reala It is even doubtful whether it is a valid description 
nt all; for description IllU.St surely be the ass:i.gning of positive 
content to what v1o.s previously a mere token. Then there are other 
terms used of the supra- existential which heve a meaning borrowed from 
the existential. 20 Such a word· is " eternal". This term supposedly 
ho..s two me<J.r..ings . By the first, it is the equivc.le ... 1t of "non-temporal11

, 

whic~ brings it under the unacceptable class of negative ter.DE. By the 
second, which nmv concerns us , it is a compotmd of quantity and duration, 
Its meaningfUlness depends on our imagining, i."l . as far as we can, a 
stretch of tj;:1c·~ thn.t never stops. Our images, it is true, must stop, 
but we stop them with a reservation that there is always more. The 
content of tlle term i s purely positive and existential. .Another tel"'il 
u sed of the supra-existential, and sometimes regarded as expressive 
of its essence, is "locicC.l11 • !.Iuch will depend on the meaning that 
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Take for instance, S·)inozn.' s Substance. 
In that it is infinite, V/t: understand that it is nothing 
to which we may point, for all that we perceive is f:i..:Llite; 
in tho.t it is one , that it is n.:>JG Irk:'U'lJ"; in that it is in 
itself, that we ma.y .analyze i t into nothing else; In that 
it has i..'rlfinite attributes, that it hns aspects both in
conceivable in number and quulitively ttnlike all phenomenal 
qualities, even those that bear the same name. In short, 
in everythinG that may be caid of substance, we discover 
a nothingness, a negation of sometlting else. Therefore 
we have no option but to conclude that Spinoza1s definition 
does not convey a positive content. This , in turn, in
validates it as the starting point of a system. 

Of course the example o~ this p~ excellence is t he 
l'Iono.dology, but it i s hnrdly a. general case. The Monads 
~~e constituted as entia rationis by what they lack, 
num.ely extension and causal relationship. (~.1onadology; 
p<>.ras. 3 an<l 7). But in everythi."lg positive that is 
said of them they appear to constitute simply a new 
sensory world. Por they enter into compotu1ds, they 
are qualiti";a.tively differentiated, each occupies a 
unique viewpoint and so O!lo Their whole positive con-
tent is illegitimately borrowed from Existence. Nor 
does it help to say that all this is metaphor , when, 
if t he metaphor is .nbstracted, nothing else is left. 
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con be assif,lled to this word , o.n<l on whether we con or cannot br:L'lg 
it tmder the second class of words, whose content is really existential. 

Let us consider briefly how meaning is assigned to words . 
It is necessary that meuni~g be assigned in some manner , for a word , 
qua audible or visible token, does not i psa natura, r efer. There 
is no necessary cmmexion between a word and its connotation. :B'or 
the word 11 concept 11 we might perfectly ·well substitute ''hyopp", and 
use it equo.lly effectively, provided the conventio:n were generally 
recognized. Of course, the most obvious proof of the convent i onal 
nnture of words is the21 existence of different languages with 
dissimilar words for the s~c objects. The connexion between token 
ru1d co~'lotation is completely synthetic and conventional. 

How then is content to be supplied? No word tells us its 
ovm mearrL~g, - we discount coapo1L'1.d words which mi&ht fictitiously appear 
to do so - no sound i s necessarily connected wi·t;h any object. Whence 
does meunirig come? In Existence, the c.nswcr is "by ampirical 
deoonstro.t ion". Cc.n the case be otherwi se vlith wor:ls dencting the 
supra- existential? Their mea..~:i.ng is no more implicit than that of 
other words, Again we must o.Glc for a dem.onstration of meaning , and 
failing demonstration, must deny their cl:d.r .. to sienificanc3. It 
will not satisfy us to hear o. supra..-existentio.l term resolved into 
other supra-existenti~l terms unless t he procesp· ends eventually with 
confrontation. He who claims to know the supra-existential but 
declli1es to produce it should in honesty take his place o.mone; the 
myst ics . :re nmst ceo.se to pose as a philosopher. l!,or the essence 
of philosophy i s a reo.soned progress fron l0:'1own to U:!:lknown, not an 
inspired but unsubsta!ltiated leap L~to the un1mown. \/hen such o. 
leap i s taken, it must be frankly recogntzed that Reason·has been 
abandoned. i:Jo attempt raust be II1£'.de to produc-3 a pseudo-logic oi' 
the wJmo·.m. 

~he essence of the conceptual world is locicality. Here 
reason is seen pure and unimpeded by existence. Her e the tro.ces of 
reo.son ·.vhich run like golden thre::1ds through Tine ru~d Spa ce leo.d 
us to their source in a more ::.·enl wo:dd. Such, at lenst , is the 
picture painted first by Pl ato and subsequently by a btu1d of successors 
over mnny ccmturies tmtil, v1i t~1 Heeel, the claims of Reason reach 
their zenith. l',ll such systems agree in tlakine lo(jical entail.ment 
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Should s oweone object that by 1\10rd11 in this context 
we :really menn 11the sound for a word11 , we shall answer 
us f ollovlS. \\'hat is t he word besides the token or the 
concept? 1lust wr::: no\r allow f or a new e11tity? The onus 
probandi is on llin Ylh0 posits it. lie , however, can discern 
no fu:t•thar eleiJ.ent in coD.Imunication over and above these 
two, n.nd of the two, the YIOrd is surel y the tolcon ruther 
than the concopt . And i f 8omeone shoulU. further object 
thut \Vithout a common underlying word , it would be impossible 
to trnnslute from the soun1s o:f one languo.ge to the sounds 
of ano·!;her, we answer that tronslation IJay equally well be 
bused on u similnrity of concepts - and, as a translator 
vlill lmmr, even this is sonetimes l acking, so tho.t what 
is abstract in one l ant;,uo.ce nmst be concretely phrased 
i n n..l'lother, and s o on. 
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or neceEJsity the sole relationship in the I1.1.tiona1 world. 22 To 
Hegel, logic if;! not only the rela·~ionship, but also the matter of 
reality. 

What are the essential characteristics of the logical? 
The most .obvious is the quality of certainty which inheres in its 
relationships. Then there is the fact of its universal applicability, 
so that a logical truth seems to obtain for all t:i.l::te and 111. all places. 
It hn.s an appc.rent independence of Time and Ohange •. 

Is there nny doubt of the principle that in seeking the 
world of Reason, we must start from the world of Experience? ~e 
have already seen that the practice of philosophy i s firmly attached 
to Existence - thnt is, to Experience. All public philosophy, at 
least, i s an attempt to commtmicate on the existential level. 
Although the proof cc.n be no more than inductive and e>Jpiricul.,. it 
seens certain that no one arrives at Reason before Experience. Other
wise we should hove to suppose the child in the womb, at some stage 
before the senses wake to life , capable of u.~derstanding pure reason. 
It ie also contrary to humnn experience the.t Reason enters the 
consciousness as something alien a.'t'J.d unrelated to Experience. It is 
essentially il1. Experience tl1at we first feel the need of Reason. 
We encounter it first as a comment and an explication energing from 
Experience. Historically and subjectively, Reason is the product of 
Existence. I s t here nny sense in which Reason can be pri or to 
Experience , and thus exhibit an i.'Yldependent ob j ecti v·e existence? 
Can it ever break free frofl its dependent oriGins and rise above 
Existence? Is it, perhaps, possible thnt Reason has a logical 
priority to Experience? If it has, then what we have called the 
genesis of Reason from Experience , is more truly the instantiation 
of Reason in Experi ence. The apparent temporal development of Reason 
is, in reality, only the development of the co.."1.sciousness in its 
apprehension of Reason. Before accepting such a doctrine of Reason, 
we must ask certain questions. 

Firstly, remembering that, even though Reason may be 
prior to ~'xperience, our approc,ch to it is t hrough Experience, we 
must ask if it can be produced. He wish ·to ·oe con:fronted by self
subsistent Reason, for otherwise we have no proof that the term 
refers. Anu if we are told that the self- subsistent is too great 
to depend on our proofs, we shall persist unabashed t hat our weakness 
demands proof; thnt we cannot blindly accept the reality of the 
unknovm, and remnin philosophical. Even granting that there is this 
self- subsistent Reason, u.~til we knmv it, it is nothing to us; and 
he who would speak to us about it must be prepared to soy, "By this 
term, I refer to this." In talking or writing, audible and visible 
tokens are used; they are used in the asstlllption that through t hem 
it is possible to impart new lmowledge. But the tokens, per se, 
have no connexion with their meaning whatever. The only method of 
assigning meaning to these tokens i s demonstration, that is, t he 
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Although, for Hegel , Reason is regarded as distinct fram, 
and superseding the Understanding with its death-dealing 
sharpness of concepts, there is no doubt that it is still 
a process of Thought , and that Hegel would have regarded 
his dialectical transitions as necessary. It is interesting 
to see how the life and movement of t he world~flow make 
an illicit re-entry in the dialectic. Hegelts system 
illustrates the collapse of the logical as the structure 
of reality, not , as he supposed, under· pressure of the 
sup~a-logical, but by the disguised re-affirmation of the 
pre-logical. His contradictions, as Findl:::\7 remarks, 
are really opposing tendencies, o~ forces, in the world. 



prodv.ction of t~1e object signi fied. 23 Therefore until the nature 
of pure Ronson is shorm to us , we she.ll withhold assent f ran it. 

It is fallaci ous to suppose that pure Reason is only 
partly communicable. For the part muot be like the whole . If 
t he uncorrmn..micuble purt is ir..tr:LYJ.sically different , co11JL1UJlicabl.e 
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and m1comntmicable are not r elated as parts of the same whole, for 
they have nothiJ.1& in comr..;.on. 24 The uncommunicable is not the valid 
LJ.atter of philonop:'l.y in general or of r ationalistic philosophy in 
pc..rticuL.:r, which co;.1sists :i1J iLport:i-l1B or dieu..)Y~rins ontcilecl truth 
by means of communication. The rorm''..mioable is ultimately the 
de:J.onstr able. Public philosophy, being concerned ·with the coilllllunico.ble, 
i. e . the deaonstr able, denies its ovm nature when it speaks in a way 
that presupposes lmcwledge of the undemonstrable. (ret us note in 
pas Jing that we Lk"l.Y accept as demonstrat~.on the ru1alysis of a term 
into denonstrable !"'arts. :~v.t we mst in3~.st that, s:LYJ.ce terms have , 
pe:.:- se 1 no coP .. nexion wi til their neo.ning, meru.1ill€,"f\tlncss is ul t i.mately 
grOUI).ded in tho possibility of demonstration.) 

nationalism HOuld wjsh to proceed by entailment , that is 
by a necessary and unbroken cha:LYJ. of' reasonin:.;. From the sturting 
pojnt o:f corllll.unico.tion, which is lr,dced in .ci:x:istence, it wc-v~d wish 
tC' proceed by entailment to Sl.lpra-cy..ist ential rec.l ity, to show, in 
other v;ords, that Existence im.pliec Supra-h"'xistance. Fai ling, perJ:Iaps, 
:L~ this, it would wish t o show at least that Supra-Existence implies 
Exi stence, thereby savine; the loe;ical character of Reality. But in 
this case, it shoul d be noted clearly, the initic..l passage beyond 
existence i s achieved not by necessity of reasoning, but by a leap 
whether of incluctivn or of inspiration. Such ::J. leap Plato appears 
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All meaning rests ultiL1dely or. wha·~ Price calls 
11ostonsive" defil':ition (~hirJ..::il1,s and :r~xpGrie!lce; 
ch. VII) . 11hu-re ,ere no words ni th which to 
explain the ·leaning o:~: the f i rst word ever used. 
It acquired meanint:; simplj~ fron constant association 
wi·~h a certa:LYJ. object , or t;yp e of objects. The 
process is r epe[l:i;ed every t~.me [~ child 2.ec.rns ~o 
spen.k. If this is the wxy in which meaning is 
;;enera t ':)U , nothing i ::1 rJ.oanincful which ce:.nnot , i:f 
necessa.:-y9 be reduced to this foru of definition. 
This is a criterion of the [jrcnt e:~t uL-.fulneus in 
clearing o.wu'./ t he accillmlation of vagLw intellectual 
entities which so easily conf·...tse th0 :mind of the 
philosopher·. 

Co .. •,are Spine za t s use of this pr:L1cipl 0. 
l:....'Ciu:tl V ) 

(Ethics: 
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to suggest in the Republic. 25 lioreover it will no longer be 
possible to exhibit Reality jn Existence, but only to exhibit 
Existence in Reality. The communication of truth to those who 
do not already lmow it becomes impossible. At best, it r:my be 
possible to indicate a pb.th nlong which they mny hope to encou..YJ.ter 
it. 

· 
1.:e have just ndunbrc.tad or described on interesting 

and ir.lpor:tant phenomenon. This is the assumption, w:i. thout 
logical cogency, of a Reality beyond Existence, ·in other words, 
the unnecess.nry assumption of supra-existential reality, This 
assumption we shall name Mysticisr~26 (The27 assumption, let us 
note, ~~y or may not be made ·after a process of inductive reasoning, 
but in either case it is something new. For inductive reaso~~g 
does not supply a reality. At uost, it disposes us to belief in 
a reality. The actual postulation of a reality proceeds from an 
independent source.) 

let us return to the natur'3 of the Logical, The task 
is to show that a sphere of loBica.l :::-eality is implied in Existence, 
for we are compelJod to m.o.ke fu.is-tence our starting point if we wish 
to communicate. J.n whnt sense, therefore, can Existence imply 
snJ."thing? This is the probleo that r;:u::cy- prove the stumblmg block 
rutionalistic thought. Thought, desiring to move above Existence, 
is yet compelled to plant clay feet upon Exist&nce. The nature 
of the spatio-tenworal is in general intractable to lildubitable 
implication. The so-called implications of practical life have, 
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l'o reach the Idea of the Good, we mst stand upon 
hypotheses (sc. definitions of the Ideas), and ·reach 
out townrds the idea that unites these hypotheses. 
The hypotheses are abstractions from Existence, and the 
Idea of the Good is lilcewioe an abstraction from the 
hypotheses. The process of discovery is experimental 
and principles must be constantly tested. Once the 
ultimate principle is apprehended, it will be possible 
to return from it deductively to all thE- lower principles 
(~hough .not, we should notice to phenomena, for deduction 
ends with ideas). There is a radical hiatus here, 
Reason has settled ~tself ill the real world and CQYJ. find 
no return to the world of Existence , beca•J.se it insists 
on deductive procedure. It is forgotten that the 
possibility of the deductive process rests on an initial 
inductive process from Existence. Or if this is remembered, 
it is construed as the inferio:::•ity of Existence, which is 
well left behind. This, in turn, is possible, because the 
nature of the Ideas as mere abstractions from Existence 
is forgotten. · They become imbued with a substance of 
their own. On this illogicality rests the i dea that it is 
possible to deduce f~_·om them, or ruther from the supreme 
Idea. Deduc-Gion must a.lways be from greater content to 
lesser content. Thus the Idea of the Good must at the 
same time be ult:iJrl.ate abstraction and supreme content, both 
nothing and plenitude of being, than which no greater 
contradiction is imaginable. Why a conceptual and psychic 
unity (for such are all abstractions) should be objectified as 
supreme content we shall later come to understand. 
(Republic VI and VII) 

The view that this is a.YJ. assumptlon receives support from 
Kierlcegaard for whom Faith is a miracle, the gift of God 
(The Absolute Paradox). Additionally, in describing 
historical kr~owledge as a deliberate not of belief, he 
lends confirmation to the view that Reason does not yield 
certitude outside iamediate Existence. (Interlude) 

Kj_erkegaard on Belief. 
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for the most part, a very small degree of certainty. No-one~ for 
:instance , would suppose ·i;hnt the verd:.cts of our lavr courts are 
supported b~r anything so cogent as logical demonstration. Indeed , 
in the temporal flow, there cnn be no demonstration :from one noment 
to the next. I ca.rmot pr'Jve that when this pen next touches the 
pnper ~ i t will leave a.Yl inlc mark and. not strike sparks. 

There are however, certain areas of Existence vn1ere 
implication seems to becoue possi ble, t l1at is in the theoreticnl 
disciplines, particularly JrJ8.thematics and logic T~1ese disciplines 
depend on an exi stential LJ.eans of convey~ng t heir content. There is 
no recognizable natheo.atics without figures or nu;..lbers, which a.re 1 
at least Ll'l one aspE'ct, physi cal entities, or logic without symbols, 
which again are physical. The man who would be a mathematicia.Yl or 
a :!.cy;ician wi thout these means , :r:zust be conte.'1t to be one in secret. 
There r:J.ay be sore vrho are. HumanHy has n~thing to so.y to them, 
nor they to h1..~1anity, They are as if they were r..ot . But those 
who would communicate their meani ng are bound to Existence . If 
they claim that they use existence to symbolise the suprn-exiot ential1 
they ~re bound to demonstr ate t!1e supra-existential, or else abandon 
thei r symbols , t hat is, ;::.hnncor. corrnnunico.tion . In any case, would 
o. symbolic relationshi p , that is , an arbi tru.ry one 1 sati sfy the 
r ationalistic need for t:1e inplication of supra--existence by exi stence? 
Surely not, for it is not the nature of a symbo}. t o convey per se the 
nature of its significati on. Nor is n symbol a representation, related 
t o i ts object by similarity. 

It o.ppeo.rs that the rationo.listic position demnnds that the 
nature of the physical entities employed in mathemo.tics and logic 
should iJGseli' imply the supr a-existenti &l. If these objects are not 
symbols , nor yet representations o:f the supra-axistential, no other 
alternative renains. We must therefore examine these Jbjects, minutely 
if necessary, to see whether , U.'1like other physical objects , they 
contain the seeds of pure Reason. If we conclude that they are not 
essentially different from other physical objects, i t will be necessary 
to explain t hei r certainty and logicality in spatio- tempor al terns, 
But if an intrinsic difference does emerge, we sl1all have the problem 
of relatL'1g these objects to the re~~inde~ of Exi stence. 

An Examination Let us look first at mathematical objects which Plato 
2~i[c8I--- re3arded as the most striking approximation of the seen to the unseen. 
C'b 1ec-cs ex- The s i mplest mathemntical objec·~ is und0ubtedly the str?.ight line, 
'itih~ti.;~ whic:1, by :::::Uclil1G:U.l theory has no width but only length and direction. 
~~"1~sit,l This description however? does not fit a:"ly actual straight line that 

we have seen. That which truly l1ad no nidth would be, as truly, 
invisible. All the straight lines that we hnve seen i.1ave had some 
minimal width. The m.ini..mu.;:a requisi te wi d-f;h is Hhat is suff.icient 
to render the lLYle visible. · :r-he straight line without wi dth is at 
once trru1sportcd to the supr a-existential and stands in need of 
veri fication by iaplication from t he existential straight line , which 
has v1idt~1. Therefore let us accept that we are exnm:L11ing o.n object 
v:h~_ch has lenGth and breadth. ~f it is to be visually apprehensible , 
i t !lUst also have colour; if tactually, i t nru.st ha.ve texture . 
~c <~8 dealin~ with an object that is thoroushly physical in nature . 
It must also therefore , h~ve duration. rr'1is~ exper~.ence will confirm. 
\ie have seen no straight line that might cl r..im to be timeless. 
Arcl.li.~edes ' stro.it.,ht lines i...'1 the sar:d were erased by the sea., the 
silver metr e will peri sh one day. A strnight li::1e is as durable 
a.s the physicnl rnc.tter of which it is JJlc'l.dc . If there is no 
intrinsic difference bet ween a straight line &'1d other existent 
objects? what is the differ ence in virtue of which certainty nttends 
the relationships of strcight lines? 

'rho or1inc.ry physical object is infinitely complex. 

/Infinite ••••••••••••••• p.22. 



Ini'inite causes contribute to its existence and · its content is 
so diversified as to defy exhaustive description. ·The straight 
line is, by co parison exceedL11.gly simple. 28 Both ordinary 
physical objects and sli1plified ones are arranged -in conceptual 
groups9 In the case of the ordinary objects, the characteristics 
required for a0~ssion to any one conceptual group are obviously 
an nbstraction from the natures of the individuals7 so that 11hoill) 
sapiens1

' quite clearly lenves a gr&at deal unsaid nbout Jones or 
Brown. Therefore Jones or Brown might be said to be conceptually 
intractable. It is· impossible to reduce them to one c.oncept, 
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hard to describe them in ru...'l!ly. The gap betvl'een the reality and 
the description is li1escapable. Eut li1 the case of the straight 
line, the concept is not so obviously an abstraction. The apparent 
nature of any particular straight line seems to be completely 
contained il1 the conceptual specifications, so that in describing 
any particular straight line in terms of the mere definition, we 
seem to describe it exhaustively. But we only seem to do so. 
The essential particularity and individuality of strRight lines 
has been illustrated above. Because the same description fits 
all individuals so well, it becomes very easy to transfer emphasis 
to the conceptual description and to regard the individuals as 
mere manifestations of rec"tilinearity. ThiE? is essentially a 
psychological, and not at all a logical transition. 

Because of their extreme simplicity, geometrical figures 
are not able to change to the s~e extent as ordinary physical objects. 
Their nature is so limited that any change involves conceptual 
rejection. When the remainder of p&rticularity makes itself felt 
in some way, for instance when the paper the line is drawn on is 
crumpled, the straight line is no longer a straight line and is 
rejected from the conceptual group. Tl~e line has chang~d in respect 
of those parts always present, but ignored before, which were not 
included in the abst raction. V/hen this occurs, it is felt that this 
physical object which has lapsed from its previous conceptual status, 
was never in fact a real straight line, but simply n symbol of the 
reality which is non-physical. A ~11. can change extensively and 
remain a man; a straight line can onl y change in length, and remain 
a straight line. Being an extensive physical nature, man can suffer 
considerable physical change and remain Yecognizo.ble ; being a limited 
pl1Ysical nature, a straight line is rendered unrecognizn~le by a 
min:im.."ll physical change. Because there has been SQ close an approxi
mution. of concept to object, engendering a belief in the self-subsistent 
und formative nature of the concept ) the J.apse of the object is dis
a ssociated from the state of the concept, to the detriment of the 
object. The object is regarded as at ~ost an upprox:.mation in physical 
IJ.a.tter to a non-physical reality. We, however, huve undertaken to 
find this non-physical reality implied in the physical, or else to 
surrender belief in it. Therefore we must ret~rn to the lil1e druwn 
on paper, or to something equally physical. 

Hhence is the certainty in ;geometrical relationships derived? 
Is not this quality an indication of the presence of somei(hing 
transcendent? It is plain that there can be no deductive relutionships 
between objects existing at different points in the time flow. 
Geometry cannot prove that any actual line will be strai~1t in the 
future, or thnt any two stra:!.ght lines wi::!.l be brought into con
junction in the future. It can merely state that if two straight 
lines touch in tl-e future, the relationship v~ll be such and such. 

28. 
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Co~P~e Descartest o.~cription of t he certitude of 
Arithmetic an0. Geo11etry to the fact that they"cJ..one 
deal with nn object so pure and tmcomplicated, that 
they need make no as~umptions at a.ll which experience 
renders uncertai.n. 11 (Rules for the Direction of the 
Hind : II) 
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Nor does it attempt to state relationships between a line existing 
in the present and a line tha:t will exist in t he future. All its 
propositions involve the contemporaneity of the objects related. 
Geometry mitigates the effect of the time flow by regarding the 
related objects sir:ru.ltaneo1~sly. It never relates n. present object 
to an absent object. The firet element in geometrical certainty, 
therefore, is contempora: :~. ity. 

It i s noticeable, in the second place, that the objects 
related in geometry are always directly or Ll'ldi!'ectly contiguous. 
If an object is to be related to nnother which it does not touch, 
the relationship will be achieved by the insertion of objects, e.g. 
tangents, bis~::cting lines and so on, which link the two objects to 
be related. The mind r..ay pass from one relationship to the next 
and at each point the related objects will be contemporaneous and 
contiguous.29 If geometrical objects are essentially the same as 
other physical objects, \le might E-xpect to find th:J.t contemporaneity 
a11d contigUity make for certainty in other obj~cts as well. Certain 
facts are facts vrhich we know. !.light we be said to know anything 
in te·:ms of ordinary physical orjects as certainly as we know t:1·.~t 
t wo stro.i[~ht lines, on touching, for:.~ angles equal to· one straight 
line? It does appear that there are physiGal spatio-tempo~al facts 
ab0ut which we do feel a certainty that approximates in degree to 
mathematical certainty.30 I cannot doubt that LiY pen is in my hand; 
or that PlY hand is on the paper; or that the part of the paper 
overhang:L''lg t he desk p1un the part on the desk tot;ether eqv.al the 
whole sheet. All these facts consist of the relationships of 
contcnporaneous and contiguous objects. Gr·anted the reality of 
spctio-temporal objects, these are indubitable facts. The third 
dmension, however, is for some philosophers, a dubious interpretation 
qf tvw dimensiono.l dc.ta. For then, it would "be p:)Ssible to .T•J:T~a-te 

the intui tiv~:: certainties of experience in terElS of twu-dimensiono.l 
existences , regarding all phenomena as occurring on a sL~gle flo.t 
plane. Such philosophers vwuld presumn.bly not dep_y the reality of 
the observation point, that is to say of their ovm consciousness , which 
cannot be on the snne plane as the phenomena. Its separate existence 
li1volves the third dimension, a fact which ~ces it seem unreasonable 
to deny it within t he phenomena. Be that as it may, the simple 
relations of co-existent and contiguous objects are certain at the 
moment of t heir j_ntuition, to a degree that is indis·i:iinguishc.ble from 
the certainty of geonetry. If it be doubted t hat t!le relo.tionships 
of geometrical objects derive t~eir ccr+ainty f rom primitive illtuition, 
it i s only necessary to consider the proofs of so1.1e elementary 
propositions. The conb!'Uency of equal-c-:ided triangles , for instu.nce, 
is proved by plc..cillg a side upon en eqw:-~ side. 

It is true that geometrical proofs nay be conducted with 
inaccurate diac;rams; th:-~t a line dravm by en unai ded hand will do 
as well as a strai&'1t line. Is this not proof that the physical 
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CoL::,>a.re Descartes on t l1e nature of a chain of reasoning. 
Hjo.ch link must be se}larately intuited so that there may 
be no brenk in the necessary co.::-.nexion (Hules : VII) 
There is envisaged no deductiv-.3 passaco to a nevT object, 
but r c.ther the intuition a. posteriori of the rel ationship 
between two objects ~~reo.dy co-existing. 

'.ro the objection that the contradictor~- of a spa.tio
temporal fact will not be self-contradictory, as is the 
case with the contradictory of a 2..ogical truth, · we mnlre 
t his provisioncl reply. There are such spntio-tempora.l 
truths. e . B· 11his t&ble (which I sec now) is this table 
(v1llich I see now) , cannot be contradicted without self
contradiction. I:i' it can be sllo·tm tho.t lo~ical truths 
depend on this forn of identity, will not the point be 
l.J.G.de? But this \/C shcll discuss lat er. 
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object is not the reality? A town planner may move model motor 
cars up and dovm model streets? but this is no sign that real ccrs 
aP~ real streets are not the reality. The models are symbols of 
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actual cars, and the free-hand lines are symbols of ·actual straight 
lines. But if this is sc, hov.' is it possible to construct co.:,<.r.t 
proof in te~~~ of these geometrical symbols; i~ ~s not possible to 
have a real traffic j~ with model cars. This · is a muddled objection 
based on nn ·inaccurate analO[,"'Y• The model traffic can assist us to 
imagine real traf~ic. L"Yl the saril.e way, the inELccura1ie lines can 
assist us . to . imagine accw.'o.te lines. The geon:etrical relationships 
do not ·:in fact subsist between ·the inacc..lrate lines. They would 
subsist between lines such o.s the inaccurate ones eymbolize. The 
necessity subsists in the relationships of the accvxate lines which 
are merely represented by the inaccurate lines. But it may be 
WOJ.1J.ered if any :iJ;J.agined lines can have a nature so precisely detl;)r.
mincd that they can participate in {5eOJ:J.et-.:-ical · relationships. Are 
they not mere · symbols just as much as the free-hand lines? ~.'his 
seems a fair objection. I t would be very i~ to i~olate and 
stabilize the mental i!:Jage of a geonetrical object. 

~'.'hat, then, is this certainty which we find in geometrical 
relationships, even independently, so it seems, of accurate diagrams? 
Could it, perhaps, be found without the aid of any diagram at all2 
Are we at lust arriving at the suprn.-existential? But we have already 
seen that there can be no public geometry without spatia-temporal 
geometrical existences 7 and also that there is a certainty of intuition 
inherent in the relationships of these existences. Hov.r can this 
certainty be the same certainty as that which inheres in a proof with 
inaccurate figures? Precisely what do the inaccurate figures 
symbolize? Do they represent any specific figures? • It appears not, 
because .the truths apply to all straight line~, or all triangles. 
But"all triangles" has nn tmdemonstrable reference. Vie can never see 
all .. present triangles, let alone all past and :future ones. The 
problem becomes soluble when we remember that tokens or symbols are 
the conventional tmd a.rbi.trary signs of conceptunl attitudes. To 
talk of "nll triangles" with an objective injt.iention is illusory. 
H is common eJ..-perience tho.t peopie nmy so t alk when at that mooent 
they perceive rio triangles whatsoever. For all that they know, not 
a single triru1gle exists in the world , or will eve1 exist. Common 
sense und.oubtedly assures t hem "that . their words do refer, and tha.t 
;'all triangles" is a·real t.,r.roup of objec-l;s; but this·does not alter 
the f~ct that the objective reference is possibly non-existent. 
The ref erence is essentia.lly subjective and this is what gives it an 
apparent universality of application. It would bs possible for me 
to create by definition the concept 11gloob 11

, and t~ with a priori 
certainty of tha characteristics of all 01oobs. But the certalllty 
hus a purely subjective foundation. ParnphrasGd, it runs as follows: 
If I encounter any creature accepta.ble to my concept 11gloob", it will 
be Su.ch and such a. creature . :t-JO'./ "such and such" is equivalent to 
11acceptable to my cmcept". By I!Uiking this substitution, we can see 
that we are not talkL~g nbout actual creatures, bu~ about a concept, 
.ir.. other words about a privnte ~:ttitude of the ego. Because this 
attitude r.JD.Y be Dt.'l.lntained. towards i.r.1£1Cinary objects, it has 
independence of experience. This i s the essenti al nature of ~he 
a priori, that it predicates the definition of t r. e concept o:f 
indubitable members of the concept; it conceptualizes on a basis 
of total subjective similarity, neveT 9 like prac~ico.l conceptualization, 
on a basis of partial objective similarity. It has? in itself , n o 
reference to the actual future , wb.ich is e .. YJ. u..Ylknown. It is not 
evoked by the enphatic conjunctions of nature s o ouch as nrbitrarily 
created. The appearance of practical applicability is due to the 
ease with which new acmbers of the class ·car. be mam.l.factured. 
This ease i s due to the cxtrene sioplicity of the arbitrary objects. 

~ p~iori kno~lcdge derives its clai~m to universal 
applicability f r0m the verbal foro in whi ch it is expresse.d , 
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particularly from the use of tlle v1ord 11all11 • It is useful to 
examine the reference of this term 11all" o.s used in n priori 
sto.tement..s . ·. hen we say th:1t i.\ll triangles are such and suchj 
to what objects do we refer? Presumably to all triangles that 
ho.ve existed o.nd do exist, nnd all that will exist . · But it is 
possible tho.t vo trio.n&les will exist in the future - certainly 
future triangles do not exist now at the moment of reference, · 
This part of the reference is actually nothD1g and mo.y be dis
counted. .An a priori statement has no necessary reference to 
the future . Does it, then, so.ti:::fy our meaning to equate 
11o.ll tria.ngles 11 with "all triangles that have existed (or do 
exist)? Fo 9 for we uea'tl Bore; \,a mea11. all possibl e tri angl es . 
But possible triangles o.re on undemonstrable refereilce. They 
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are nothi..'le;. The · renln of the possibl e is anoth.;r form of the 
rerum of the supra-existential, tho reulity of which is in quest i on. 
'.'! e have uade <leruonstr:J.bili ty· the criterion of significance 9 and 
the possible , i . e . the supra- exis·tJent i al has so far proved 1-m
demonstrable. But is it not so that u statement of tl:1e foro, 
11all triangles, are 8Uch and such11

, might be true even if no 
triangles !lad ever existed? The truly a priori should not depend 
for its truth upon instantiation in Existence. The statement, 
in this case, proves to be about no existe11:t; triangles at all , 
but o.bout triangu~o.rity~ Tri~lgu.larity is a concept. The 
subjective nnd psychic aspect of a concept is deraonstrable . The 
objective aspect, if it is reo.l , has so far prove~ undemonstro.ble . 

At thi s stc.t;e it 'dill be hel pful to exami..ne the 
subjective geometrical concept more LJ.inutel~·. To e:J.se the task, 
let us take the simplest of such concepts, Recti lineo.rity. Of 
what elements , therefor e, is my concept of a strai,:;ht line compounded? 

Vlhat , we ask, is the truly 11 c.. priori" which i.s i ndependent 
of instantiation in Existen(;e? Is there really such a thing? 
'That is rectilineari ty independentl y of straight lines - so thd from 
the nature of rectilinearity we rncy make logical deductions? 
Historically speaking, no one thought of rectilinenrity before he 
saw a straight line . There is no histo.r·ical priority. But is 
rectilinearity then logically pri or to st raight lli1es? No - for 
o. straight line is not deduced, it is dr~;fn. 31 Its existence is 
il1dependent of deduction. We may, ther efore, experience32 straight 
lires without prior experience of rectilinearity~ But of the con
verse , there i s no proof, nor· even evidence. 

Plato , while perhaps he would ho.ve granted. this , would 
yet have maintah'1ed that the logical attitude which geometrical 
fiJUres evoke is nc,t acquired but remembered. 33 Actuo.l straight 
lli1es or actual equals , he would say, put us in 2emory of Dn already 

33. 
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If it should be objected that this does not confute the 
logical pri ority of rectilinearity, we ask wha.t , precisely, 
does t he objector mean by priority? Does his ideo. not 
involve that t he prior i s on the sume ontological plane 
as t he subsequent , tho.t it po.rtdkes of the same mode of 
being? (·,7e i..rrroke Spinoz.at s principle t hat things VThich 
have nothing in common cannot be reJ.ated ) . Therefore, 
either rectilD1eo.rity is a sensorily ap:)rehended object, or , 
a str a i ght line is an D1Yisible ena rationis. \'.'e know 
that a straight line is a sensory object, therefore so is 
rectilinearity, Hhicll is· absurd b:v definition. Therefore 
rectilinear:..ty and-straight lines are not relu.ted as prior 
nnd subsequent~ 

The · fact that we call them strai~1t lines does not imply a 
pre-kcowledge of rectilinearit:··any more than the fact that 
we call cats cats implies a pre-knowledce of felinity. 

So in Theaetetus .. 
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possessed but subconscious knowledge of rectilillenrity or equality. 
Two considerations militate against this view. ·Firstly, why should 
it be universally necessary to experier1ce straight lines or equals 
before remembering rectilinearity or equality? Somewhere or other, 
we might expect, the meoory would have renained in consciousness. 
Unless , of coucrse, humanity as a whole has passed _tbrough some vale 
of oblivion. Secondly, and more cogently, rectilineority, remains 
undemonstrated as a reality. It has not been made objective. 
As subjective, howeve:r, an account rnny be given of· it. I t is the 
subjective unity, the attitude of acceptance operative towards some 
objects that r esemble other objects which we have agreed to call 
straight lines, to such a degree that there is no percepti ble or 
relevant dissimilarHy. But the question remains, how can such a 
concept enable us to make deductions iv~ependently of the presence 
of e.ctual straight lines? We answer, by producing images of straight 
lines juxtaposed in gi ven ways. But how can such images have the 
accuracy or the persistence that ~s necessary to ~ake the relationships 
obtain? All that i s necessary is t hat they should obtain to the 
limits of our perception. 34· This after all , is the limit that must 
be set to al l our empirical ass0rtions, however scientific. ~very 
statement is made from a certaL~ point of view, and. is true if it 
accurately reflects the position from that point of view, provided 
it be received as n statel!lent from that point of vievr. Even the most 
finely drnwn straight lines will reveal mountains and chaums under 
the microscope. A straicht l:L.'1e is straight for the manner of 
perce1)tion employed by the immediate purpose. 

It is, moreover, an illusion to suppose tnat because 
geometrical proofs do not employ actual Beasu.rement, they are non
empirical. Measurement is essentially the juxtaposition of objects 
in order to find points of coincidence accurataly to the limit of 
perception. In geometrical proof, such juxtaposition, while not . 
actually curried out, is cmwtantly assumed. If it is accepted as 
obvious that two straight lines which are equal to a third straight 
line , are also equal to each other , it is solely because it is obvious 
that if t hey ·were juxtaposed, they would coincide. We simply imagine 
the three lines together, and if we imagine them according -bo their 
descriptions , it is beyond ar8~~nt that ~hay will coinci~e. If they 
did not, they would not be the lines de~cribed . T11US geoiJetry i s 
bl'.sed on measure, and measure is juxtaposition of actual objects . 

It may be objected h~re o.gai.."l that proofs can be conducted 
with inaccurate figures, the schoolmaster's rou._;l1 diagraB on the 
board f or instance . This is true, simply because~ by deliberate 
convention, these figures are tokens evocative of accurate images, 
or of the conceptual associ ations formed from experience of accurate 
fit3lll'es. 

The universal applicability of nwnber and the complete 
exactitude possible in this medium, are likewise traceable to the 
arbitrary nature of the terms employed. Numbers are arbitrarily 
es+.ablished tokens, There is n0 L~trinsic connexion between either 
the v1ord 11t~1ree 11 or the symbol 11311 and what they denote. "Three" 
might just as easily be "two11 and "311 , 11 211 • Then, the relationships 
between these tokens are a direct consequence of the connotation 
which we arbitrarily assign -to them. "Three" is half of 11six11 

because men decided that 11three 11 should denote so D1.9llY u.11its and 
11six11 so many. The unities denoted are partly subjective, relative 
to concepts. A conceptual attitude is a unifying attitude - not 
that it in any sense welds matter into one - but consciousness, for 
a given purpose, posites o. certain stretch of existence as one. 

34. 
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Or, alterno.tively, evoke a conceptual attitude based 
on the experience of perfect figures . 
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The m1ity, therefore , i s half in the subject , a unity of attitude . 
Nature often supports such unities , bd she is i.ndepcndent of them. 
They plnce r.o limitation upon her. Our unities are not constitutiye 
of things. 1.fe t alk of the house; nature shatters i t by an earth
quake. \!e decide in acco:;do:nce with our purposes that such and such 
a portion of existence shal l be regarded as one. Fi~lds, mountains, 
books and bridges are unities f r om a deli ber ately adopted point of 
view, or rather from a point of view dictated by a purpose. But, 
for ot!ler purposes, they could all be r nalyzed into an infinity of 
smaller unities, or grouped i.nto larger uni tiesj if circumstances 
required~ Then what, we L1Ust ask~ i s tee significance of denotinz 
an ob ject as one - for s i cnifico:nce there must be. -.ihy do we t hink 
in terms of ones at all? 

Uni+l p.p.d 
DiffGrentiation liature provides an occasion by p~esentine us with emphatic 
·-- ' ---co~junctions. These conjunction..; c.re relative unit i es agninst the 

environment, Thus we see that this area of ex>_t)erien~e raove s as one, 
and that area as another. This gives us the essence of ur.ity as 
solid~ty or indivi sibili ty. Indivisibili ty in turn, c~ only be 
observed in the divis i bility of a lc.rger whole. Thus the pieces 
of the puzzle become ones in the disintegration of the puzzle. 
The puzzle itself becoiJ.es one when we distinguish or divi de it from 
the table surface whereon it rests. Unity thu8 appears us the 
corollary of differentiation. Differenti ation hvwever, is the 
corollary of change and noveoen-l;, for these are discernible only 
by the observation of di fference in succession. More basically, 
differenti ation is the corollary of existence in t he wor ld, of 
objectivity. For no object, even one wherein we can observe no 
change , can exist , without differences. Let us imagine an unbr oken 
plane of homogeneous colour. I t must end som3whe~e , or it ceases 
to be imaginable , and where it enJs, there is different~ation. 

Even to perceive its internal extension, we must perceive some minimal 
difference , even i f it be only in relationship to the observer's 
position. Differentiation, and thus unity, are fundamental to 
existence. The unities we observe depend upon the purpose with 
which we observe , but their objective reality is independent of our 
observing. 

Once unity has been traced to di fferentiat ion , the problem 
of its subjective aspect is clarified. The fact that the mind can 
posi t unities whi ch nature dest~oys, simpl y wi tnesses to the mind 1s 
power of selection. The differentiations it observes are real in 
ncture, but they are not differentiations to which lTature gives 
emphatic support . Ther e is no need to posit the U."lifying function 
of consciousness as in fact formative of the world, - or to regard 
i t as an a priori condition of existence. It is simply a more 
sophisticated power of selection correspondli1g tu purposes that 
transcend the elementary pl~servetion of organic life. The catal yst 
of unity in the matter of experience is not perception, which is 
confronted with differentiation as already existL"lg, but rather 
ft~ose?which affirms35 some dif~erentiations and neglects others. 
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35. Here we join issue firstly with Kant who thi..r1ks that 

all unity in perception is the work of the Transcendental 
Unity of Apperception. It is, we believe, objectively 
present in Nature. !....nd secondly with Sartre, who seems 
to believe thnt consciousness nihilates , i. e. causes to 
be non- existent 1 thoce E~spects of psrception which are 
irrelevant. The cafe slips away into indeter!!li.nateness 
as I look for Pierre . It becooes simply the not- Pierre. 
But we believe that our purpose, es distinct from 
conociousness~ by selecting certain aspects of Nature ' s 
differentiation, in no way affects the reality of the · 
differentic.~tions which it disregards~ (Being and lJothing
nes-3 : Pari; I : II) 



It is ·te>.I!lpting but misleading to say that purpose 11negates11 other 
di:f:ferentiations, It cannot cause them to cease~ It can merely 
disregard them. 

E,:J.,pali_ty: \7hen plurality ~.s introduced, number gb.in~ in content. 
It now denotes 3imilarity as well as indivisibility~ both still 
relative to purpose. When, for example, we are told that there 
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are three men at the gate, we understand that ~ach -.object is coherent, 
and that each resembles the others· to a certain minimal extent 
dete.rmin.ed by" our conceptual attitude. · If one of the men turns 
out to have no head, our concept TiaY reject him as mnn. We should 
then deny that there .were three men and assert that there were only 
two. Number is deroonstrated as susceptible to similarity, or the 
lack of it • 

. ~urE: Numb~ So far we have examined number applied to objects, but 
what of number when it is pure and unapplied? Here much the same 
may be said as of pure geometry. If symbols and eve=ything sensory 
are removed, nothing demonstrable remains. To explain thE' meaning 
of 11tln'ee11 we resort, not to thA supra-existentfal, but to some 
sensory example , tor instance three strokes dra\~ on a page. It is 
from the more concrete that the symbolic figures or words d~rive 
their meru1ing1 not frou the more abstract. (They are really, of 
course, completely concrete thenselves). As soon as the meaning of 
the symbols is assimilated, we ·are able to make c~lculations with the 
symbols alone. Unless we are aware how this comes about, it is 
easy to fall into the assumption tl10t the symbols are effective by 
virtue, not of a concrete but of an abstract and sup~a-exi.stential 
connotation. In reality tb~ symbols are concrete objects employed 
to represent other concrete objects. Their power lies in their 
representative ability, but this is wholly derived from human consent. 
The symbol, or token, is an object, which, not of its o'.vn nature, 
but by convention is evocative of conceptual attitudes. These 
attitudes, as we have observed, provide a. substitute for actual 
experience. Thus the symbol 4 evokes in me an attitude which, if 
necessary, can project an image of four ~~its. It is, of course, true, 
that I can, and usually do, calculate by mea~ of figures, without 
the help of im~es to instantiate their meaning. This is due to a 
deftness acquired by practice. I have teco~ accustomed to, have 
formed concepts of, the relationships of figures, anJ can now pass 
cor.~.ceptually along the lines of those relationships. :B1rom. the 
symbols 6 + 3, I can pass insta.n.taneously to 9. Asked to }:rove the 
connexion, however, I must take nine concr~te units and divide them 
into a group of six and a group of three . This Hune has pointed 
out. 

To the symbols of pure logic, si~lar consideraTions 
apply. The concrete symbols are necessary to cumnnh~ication. 
Unlike the objects of geometry, they are not related by their own 
natures. Their relationships are conventional, grounded on the 
consent of logicians to usc them in particular ways. The necessity 
~erent in this discipline depends upon the decision of its 
prnctitioners to attach a certain function to certain symbOls. 

The symbols however, are not regarded as referring 
beyond the logical discipl ine. Relationsnip and necessity are 
taken to be purely internal. Yet .it is plain that this cannot 
be so, for, as we saw, t he synbols do not provide their own re
lationships. They are the tokens of something else from which 
their cogency is derived, namely their conventi onal significance. 
In what 1 we must then enquire, does tl1is conventionnl significance 
precisely consist? 

Firstly} we ma.y eliminate a reference to the objects of 
the world. The symbols do not stand for particular existent 
objects, or even for classes of obje~ts. They may function without 
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being r:ID.de to stand for t hese things. Yle do not have to say: 
"U3t x represent an apple" before we C'an proceed. (This is not 
to say -that x cannot represent D...'1 apple). The connotation would 
appear to lack the characteristics of objec-ts , or at least to be 
independent of these chara0teristics. 

29. 

Secondly we must eliQinate supra-existential connotation~ 
for the supra-existentil-ll is the 9-ewonstrandUI:J. which we are tryirg 
to deduce from sense . To assume a connexion bet~ween our symbols 
and the supra.-existentinl i s to beg the question. 

The only remaining road "to take is into the processes 
of the mind1 into the observed wayo of the living intelligence. 
The mb1d, by practic~, c~n form a conceptual web around each symbol, 
of its al lowable relationshi ps with other sym.hols. This amounts 
to little more than memorizing the rules of a gane. Just as we 
lecrrn in chess that a knight LJaY Rove two squares "forward and one 
to the side, so in logic we my learn that symbols on either side 
of the sign of identity are interchangeable. We are smply learning 
a way of doing things, . a flkill without significance. 
Significance is destroyed. 

If our account seems to deprive formal logic of depth 
an& importance, is this not because there is commonly attached to 
it a lurking memory of the world of objects, givir.g it illusory 
depth? 

A logical truth, vre hear, is one the oppooite of which is 
self-contradictory. The only propositions of which this is true, 
are propositions reducible to the form of identity. 

z = z (z i s z). 

~e wish to determine the s igr.ificance of this proposition. There 
are two alternative possibilities. Either the sign of i dentity 
sienifias the bare and mechanical interchangeability of the Z symbols 
on either side of it - a view which deprives it of men.r..ingfulness. 
Or the sign of identity refers to some sit·.J.ation beyond the symbols. 
(But it cunnot refer to the relationshi:r vf the syw~•ols qua physical 
objects, because qua physical objects, t hey are obviJusly not identical). 
If there is reference beyond the symbols , v;e must truce identity in 
its usual sense , implying unity. But t.he concept of unity is 
mero1ingless except as grounded in Existenc~ , vn1ere it characterizes 
the fundanental e:A.rperience of the v10rld ns differentiated. Only 
by this reference to Ex:istence cnn the stn:~er.1ent of identity be cone 
significant. 

In allowing the fomulr. of identity tLis rct'erence to 
objectivity, we do 1 however, destroy it a.s a stateLient. Perrri.tted 
to intuit behind Z nnd Z one single object, we see the meaninglessness 
of the apparent relationohip suggested "Jy the sta.te:.1ent fom. J... 

~tntement is, basica.lly, information; that is? n passaGe from the 
iomediate (i. e . the subject) to "the non-iL~ediate (i.e. the predica.te) 
which is rendered conceptually inmediate. In the formula of identity, 
however , there is no passnce to the non-immediate~ Therefore the 
use of the· stateuent fom is not va.lid. \",e a.re in the presence 
of the pre-conceptual, which is prior to JJ.eaning and prior to truth. 
The statement for.rJ, the vehicle of mediation? collapses into primitive 
intuition. 

It is perha.ps the retention of tha foro of a statement 
despite the necessity of this collapse which appaDQ~s to 3ive to the 
statonent of identity the a.bsolute indubitability of the primitive 
jntuition, In reality however 7 this indubitability does not belong 
to the propositi onal forljl. It belongs to the vrorl&. 
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significance~ 
objectivity. 
barred. · 

appears; then, that for~l logic is either without 
or else retains a self destructive allusion to 
In either case, the road beyond existence remains 

At this stage it will be useful to gather up the main 
points of the ·o.rgument. 
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~hilosophy sets out to find a path beyond the experience 
of the senses. Being a discipline of Reason, it seeks to pass 
beyond the senses by deduction, that is, to fllld within the world 
of sense conclusive proof of the ultra-sensory world. It is thus 
drawn to those regi::ms of the world of· sense where our reasoning 
takes on the character of necessity. Necessity is as~d to 
cha::-acterize the highest exercise of Rea::::on. 

Prdlosophy is also com&~ication. It is not only the 
attempt to achieve truth, but is also corJD.itted to tl~e rendering 
of truth accessible ·co others, and, j_f possible, cogent fo::.:- others. 
Comu-nication takes place only through the medium of the senses; 
i.e. it is grounded in Existence. The task is therefore to 
present a logically necessary ascent from sensory coDmUnic~tion to 
n0n-sensory reality. 36 Existence is the given.Supra-sensory reality 
is the demonstrandum. 

Logical necessity inheres in only a very small segment 
of the objects of the world, that is in the objects of certain 
specialized disciplines. These objects, on ex~~ation, prove to 
be entirely sensory, though of a hig_'l1.ly simplified kind. Their 
necessary relationships depend either, as in geor:!letry, on their 
extreme simplicity as objects, or, as in numb~r ru~d logic, on a 
conventional method of use. 

In geometry the apparent coincidence of concept and 
object gives the appearance of a new kind of knowing. The conceptual 
aspect is enhanced ·~o the detrinent of the objectso The concept 
11man11 , for exanple, leaves a great deal unknown about the indi viduai 
to whom it is applied. But the concept 11straight line" seems to 
give aJ::1 ex..'l1austive description of any actual straight line. This 
prompts a thought process which mny be reduced as follows: Here 
is an object which contains nothing that was not in my definition. 
I possessed the definition befcre I saw the objecto T!1erefore I 
knew the object before I saw it. Therefore my lmovving is prior to 
the object, and possibly produced the o~ject. The object, at all 
events, is posterior to the knowing 0f it. Therefore, when the 
object lapses f.rom rectilinearity, I still possess the reality, that 
is,my lmowledge. Then why should I not c.iscard the object and 
adhere only to the reality, that is, to ny knowledGe? Then I shall 
have risen above sense, above Existence. My knowledge will be pure. 

36. 
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'.'To may pause here to note th<:3 double fallacy vthich 
disables all ontological proofs of God. In t he first 
place, such proofs do not start from. the sphere of 
Existence , but frau the ::rt.lpra-sensory ;phere where we 
r.n.u,"t locate the Ideo. of God (if there is such a thing). 
Thus the question is begged at the start. 
Seco~dly, there is illeGitimacy i n the customary passage 
from Essence to Existence. Essence is idea. From · 
:essence, therefore, ·only the ide£. of !Zcistence , not the 
actuality, con be Gxtracted. Thj_s Kierkegaard has 
poDlted out, · \'/ol1'son (Spinoza; .The Ontological Proof) 
arc;ues plausj_bly that under the form o:L' proof there 
l i es ~ direct intuition of Gocl. \"le pret'er to f ind the 
pre-r~tional affirmation of the Eros, for nn intuition 
of God, we believe, is imposs ible. 



The basic flaw in the above isp of course? that the 
knowledge was never ex..l1austive at all. The physical object 
c:b.anged by virtue of :. dior~;.:_,, Tcl.ec'.. r;;si~l.ue. The prior knowledge P 
in fact , wns knowledge of a subjective conceptual attitude, not 
of any external actuality, 
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I n the symbolic disciplines 1 t he same illusion of the 
presence of the supra-sensory arises f r om t he fact that the 
relationships of necessity are not sustained by the syobols per se. 
The cogency is therefore assumed to emanate fr0.m a more real order. 
This assillllption begs the question; ther3 i s , moreover, no inductive 
need to mrure it, For t he cogency inherent in the relations of the 
syobols can be sati sfactorily explained in terms of concept ual 
association, that i~ of psychic behaviour. To locate the cogency 
in tl1e psyche i s not, of course, to have exp~.ained the psyche. 
But it is sufficient at present si~ply to ~dicate this as an 
empirically verifiable series of phenomena 7 en~ibiting9 in common 
wi th other forras of psychic life, the tendency to fo:."'I!l conceptual 
associations, 

The Essence 

The essence of the arcument i s that from Existence t here 
is no necessary passage to Supra-existence . And therefor e Reason 
canno·G claiLl to cognize Supra-existence wi thout first executing an 
irrational leap, iDly reasoning which speaks in supra-existential 
terms cnn · do so only because it has in fact assUEled the reality of 
the Supra-existential. 3uch r ensoni...11g res ~s on a !Jr emise that 
cannot be commvnicatcd either in proof or demonstration. Moreover, 
we have witnessed the genesis of Reason in t he sphere of Exi stence 1 
where it ~~ctions in an a posteriori ~er ~pon the da~a of 
experience, Yrhat was claimed as a priori proved to b~ not absolutely, 
but only r elatively a priori. A fort iori, therefore, an a priori 
knowledge of the undemonstrable comes under question. 

When we call the Supra-existential in question, no one can 
demonstrate it f or us, nor can Reason deduce it f or us , Because 
of this , we I!!U.St deny Reason the right to speak as i:f it cognized 
the Supra- existential. It cru1 only earn this r i g{'.t by providing 
a deductive passage to the Supra-existenti al , which it does not do. 

So far as is empiri~ally verifiable, Reason is post
experienti al; that is, it is called into being hy experience . 
Experience is prior to Re2.son. But there is no verifiabl e experience 
of the Supra- existential. Therefore, nhen Reason claims to cognize 
the Supr a-exist ential, there are two possible interpretations. Either 
Reason ~u8t claim an unverifiable experience. Or it must inexplicably 
change its character from a posteriori to a priori, so that it no 
longer needs the basis of experience . The first alternative we 
reject because reasoning tl1at rests on the unverifiable is itself 
unverifiable, which destroys its cho.ro0ter as reasoning. The second 
aJternative we also reject, beceuse i:f Reason is prior to Supra
existence , it IID.lst be the g-round of Sup:):'a-existence, o.nd , a fortiori, 
supra-existential itself. But we lmow it ns Existential, If it 
beco~es supra-existential, it is no longer what we have meant by 
1;Reason11 • 

On the strength of these considerations in general , and 
principally on the co~sideration that the Supra-eY~stentinl is 
unverifiable '· we shall withhold consent froB all ' for:rn.s of 
philosophizing that ilrlply cogni tion of the Supra- existential. 
Yet we recoGnize o.t the Sa.L!e tiae an undenio.ble fact , nanely, t hat 
there is n large body of philosophical thouGht, it may be the bulk 
of philosophical thought . that :oakes precisely ' t he assunpt ion we 
have outlined , that is, cognition of t he Suprn-exlstentio.l. Such 
ru1 assumption does indeed seem to lie o.t the roots of philosophizing. 
The second pa.rt of t his essay, therefore 1 Hill consist in the main 
oi' an ~:vesti.:;ation of the cause of this nssuuption in philosophy, 
anJ. of the Cvl::.clus:::.ons t !:at oay be drawn conc..,rning it . 



The Rational.;.. 
istic As§UIU~.
.!.:J:_2g 

!he Objedi
fioation of 
the Conc~F.! 

1~fhat is the 
:i}npetu§.? 

PART II. EROS 

Jl.t the end of the prece.ding we outlined the nature of 
the Rationalistic Assunption, as -we once before called it. This 
assumption that Supra-existenc~ is known enters philosophy in the 
main by one device, the objectification of the concept. 

When the concept is asstuaed to have objective reality, 
to be, in other words, an L~dependent entity, a foundation is laid 
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on which it becomes possible to build th~. w9rld ox the entia r ationis, 
which ~eludes among its contents the famous syste~ of philosophy. 
All entia rationis, however, are rendered unveri:r:ioble by the fact 
that in philosophizing we must start frorr. Existence, if for no other 
reason, because we corrmrunicate through Existence. He, therefore, 
who clnims to know the entia rationis, has made an irrational leap. 
L~ leaping he abandons Reason. \Yhy, therefore, Should he reassert 
Reason after he has leapt, in postulating a ~upra-existentinl and 
rational world? lie claim, in effect1 that such a leap is not 
possible to Reason; that in IDDlting it, Reason denies its own nature. 
Why, therefore, do we see the leap attempted tine aft3r time? It 
is bk~dly nn exaggeration to say that the central theme of philosophizing 
is th~ difference between Appe~ance and Reality. If Reality is 
claimed for cognition, as it frequently is, then the leap i s being 
attempted. 'l'herefore we ask, what can be the ID:petus of t"he attempt? 

If our earlier analysis of Reason as consisting essentially 
in the psychic tendency to form conceptual associ~tions was correct, 
then Reason is not in itself an 1mpetus. Moreover , · is it not absurd 
to suppose that Reason is a self-destroying impetus - as it must be 
if it attempts the leap?37 In our analysi~ of Reasun vfithin Existence, 
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Coupare this leap with Kierkegaard t s (1'he Paradox and the 
Offended ConscimJ.sness. ) There is something in common, and 
also a vital o.ifference. For Kierkegaard the Incarnation is 
the Absolute Paradox li1 which absolutely unlike, i . e. God, is 
absolutely like, i.e. a ruan among ruen- in a nutshell, the 
swaddling clothes of the eternal. Kierkegaard sees this as a 
contradiction t hat offends Reason. Par adox and Reason can 
co-exist only on condition of Reason's self-ab:.egation in Faith, 
which is the leap. The Rationalistic Assumption is also a leap 
to supra-existence, but - and here lies the vital difference -
ru1 unconscious one. Hence Reason is supposed to pass in unbroken 
passage to supra-exist~nce, and moreover, to cognize it . It is 
not, as with Kierkegaard, left bel1ind. Ki~rkegaard is paralleled 
by Jaspers (Reason und Existen.ce IV ) who bel;i.eves that circularity, 
i.e. contradiction, is necessary to philosophy as a cryptogram 
of Transcendence. Thus a formula which is objectively self
destructive becomes the symbol of supra- existence (e. g. causa sui). 
This IID.lst happen when we try to think the unthinkable. Yfhile our 
argunent disagrees with the Rationalistic Assumption, we nevertheles: 
find it hnrd to concur eiltirAly with Kierkegaard and Jaspers. 
Let us cons ider Kierkegaard 's Paradox. 

The absolutely ur~like is the absolutely l ike. What meruLine 
shnll we assi gn to "absolutely unlike". Plainly, no positive 
content is conveyed (as distL~ct from intended.) The absolutely 
unlDre is not known in itself. It is a limit of thought. In 
fact, it is the unlmowable. (The force of the 11 absolutely11 we 
hold to be conveyed by the suffix n-o.ble". Cf. unknovmble/unknown.) 
Correspondingly, the absolutely like is the knowable. Thus, by 
substitution we come to: 

The unknowable is the ~owable • . 
Let us not be offended yet; for Kierkegaard hcs told us it is a 
paradox. Let us substitut e further. For 11knowable 11 let us say 
the Christ, this man, and, precisely qua knowable, this flesh. 
Then we have : 

The unknowable is tl1is flesh. 
The ~owable , however is necessarily an unknown. Kierkegaard's 
statewent, we are certain, originated from a known, Christ the 
man. This then is the real subject, Christ the man, this flesh. 

(F...£S,!~ote ')7 continued .;:.>:Y~~~) 



The Eros 
defined. _,_,._ 

we did in fact discover that it was grmx.16.ed on a. vi·~al force which we 
called the \!ill-to-live . But the Vlill-to.-live dc.es not exhaust t h.e 
psychic need of man. When the requirements o:f organic li::'e oove ""ueen 
met, is it deniable t hat Ln many, perl1aps ~ost, ~~n, t heT.e r emair.a a 
:felt need? This need appears to proceed out o~ the psychic depths 1 8na. 
in as :far as br.th have a psychic centrality, to be contin-iwus with tl!c 
'./ill-to-live. The Will-to-l ive, once satisfied seems to :pass i~erceptibly 
into the new desire, This38 mergjng receives corroboration f:com ·l:ihG c!t:al 
meaning of the word 11 life" which denotes first organi0 li~e 1 a.."'l·i then ?
developed or 11spiritual11 life. Life r efers in eitb.er case to t he cer~·c:ml 

psychic force, and the secoad stage is inseparabl e from the f i rst. ThP. 
first, however, does not alv.ays dneJ..op Lnto t he second, 

39The above ~s offered simply as the fruits of an 8ttpirical 
venture into psychology. We believe that the presence o:f a desire t hat 
transcends the needs o:f physical life ·is widespread and e~pirically verif i able. 
We further assert, also on e~piri~al grounJs, that this desire is not 
satisfied by anythLl'lg within Existence , that in o.ae fcrm, at l east, it 
cannot discover an objective in Space and Time; accordingly that t his 
desire postulates the Supra-Existentlo.l by its own int ernal cogency. 

In a s ~ar as the desire towards Supra-existence is common to 
~Jcind Ln general40, l et us call :t the Eros. It gives rise to a 
variety of :forms o:f the postulation of supra-existential reality. One 
of th~se :forms is Religion. Another, we suggest, i s Philosophy, in so 
:far as Philosophy seeks the supra-existential. Religion and Philos ophy 
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(P~ternatively we may arrive at t he s8~e r eBult by noting t hat 
11 i s 11 must si gni f y i dentity i:f t her e is to be a paradox. 
Accordingly, we may substitute subject and predicate for each 
other.) The Paradox , then, becomes this : 

This flEish i s t he unknowable , i.e. unknown. 
Can Reason abnegate i tsel f before this? Can t his be the t rue 
menning o:f11Chris t i s God?" We suggest not . Iu i t not possi bl e , 
however, that we do not need "t o t h ink t !lo unthinkabl e? I s t hi s 
not a mistaken atte11pt ? normally a st at Pment uses concept s . 
But of God , qua unthinkabl e , t her e- can be no concept , and honce , 
no ~hought. The · s t atcmeut about God, ther efore, i s not a 
normal stat ement. It i s the ~:erbc.l expr ession of 8omething 
that i s pr i or t o thought , and inac0essi bl8 to thought. In 
eA~racting :from i t c. paradox, t houGht mer ely denonstrates its 
ovm secondary nature , and its power lessness t0 step beyond its 
limits . To t he thought t hat does not muke the attempt, tbe 
Paradox i s not nece3sary. To t he trought t hat does assault 
i t s lioits , the ·Paradox may be necessary, not l ogicall y , but 
as a psychologi cal j olt. (Compare Price ' s commcmt to the 
effect t hat when thought finds contrc,dir!t ion in a :fact, ther e 
i s something wr ong with the thou@~t . ) 

Cor~are Jaspers on t he Enc ompass ing. (Re~son and Existenz II 
and III esp . I I.A ). The three modes of otiT being , empiricel 
exi stence , consciousness as such , and s) irit are interdependent . 
In particul ar , t he hieher cannot stand v;·ithout t he l ower. · 
Si nilarly, i:a our view, t~1e Eros c;row:J out 0f t he win-.to-live 7 
whi ch i s direct ed to empirical existor..ce . 

For a justif i cation of t h i s procedure, see Br ad:::.ey (App;;:arance 
and Reality I X). i-.iet2.physi cs t!1nt apurns psychology begets 
a monst er. · 

The existence of c. [;enerc.l Eros i upl :i.es thLl.t the philosophical 
path i s onl y one approach t o supr a-existence runong many. 
C:f . Bradley. . (l~ppeo.rance and Real ity: Intra. ) "there i s no 
calbng or pur sui t which is a private road to t he Deity. 11 
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appear jn this way as two branches of the same basic Eros, which, in 
them beco~s differentiated into the Religious and the Philosophical 
Eros. It i~ not, however, essential to our argument that the basic 
identit~ of. the Religious and the f.hilosophical Eros be recognized. 
All tb.::l.t. is essential is tr1e granting of the Philosophical Eros. It 
is here that we strive most of all to bring conviction. The argulli9:1t :J 
that we offer are two. · 

In· the first place, Reason, regarded as ·bare conceptuality~ doas 
not provide its own motive force. Reason, as V'e· have said, is grounded 
in vi tal impetus. This at least we believe we have observed· in the 
sphere of Existence, where Reason is motivated by the will-to-live. 
There is, therefore, an inductive presumption that Reason, still 
considered as bare ponceptuality, requires a motive force when it 
attempts to cognize Supra-existence. Such a force appears to be 
p~esent in the Eros towards Supra-existence_ Secondly, what philosopher 
is there who does not experience 'the desire to philosophize? Who 
does not philosophize under the urgency of an inner n~ed? (Here, 
naturally, we rule out the Sophists and their succes9ors wco philosophize 
in a 3Uperficial way for pecunic.ry gain.) This need is precisely what 
we mean by the Philosophical Eros. 

We have presented a number of arguoents to the effect that 
Reason does not transcend Existence. As a oonPequence of these 
arguments we Llainta.in thB.t when Philosophy attempts to cognize Supra
exist~nce, i~ is not impelled to do so by Reason (which in any case 
is not a force), but by the Philosophical Eros which postulates Supra
existential reality independently of Reason, tliDt is to soy, mysteriously. 

The Dual lfature 
of Philosophy Philosophy now appears as consistin6 of ~vo elements. 

Firstly an impetus, (the Eros) and , secondly Reason. ~1:1ere it postulates 
the supra-existential, it does so under the impetus and not by any 
cogency of Reason. On the contrary, Reason cannot nttempt to cognize 
the supra-existential wit.hout destroying itself. ·:rherefore, in 
philosophieo where ~his leap is attempted, we hold thc.t there is a 
mistaken view of the function of Reason. But we do not on that 
account advocate the separation of Reason a~d the Philosophical Eros, 
so that a large area of Philosophy colla.pses comple~ely. Rather, 
we believe, the task' is to estcblish the proper inte.r·play of Reason 
and the Eros. To the clnrificntion of t his interplay the remainder 
of t his essay will be largely d<:..voted. 

Before approaching t !lis task, let us make a final observntio!l 
concerning t he Eros. In so fnr as j t is Em i:i:lpetus to someth;!.ng 
beyond Existence, it may be called Mysterious~ ·because its objective 
is not cognized. Thi s objective, if it 13 real , is the Mystery, 
( ) , 'fhe pos~ation of th~ Mystery is the 
essence of Mysticism. The existence of the Bros is in no way offered 
as a proof of the reality of the t~ystery. It would no longer be a 
eystery if it could be proved. The Er·os postulates the Mystery . 
tu·f; does not prove it. If we, 1mder the Eros, postulate t .he Mystery 
it is because the Eros conpels u9, not by any logical cogency, but as 
ri force. We shall now turn to consider the moveDent of the Eros 
within Philosophy. 

Will anyone dispute that the domi.nnnt a'Yl.d uniting t heme 
of Philosophy i..11 all ages has been t he search for Heality as opposed 
to Appearance? And my this not equally we~l be expressed as the 

/search •• ~~ ••••••••• p.35. 
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search for the One
41? For philosophizing a lwaya takes the forn of 

finding a unity in plurnli ty, the one in the a'U'ly ~ We :rnn.:L.'ltain, 
Md in due course hope to cllow, that this One is suprn.-existential. 
In which case 1 the supra-existential is centrally ~'ld not nGrely 
incidentally posited in P:b.ilosophy. By our arBu.ment, it must be 
posited by the Eros which we may thus call the Eros to the One. 
In other words, the mystical elenent is central in Philos:}~1hy. It 
thus becones possible to define R1ilosophy as Reason impelled by 
Eros, or as Eros proceedinG by Reason. 

In concrete teri:J.s, the sense of the above is that the 
philosophical man is impelled by ~m li111er cogency to seek, by mearill 
of Reason, a reality beyond the phenomena o~ Exi stenceG He is 
possessed by a restJ.ess11ess in the face of E'..cistence which i s not 
azs~aged by the conceptualizntion of Existen0e trmt suffices to 
neet t he needs of organic life or The beginning of 
Philosophy is thus evinced in the attenpt "to pUrs,le farther than 
the needs of require? the unifor-..:rities of Ira4;ure which ar e 

. first grasped under the will- to-live. In this way LUID. arrives 
at t he Scientific attitude~ This is why the firot philosophers 
were also the first scientists. Let us consider this phOBe . 

Sci ence 

Science i s the atteBpt to m1derstand Rature , to appr ehend 
the causes of phenomena. and dispel the ri.lystery of the physical world. 
It soon discover s that Nature is too conplex to be knovvn in detail. 
A minute examinatlon of the causes of a sir~le event produces 
immediately an illtractnblc multiplicity; that is 1 if the enquiry is 
directed to discoveri..'16 all t he factors vtithout which this event 
could not h[tlfe happened . There is, :O.m1ever, an '1.1 ternacive view 
of causation. 

It is possible to pursue a chain of what night be called 
connensurate causes, causes that is, on the saQe scale as the end 
event. ~his i s done with reference to a particular and li:nited 
purpose. Thus , if a ~ is ll1 prison, we may say it is because he 
co!IliJi tted o. crime , whicl1 was because he W<ls badly brought up, which 
was because his father died younc, whicl: was becm:se he contracted 
phthisis, wllich was because he was a miner, which W.J.s because his 
father was a L:liner before hiLl, which vms because he lived in Wales, 
which was because the Ronans cb.nsed h i s ancestors there - and 
reasonably soo:1 to t he bet:;inning of the W.">rld. But this is o. 
highly simplified and abstracted view of causation which will not 
sui t the purposes of science. The scienbific spirit wishes to 
kno\l "Ghe totality of co.usation contributiu.g to a sL11gle event . 

In an intercoru1ected universe, th~s ~otali"Gy of causation 
soon appears to be the totality of the universe, \'lhich is so 
interrelated that if a SL'13le graL11 of sand were aninhilated, the 
whole future would be chanced. Therefore there is no past event, 
hovtever Lli.11ute, whose effect is not felt in this present event . 

41. 
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Only in the diocu~sivG analysir: of the Enlighte!l..IDent when 
Heason devoted its .lf to the ~nderstn.ndi.:..-J.G and organiz2..tion 
of the various fields of h~an endeavour, all assumed to be 
valid and valuable , does the Eros to tho One seen to be 
dissipated and lost. ~s Schweitzer reDnrks (Civilization 
m1lt Ethics I), \;}mt tl1ic optimiso lac:::ed in depth, i t 
u..'1de up for in the fact that its he. C.s v1erc blistered. 
Nevertheless, in the abeyance of ",;he Eros , true philosophy 
thLt sec.ks ultimte bases seor..1ed to die . But in the 
followLllC century, with the apper.rnnce of Kierlcogaard , 
Nietsche and the Existentiali st thinkers the Eros came 
to r. strong r ebirt?! und philosophy once again ran in its 
true cour;:::e. 



Nor is -thi s all. The whole of the coexis~unt present, sup!,)lying 
as it were collo.teral support to an e rent, Dtl.st o.lso be reckoned 
as cause. 
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The scientific spirit then~seeks lo.w in n ature, the 
knowledge tho.t certo.in things had to be, and that other ·bhi.n.t;s will 
l1ave to be. · It aims to apprehend nature o.s a single ·coherent whole 
proceeding predictably ·nnd without mystery. Law is tlle o.nm1er to 
the impossibility of actunlly·experiencing tho whole universe. 
If that cannot be , the next best , perlmps a better thL~g, is to 
know that , given this, then tlmt DUst be. In taking this turninG? 
science retreats into the conceptual (for a Law is a conceptual 
unity) before. the baffling nultiplicity of nature. Knowledge, 
starting from some present experience, radiates out conceptually 
to J;he ur.Jmovm past, present and future. In such .lmowledge there 
is no logical necessity, sin~ly th~ assumption that Nature will 
continue to behave as it has always behnved.42 

Law, however ? is an abstr action. The w:.der itG scope, 
. the Jess it has to say, and the scientist, whose knowledge is 
that of experioent and intuition, could never be satisfied with a 
vague generalizatio!l about the naterio.l uni'lerseo 

Practical science, it is true, accep~s the obvious 
physicaJ. natures as stops e.nd proceeds to make lo.ws for the behaviour 
of a variety of substancBs. It is content with a number of 
practical unities because it presses little fn:rther than physical 
life cle.I:lruldH. The philosophical spirit, hovreve:r., t he eros tovmrds 
the ~1e, drives dovn1 another scientific pa~h, tho.t of research. 

In research , the attempt to embrace tht whole is abandoned 
for an ever minuter·examino.tion of the past. The faith of research 
is that, in the smallest division, uatter will reveal a unity. 
Even here , however , the One of metter cannot its el:f be matter. For 
supposing that ·the smallest parts of mutter revealed a perfect 
similarity, they would still be a multiplicity. There would be 
no objective unity. The only 'lnity possible would be one of 
principle , that is, a. subjective n:nd conceptual unity. 

But if we pursuG these thoughts n little further, we shc.ll 
seG that basic nv.tter car.illot exhibit even o. unity of principle. Composite 
mo.tter presents us with the infinite diversity of the W'Jrld around uc. 
Such diversity in the conposite stote cannot o.risa from o. perfect 
similarity in the discrete stn:te. Between the smallest parts of 
mo.tter, there oust be n difference-, 9ither structural or ldncti.c. 
If they are pe~octly s~lar structures , then they oust movG in 
dissin.i.lar paths. If they move in 43sir.l.i.lar paths, they wust be 
dissimilar structures . 

Moreover, neither the structurnl, th..1.t is the three
dimensional, nor t~e kinetic ~spect of ontter can Le discarded. 

jl,~odern •••••••••••••• p. 37. 

42. So Bergson: 11Scie~1ce carries this fo.cuUy (the prevision 
of the future by cor.llJ.on sense) to the highest possible degree 
of exactitude ••• but does not alter its essentin.l character11 .) 

The essential l ::.v of all intellect is that 11like produces 
. like11 • ( Crenti ve Evolution. Ch. I : Biology Physics and 

Cllenistry) • 

43 . i.. unity of principle mght er:.tbra.ce either the structural 
aspect, if it exhibited si.milnri ty, or tlw kinetic, if it 
did. But a sin0le principle could not erJbrace both structural 
n:nd kinetic. 1<oreover , to produce conposite diversity, 
either structural or ld.netic LIU.st be in~.;ernnlly diverse. 
This i s nn additiom:.l reason for the irupossj.bili t y of ::1. 

Lincle p:-:..::lCivle. 
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Modern research seems to attempt to reduce volULJ.e to movement, that 
is to say, to Energy. But it is obvious that there can be no 
moveoent wi thout that which moves. Structure and motion are equally 
fundamental in matter, unless, indeed, the Pr;i..me Mover suddenly 
introduced motion into a DJtionless cosmos. But that is disproved 
by the evidenc& for evolution. 

In the last analysis, we have seen, matter yields no 
unity, not even of principlc.44 Having travelled to the end of 
the scientific r oad, the philosophical Er os must take a new turning. 
Gradually it begins to turn away from th.; natural world, and to 
seek the One elsewhere. 

\/hen the Eros finds no satisfaction in the LHJ.terial world, 
the~e takes place the self- affirmation of the Eros as valuable 
independently of nature. Lt the sruae time, the i l!lportance of 
consciousness is enhanced, The evidence of this new spirit is 
that the mind becones selective with regard to Hatur&; no longer 
feeling bound to inv~stigate matter to the uttermost, it starts to 
seled certain aspects of nature as more important than others, 
because they seen to approximate nore closely to the One that is 
sought, Thus the good, the just, the beautiful and so on receive 
more attention than the rest of things.45 In a word, Value is born. 

The various values evinced by Nature ace grouped into 
unities by the conceptual faculty. These groupings are made on the 
basis of similarity between certain acts, for exnQPle, just acts, 
or certain objects, for exauple , beautiful objects. In some 
philosophies, however, a real unity such as Justice or Beauty, is 
postulated behind t he multiplicity of just nets or beautiful objects. 
Let us now consider ho•,., this may arise. 

The EroG to the One, we oust reoember, is, in Philosophy, 
proceeding by means of Reason. Reason is not itself the impulse, 
but it ranges over eJxperience at the urge of the irapulse. Reason 
is essentially post- intuitional, secondary to experience , It has, 
we must remeQber, only two functions, induction ru~d deduction. 
Induct ion is the forging of conceptual lJnks ru~ong the events of 
experience. Deduction is t he passage by i no.ginatj_on along those 
conceptual lilli{s. Of itself, deduction possesses unly correctness, 
Tru.th is the property of induction when it oakes a urue grouping. 
A deduction nay be true as well as correct, only by bejng drawn fron 
a true concept. L11 :induction, Reason is a unifying function • We 
have seen cause to believe that the ~~ties of Reason are psychological, 
but this is not apparent in the early stages of the withdrawal of 
the Eros from Nature. In the unities of Value with which Reason 
seems to render Nature tractable, the Eros senses an approximation 
to the One. But the Bros is, unknowingly, seehing a substantial 
unity. Therefore it iubues the unities of Reason with substance, 
and posits Truth, Be~uty and so on as objective realities. 

Here there arises a ~ondition of illusion, which, variously 
regarded, nay be c~pged by the Eros, insufficiently weaned froo 
nature? or by the UJf>jJ_tS' of Reason which attenpts to satisfy t he 
deepest demru1ds of Life$ Reason, being secondary to experience, 
can never engender experience of a new order, yet here it is held 
to have done so. A new r eality is supposed to l1...ave entered experience. 
Then a circularity of thought occurs. Reo.son is required to be 

44. 

45. 
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Thus froiil the :r:!o.terir:l One of Thales we pass to the 
fu.."'ldnmental diversity of the Atomists. Their insight, 
inns ouch as i t hns abondoned belief in the .One, is 
the epilot;ue of t:1e scientific ph£.se oi' philosophy. 

i . c. good nen, just Lets , beautiful objects etc. 



oparative in terms of. this new experience 9 both inductively to 
reach a l1..igher reality, Md deductively down to the world wh!ch 
instantiates the objective -mlues. Because there is a void of 
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true experience, Reason lacks nourishnent and turns for substance 
tc itself. 4o Pure Reason1 however, is as transparent and lacking 
i n substance ar objectified value. Consequently1 Reason fo.sten8 on 
those exercises wher e it is exhibited in its purest fonn, that i B 

.where its process is clear and necessary. The sensory content 1 

which is in fact the whole matter of these exercises, is rego.rc:tecl 
as unessential, a residue, useful only as o.n illustration of· t he 
nature cf Pure Reason. Finally t l1ere o0curs what may be called the 
apotheosis of ~eccssity. 

Th2 Ap0theosis How does this coma about? Reo.son, pushi..r1g beyond sense 1 
~ofir;(;~Eiz-· fincls only itself, the self awareness of the mind 1 a vague o.nd ill

defined experience. It cannot directly incuit i t s own content. 

·ilhn \7a-:: ~ . .f> .J.. .,_,; • --u '- .4-
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It therefore postulates as i ts content the quality of necessity which 
i nhered in t he clearest, though not necessarily the c~st profound, 
of its sensory exercises. Here it supposes that it has approached 
closest to itself; althouo1, a~ we have seen, necessity is a property 
only of sone extremely limited objects. Then, havli1g found only 
i tself beyond t he senses, Re:ason poc:Jtulo.tes itself as the O"J.e, the 
supra-sensory rec.li ty, and Necessity :1a the ensence of the One. 

The fallacy is plo.in if we remember the only two possibilities 
of Reason, viz. Induction and Deduction. Apart fro~'l these two 
functions, Reason has no power. Induction for Ges subjective unit i es. 
Deduction ~es explicit the unities of inductionc Necessity lilher es 
only in the s econdary function, deduction. Neither faculty can 47 produce experience of a new kind, although induction can possibly 
orientate us towards it. But deduction, being SE..Jondary to induction, 
cannot even do this. Yet it is proposed to ascend to ~1ew r eality by 
neces sary steps, that · is by deduction. ':.'hen t he attempt fails, as 
it is bound to, supra-sensor y r ec.li ty is nevertheless posited by the 
Eros. Then necessi ty is projected into the One .. Hor/ illogical that 
t he power whicll failed to n..'lke the ascent should be posited as the 
inner ener gy of the higher worl d! 

The root cnuse of the deluaivn i s t he objectification of 
t!1e conceptual unities of Reo.son. This .happens when a conceptual 
structure is built across the flood of tbe Eros .. If the barrier 
holds, the stre~ solidfies apd dies. Concepts become invested with 
the gravity of the lifele}.;s Eros. 1d.fe is eJctinguished. Philosophy 
is choked in the stranglehold of :i:recess=:.ty. 

There is, however a way of escape. Thi s i s to accept 
t he reality of the psyche, the l iving and .oysterious conce}:tualizing 
subject . The Eros must withdraw into the: phenowena of the soul, 
tc.king with it the light of Renson, of a Reason freed from Necessity. 
For viherever t her e is experience , "Gher e Reason may range, The reality 
of psy~hic experience i s well enoug.'l at~ested to merit its attention. 

---------·--- --- ---------------------------------------
46. 

47. 

The· ·vC:1J6tS V~'J'jCew~ of Ar-'_sto·blo , for all its 
fc~-reauning influence on \lest;rn t hought , principally 
felt in t he Thomist identifi cation of' this intellectual 
essence wit h God , is, of all concepts , the emptiest; an 
early and extreme manifest ation of the Rationalistic 
Assunption. 

Thus Einst ein' s fornmla sto.nds lil:e x for on unknown 
coefficient of senuory occuiTanceso It i s m..1.de up 
-~hrough the lack of obser'm~le conju.YJ.ctions. It i s 
efficacious, and so j :{; is assumed to st and for a 
r:Jali ty. But should it cease to save the phenomena, 
it wou.ld f'nll . 1;hus it is not an intuition of r eality. 
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In passing beyond Necessity, we do not pass beyond Reason. 
It is still possible to be philosophical? that is, to seek the One 
by the aid 0f Reason; but we shall no longer seek a necessary 
lmo11ledge of the One. \7e shall understand that Reason has vu.ryi!lG 
degrees of cogency a...'1d cla:rity according to the sphere of Reality 
over which it r~es. 

Oon~cj.r:msness L'Yl directing our thought towards the psyche, we are first 
---,-~...,_.. 

confronted by the phenomenon of consciousnesso Consciousness is 
the qual;i.ty of awareness inherent in the living organisn. It is 
only by our ability of consciousness that we cnn knov1 the other data 
of the psyche? or for that natter, anythL1g at all, Therefore it 
is necessary to investigate consciousness firsto In doing so, 
however, we encounter 0...'1 icrJ.ediate difficulty. 

,Pifficultz The difficulty is that it is onl~r by consciousness tl:1_nt 
we can .investigate consciousness. The question, therefore , is 
whether the consciousness of consciousness is possibl.;. Can 
consciousness be cons~ious of itself? 

Our criterion for the valid matter of reasoning has become 
the possibility of experience. ~e have brcken free fron the lioitations 
of necessary thought end e..re now able to let Reason range over all 
that is experienced. Provided only that that there can be consciousness 
of consciousness, we shall be able to reason about consciousness. 
But io consciousness of consciousness a fact of experience? 

Tbe Objec-tive It will be helpful here to consider 7.n ge11eral the nature 
of tho.t which can be experienced, that is, the knowable, or the 
objective. 

In the first place , it seens that the lmowab:.e is, in some 
sense , substantial. It hc'l.s content. It has opacity. The reality 
of this content is not affected by any ontoloGical construction which 
oay ln.tcr be put upon it. It is a pr:i.Ditive and pre ... conceptual 
certainGy. It is a thisness prior to conceptual forQUlation. 
Ho statement about the objective can carry the reality of actually 
experiencing it. It is, therefore, impo~sible to explain. All we 
can do is indicate an experience which ev~ry L.tEll1 Wf't have for 
hir...self. 

In tne second place, it seeu~ that the lmown~le must have 
sooe ~iniiJal duration. It ~rust last for ~one period of time if it 
is to be k11o~n at all. 

Thirdly, the objective is particulcr. It is a unity 
in diversity. It is itself end not sometl~.ing else. Its thisness 
is exclusive of all other thisness. J~d it is also exclusive of 
nothingness. The objective is th::..t which truly cannot both be 
and no·t; be the srune thing. 48 If we describe it as no·t; being what 
it is, it p~sses ut once beyond the posoibility of experience. 

48. In this aspect, the objective is exhibHe<l us the basis 
of loGic. Despite Plutonic ana Hegelian discoveries 
of contradictories in the sane object, we maintain that 
t~1e objective is never anything but what it is. This 
view is also held by Snrtre li1 his analysis of Being 
L'Yl-itself. The so-called discovery of contradictories 
is really a f ailure to distineuish the pext from the 
rthole, or to realize t hat ueaning depends· on context. 
The house that i P r ed and white is red-li1-p~t and 
vthite-in-part. ·:!:he stone that is heavy and light is 
heavy-for-the-child and light - for-ne. But the house 
i s not red and r~hite in t he s3l:le part; the stone is not 
heavy r .. nd li.}."'lt f or ne. Thus the lar: of logic is no 
nore t han the w2..y of t Lines . 
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Thisness is obliterated. 
our argunent~ · 

On this aspect of the knowable, we base 

. ·. Let us return to the question, "can there be consciousness 
of conscio-y.sness?" This ')OUld be re-phrased as, .ncan consciour:mess 
be objective?11 The objective is that which is. known,. Consciousness 
is that which knows. The two are mutually exclusive~ To be th~t 
which knows is not to be that which is known. For consciousness to 
be objective, it must be that which is known. But it must also be 
that which knows. ~I'herefore 7 since the object:.ve cannot both be 
a11d not be -the saue thing, consciousness cannot be objective. It is 
an unlmowable, 1':.1:[\l so irrelevant to Reason. Its apparent reality r:rust 
be due to the false objectification of o. concept. 

Here a query arises. H.':lve we not gone astray by using the 
general terr.17 consciousness, when real · co11s~ious:nesses are distinct ru1d 
inc.ividual? \7e QD.Y have shown t:hat a particular consciousness cannot 
know itself; but have we shown tha.t one consciousness cannot be known 
by 3llother consciousr.ess? 

In r0plying to this, we LlUst first establish what it is 
that constitutes a cons ciousness as particu:::..ar. Consciousness is 
knowing. KJ.1oHing i s distinguished from know:L'1g firstly by that 
which is known. This cannot be identical, excnpt froLJ. the same point 
at the sane tiue. But knovting fron one point at one time crumot be 
the knowing of two consciousnesses, only of one, for there is no 
distinction. Therefore it oust be llJpossible for two consciousnesses 
to be at the sn.me po1nt at the sar.J.e tine. The~:ei'ore it must be 
iopossible for one consciousness to know the knowing of another. 

Thus we rettiTn to the conclusion that cJnsciousness cannot 
be an object of experience. There is, thus, no reason to regard i t 
as an independent reality. 

But if consciousness is not an independent reality, from 
what does the concept of consciousness originate? . Surely froLl the 
relationship cf the knower and the known. The krwwer and the known 
are t he realities behind the tern Hconsciousness, 11 just ns people and 
so1..1..'1ds are the T.'enlities behind the t ert.t '' speech". 

The question then arises, "rllwt is tho knower? 11 , to which 
we reply, the living hUL1..'U.1 orga~.iso. IJonsciousncss is the interplay 
of the livL~g organi sm with its environnen~.49 ~he inl1erence of 

/knovri~g. ~ •••••••• ~ ••• p. 41. 
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49. This position somewhat resenbleo .that of Leibniz for whoo 

perception i s a b~sic property of all Monads, in that each 
reflects the deteroinations of all. We , s:inilo.rly, do not 
see consciousness as a sudden interpolation into matter, out 
r uther as n ftmdamental pote.at i ality which is realized as 
nntter becomes orbani~ed , much as o. house is r ealized out 
oi' . b~ichs. This is essentially the position of Teilhnrd de 
Chardin (The .Future of w.l~; . Ch. VI). Of t he degree of ' 
.passivity or activity inherent in living matter, to what ex
tent life is original and to what it mer ely suffers, we have 
not attenpt ed to speak, because we do not see t his as of 
fu..l'ldatJ.ental i.Bportnnce. Bergson dwelt on this point because, 
f or him, matter is like a -mould encasir1G the vital impetus. 
(Creative :B,'volution I : Vital Iwpetus). In this way he seems 
to re.,.adroit t he Platonic-Aristotelian hit.tus between fom 
and Iik.'l."Gter (for even .1\.ristoteli.an font fails to inhere com
pletel y) ; \ife, by contrast, do not distinguish between 
mtter and the llipetus 1 :m.king nutter mechanical and ir'lpetus 
the mystery. For the whole of oatt er is ultimately mysterious 
in the r-.a.nner of i ts issuing frora Transcendence. The whole 
cosmic process is grounded in the Unknowable . 
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lmovving~ wJ:lenever found, in a living orgn...l1.ism furnishes overwhelminG 
inductive proof of tne dependence of knowing on orGanic life~ of t:1e 
existence of knowing only 0.9 u function of organic life. 

§~~·~o~o.n.s.c.~~·o~u~·s~- But in making th~s apparentl y n priori decision on the 
ness - · 

lm'.ll;[_r~:5:s of 
~rienc~ - - .... 

impossibility d' cxpericnc:L'1C consciousness as object, have we dona 
justice to the muss of human experience, both l~y and philosophical, 
which has produced the term self-consciousness? This well attested 
experience lilUst surely be the founrJ.at ion of the view ·r.ha.t consciousnes,s 
cun intuit itself. How, then, nr.e we to construe the term self-
consciousness? Let us a.tter.apt an analysis of the phenomena.o 

We are now attempt:L'1C to a.nSVler the question, n5°is 
consciousness experienced?11 a.s distinct fro>J., 11ca'1 consciousness be 
experienced?i1 ':ie a.re doin~ so in order to have u check on t he 
apparently a. priori co:1clusion r:hich we reached, based OE the nature 
of the knowable is such. 

In the f iTst plo.ce, consciousness is of something, of 
this chair, that book n.nd so on. But when I atter:...'Pt to exrulline my 
consciousness of a.YJ. object, the e:J...'J)ericnce becoues clouded and vague. 

~~~ytlling ••••••••••••••• p. 42. 

50. 1et us consider the positions of Descartes, Kant and Sartre. 
Cogito erBO sum ha.s the fom of a deduction, but in Med. II1 
Descartes describes the ego a.s what 11properly speaking ••• 
is i il Lle called feeling. 11 Then in ::::red. III, he sa.ys, 11I 
always perceive soncthing as the subject of the action of 
my I!lind, yet alw12ys ••• I · r.dd something else to the i der-t. which 
I have of that th.in&. ti Thus we ha.ve the ego once deduced, 
and twice directly D.pprehended. The e~~r.aBis o4 direct 
apprehension is strengthened by the fact that the ego is 
E'~rea.dy present in ti:1e mere 11cogito11 • We conclude tho.t the 
deductive forLr is an unsuccessful a.ttem~t to li1troduce logical 
process into a pr:Llltive intuition. Je o.lso attach importance 
to Desartes' diagnosis of the content of this i.'1.tu.itio:1. as 
feeling. 

Kant, in the TrnnscendenLal .:~esthe t:ic states thnt " inner 
sense ••••• gives ••••• no direct perception of the soul as 
object, but it nevertheless is the one s..i.ngle form in vvhich our 
sta"Ge comes before 1-~.s as n definite object of perception." 
There is thuu no perc~ption of tl-:.e self for Kant . It is nerely 
implied a.s the source of Ullity or cor.nectedness in the perception. 
Why t~i.iu unity cannot be ascriued to objective nature, Yi'e fnil 
to see. Notice that Ka..at, unlike Descartes, refuses to identify 
self with feeling . 

Surtre (Bein& and Notll:L"lg:.less Ir_tro. III) posi ts a pre
reflective cogito, ~ awareness of the self in all perception. 

· Thio remind::; us of Descnrtas, but Sa.rtre does not describe the 
o.vn.· .. reness as u feeling. I'~ is a non-p::>sition<ll awareness of 
self which necessuriJ.y acco.w.pc.r...ies awareness of. the .object. 
It is m1 awareness t.hn.t does not constitute the self as object.· 
It cannot be deliber~tely achieved, only incidentally to object
ive perception. ·This is either e.n extremely difficult or else 
a somewhat ~ddle-headed view. Our nnnlysis of reQembered 
percept ion lends us to suspect the latter. Snrtre seems to 
be trc..ppcd c.:.:10ng the fleeti.."lg ghosts of interr_al sense. At 
best, he stnnds on n direct contrae!.iction. l.wareness of th& 
non-objective is s:iLJ.ply not m7ureness • 

. : e mai!l"tnin thn.t there is c;,7nreness o:t' the self in the 
Ca.rtesinn scnsG of feelinu, but th•:tt this self is not strictly 
the percip::;.ens, but rat~1er another part; of the psyche. The 
percipiens is :o.erely n fr-t.cul ty of tli.is deeper self 1 which is 
horreyor, not ye·G t;he true self. Brodlay finds no absolute 
self i::l consciousness and we ~:-...greo with hiw. (Appea.ra.nce and 
l~eo.lity IX) . No phononencl self i c absolute. But we shall later 
indicute a. possible exph.'l.nation of t he absolute self. 
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l,nythin~ t .ha.t might be termed my consciousness eludes ue , and the 
perception of the object itself seens to fade and become unclear. 
This appear8 to be because the intention of thought tpwards the object 
is vdthdro.nn. It appears that I cannot ~eliberately be conscious of 
C ansciOUSJ1ess.51 

. 'Is there , then, rulY way of examining our ordinary experience, 
with a view to analysing its content? A way does suggest itself. 
If immediate ~xperience is r adically altered by our scrutiny, can we 
no:t ins~ead., exa.m .. ne past e:x:Perience by ueans o:f Memory? 

.T:"!e, ,e?S,~e~ · This method beo.rs fruit. I find that I have a clear memory 

.~~~ of the. dog walking ocross the carpet a minute ago. It seems to me 
!?SE~rJ.e11:ce plo.in that I wus conFJcious only of th:e dog, without any concomitunt 

cor.r:ciousness of my consciousness. Ordinary 8xperience, it seems,does 
not contain consciousness as a datum. 

The Self as 
Will -

We huve now failed to find consciousness by deliberate 
intuition, and it ha~ not appeared as n datum of primary eyperience. 
Who.t, then, co.n self-consciousnP.ss be? For we can no longer construe 
it as consciousness-conscio-q.sness. 'i/e wust discover another connotation 
for "s~?;l:ftT. 

The psyche contains several elements~ sensation, emotion, 
:U:tagination, conceptuality and will. Does 11self11 r efer to ~ny or to 
all of these? The self is that by which n mn is what he is, by 
Hhich he is t he sort of l!k.'lil 'that he is. The most fundamental o.spect 
of the character i s will or .intention. It is by th:!.s that other men 
primarily judge hiLl. \'lhcn I am aware of myself , I am aware of a. 
feel:L"lg of direction or intention towards Existence i..Tl, general. This 
appears to me as what I fundamento.lly ar:J.. By extgnsion I am also my 
emotions and all else that is in the psyche, but moGt f·mdaoental ly I 
aB my will. This central ll.Od.o of will is undoubtedly present as a 
feeling, not unlike the I'eeb.ngs of the outer senses. The emotions 
too are possessed of physical locations. 

~-p~rsistence · Moreover, I an aware of my bn.sic self as something that 
~f the self persists - not indeed as chtmgeless, but n.s a recognizable continuum. 

It trn.nscends consciousness because it Q0~s not ce~~e with consciousness. 
This is illustrated by the phenomenon of sleep. I ~wake the same person 
as I was before. ~.:y self has not been obliterated by the cessati on 
of consciousness. It is as if t he light in u room has been mvitched 
off for o. time, and is then switched on agzd . .:.r'J.. Tl1e room. is revealed 
as still there. Of course it cannot be proved that the roon did not 
cease to exist when the light was out, but corJOon sense and inductive 
reasoning D...'lde it in the highest degree improbable. L"ldeed, the 
persistence of the self is ru1 assumption n~cessary to the rractical 
lif e. It nruces nonsense of experience to nssum0 that other men cease 
to be when cons ciousness temporarily ceases. The murderer who made 
the plea that he had killed no one beco.use the victim was asleep 
would meet with little sympat hy from t!:e jury. S1;.ch expr·essions as, 
''h~ regained consciousness" reinforce the same point. Thus the sel:L' 
cppenrs to be more than consciousness ~ to be founded outside consciousness. 
We conclude that the experience of self-consciousness does not contain 
consciousness as a datum. ~hus the conclusion d~awn from the rmture 
of the knowable i s substo.ntinted by the analysis of experience. 

51. 
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By intention of thou.ght i s s i .;nified not some determination 
of t]1ought itself , but the_deeper determination of will which 
dir ects .the thout)1t c.s well o.s lil£llY other fmlCtions of the 
Qrganism. Tli:i,s intention is apprehended as feeling by the 
reflective consciousness. 
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The living organism was identified above as the rcc.lHy 
of vthich consciousness is a function. Before movinc on1 let us 
consider the implications oi' this fact. r-~ :i.Llplies firstly thnt 
consciousness is a purely m.c.terial funct ion; that there is notr.d.ng 
in consciousness beyond th-; nature of hi.&-"lly orgal1i3ed :o.a:tter. In 
other words , mr.tter~ at a su~ficiently co~plex stage of organization, 
becomes conscious. The universe is thv.s a continuum a.nd ccnsciousne(;s 
ha.s always been its possibility1 the possibility of mttcr. !To 
longer ~ay we regard it as miraculously introduced i~to mn.tter. 

But it is llord to surrende-r belief in consciousness as 
the non-.material~ the ::m:i:iithesis of' matter. Yet this belief must 
be surrendered in the light of certain r adica l objections.52 

In the first plc.ce ~ it is necessary thrl.t consciousness and 
the conscious being at sm:1e point C!Oincide. Consciousness either is 
the organism9 or else it is by me:::u1s of the orga.'"lisn. (The universal 
pre~:ence of the orga:."l.iffi:l suffices to establish it as the condition of 
consciousness). If consciousness is by !-~.cnns of tl"e or2;anism, then 
consciousness is beyond the org~~i~m, and should be c.ware of the 
organis~ But consciousness sees with ti.1e seein1:; of the eyes; it 
does not ;::ee the eyes. r-t is avmr3 with the awc.reness of the brain; 
but it is not aware of the br8.in. !.lore over, if tl1e or3anisr.1 is in 
soue sense an intermediary betvmen conscious~ess a.nd the object, such 
inter oedic.ribs becoLle necessary ad infinitum. Tl1ere must be an 
organism to relate consciousness to the organism and so on, which is 
absurd. Therefore consciousness must coincide uith the orgn.nism.53 

1'his coincidence, does not1 however, nenn the debasement 
of consciousness . For natter is pre-rntional , ultiwately inexplicable' 
ru1d :wysterious. By t!.1is discovery of mo.tterl s pctentiality, conscious
ness is not debnsed; rather, is ::mtter enhanced. 

Or.ce consciousness is recognized as a function of the orgru1ism, 
the phenor.tenon of self-consciousness becomes explicable. Consciousness 
is one function n.Llong na~y. Just as the lights of the car are not the 
whole :w1achine , so consciousness is not tho 'it:1ole psyche. It is the 
auarenoss that is prerequisite to the functionin.:__ of will, just as 
the light i s necessary before the car can move L"l t.~1e dark. 2-'hus 
consciousness can illuninate a part of the psyche which i s not 
identical with itself - yet neither can :it be sepercte from itself, 
for the psyche is a continuous ·.mity. Its interco!'.nexi.on is the 
inter connexion of the orgnnis:1 itself. 

The organism, q_ua psyche 1 is awo:re with a pc.rt of itself. 
It is aware first ly of objects, n...r1<i secondly of that part of itself 
vihich is not aware o ~L'he body, by nnalog;_v- 7 sees ·.ti th "the ~ye, the 
eye sees the body, put the eye does not see tile eye. The self , 
i.e. the part of the psyche Vlhich is :r..ot aware, acts in accorC.nnce 
with awn.reuess~ it bGhaves as if it lmm.rs t :1e world~ Therefore there 
is over'\lhel1ling reason to c.ssume thut the self is c.ontinuous v1itl1 the 
~a:-t of the psyche that is awe.:re . This assumptio:1, so irresistibl~
forced upon us by Unture, is in fact t~1e ori[i:a of all such stateBents 

52. 
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------------------
Upinozn atteLpts to overcollc this hiat'.ls (in reality a 
neY: for::1 of the old :!?lo.toni c one) 1Jy nalcing Thought and 
Extension two nt"Gribu·ccs of the on.e Substance. This 
efi'ects a junc"..; ion, a.s it nure behind tl1e scenes, unverifiable 
~::.C. founded on n :.:ere definition. .f,s suc~1 it doen not C8.rry 
conviction. 

It is hard to n:;ree vvi th Beres on t i.1c.-G :~ pre- existent power 
of zid1t ner ely shapes mc.tte~ accidentally to fqrm the 
iutricnte strP.cture of the eye. In this v1ay the dependence 
of sight on t~1c: organism becomes a kind of mmecessary 
court'3sy. (::lee t ::."Ie n..l"lnlogy o"l the i:ron "filings, Creative 
Evolution I : The Vitn.l I npotus) . 
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as fii perceive,il "I know,H and so on. Such stnteiJents, therefore~ 
should not· be taken us proof that knov:ing- intuHs. itscl. f, Once 
knovr.Lng is ' apprehended as u· function of the concrete, the situc.tion 
of self knO\yled.ge becomes understandable in terms of ·bhe concrete, 
in terr1s of the part a11d the whole. We are no longer obliged·to 
posit a reflexi·;ity which we know ought to be objectively self
destnl.ctive. 

The alterna-tive vj_evm of consciousness are. severely 
opposed. On the fi:rst alternative, we have consciousness thc.t is 
conscious of itself. On the second nlt~rnative, we have sonething 
concrete . which is conscious with part of itself of another part of 
itself. 

Dy -the f'irst alternative, the concrete is an irrelevancy. 
Consciousness becones absolute from the world and completely empty, 
for it is not itself conte~lt. It is beyond experience and beyond 
reason. It is nothing. 

By the second ulter21ntive the phenonenn1 i.e. the un:i.versal 
presence of the orgunisu, c.re SD."V"ed, and we are not conpelled to 
reason ubout the unknowable. 

It may be thd the accou...'lt we lmve g:l.ven of self •• consciousness 
will be unacceptnble -to raany, althoug..ll convincing to ourselves. 
But even if that is so, the one point in it that is pivotal to 
our a rguwent 'remnins siDple and very difficul-t to doubt, nanely 
that in self-consciousness there i s given thct vrhich is more than 
consciousness. Consciousness is awnre of that within the psyche 
which has substance and opacity, and dow.i_lJ.a.nt in. this body of 
internal phenonena. is Will. 

As the .:.:;ros to the One wi"Ghdraws froLl external Hature into 
the psyche, it can find no satisfaction in absolutized co..11sciousness. 
Etren were sv.cll consciousness the object of .experience , it would be 
utterly devoid of content and could never satisfy the desire of the 
Eros for substnnce.54 The wilJ. on th0 other ha.nd exhibits substance 
of feeling, and unity, and a kind of prinacy within the psyche due 
in pa.rt to its power to influence and cuntrol the o"";;her aspects, and 
in part to.its traditional designation as free. To the exploration 
of ·;rill, therefore, Reason will turn. 

Hu...'l'l1.9.11 will or intention has alread~,.- eLlerged il1 this 
o.rgutlent as lying at the base of Reason. Exactly which unities the 
conceptual attitude selects frau Na·i;p.re is dictated by an underlying 
purpoue. Truth and falsehood are relative to purpose. If n thing 
is so, it is so for a purpose, The prese~t purpose is the criterion 
of lJ.eaningfuL'less in all statements. Thus the will erJ.ert:;es as the 
unity underlying Reason nnd Truth. It c..lso underlies Consciousness, 
for what we shall be conscious of can be deterrnined and changed by 
will. Vlill directs consciousness by directing the: organism. H 
l:O"..lld even direct the destructio:1 of' consciousness L11 suicide. In 
the \lill we appear to be approaching the central node of ht1.L.1D.Il renlity. 

Will is choice, the selection of one p0ssibility out of 
two or more. Before it ca11 choose 1 there must be consciousness of 
possibilities, nnd, in this sense, cc~~ciousness is necessary to wil l. 
ThG self ~mst be aware 'of the world befor~ it cc~~ choooe in t erms 
of the world. This is not, h owever, the SQ.L.;.(~ as saying that the 
will depends for existence on consciousness. Consciousness provides 

·-------·---·----------------
54. ~!.'he One of Philosophy is · conceived as reality, tho.t is, 

as substance. '.i:hat is why the unities of Reason, 
though :r:1crcly psychic become , whe:n subst:J..-Guted for the 
One , srtificc:..lly subs·GEurtia:::..ized. 
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i t with ru1 occasion but not with ex;Lstence. There is no reason t o 
suppose that consciousness creates Yll:a.t it illum.ina.tes . 

~8s-e_on~~~~1i ty '£he use of will is accompanied by feeli..11gs of responsibiJ.i ty, 
r ectitude n..11c! .guilt which oonrJ.only lead us to the conclusion that the 
will i s freE..55 1 that the origi....n of itc c~10ices i s in i tself ; that 
it is what it i s by i ts own doing. Thi s responsibility i s relative 
to a standard which i s conceived as external t o a11d ereuter tha11 .the 
will. i7ill intuit:::; itself us standi ng 1.mder an Impe:cative. These 
ideas are a coiillilonplace of everyd.:~.y morality, (which is no indication 
that they are or are not true) . Nevert:2eless 1 t lle i dea of freedou as 
connm~ly r egarded i s beset by cerlia in gra-ve difficulties, to rrhich we 
Dust now give attention. 

Th-: Et1ot i ons 

To b Gin with, let us observe the existe?J.ce of :1 second2.ry, 
but :r.wv-ertheless i.D.portant , asrGct of t he self, that is, the emotions. 
Thes::; f"or::-:1 .:.. pattern of i 11pulses which is frequently in conflict with 
the volitional eletlcnt, or Hill . '£hey ues:;n, nevertheless , to be capabl e 
of modification by volition, which plays upon theiJ. like a sculptor! s 
chisel on a block of stone. They forn a kind of reservoir of all 
po.st actu of volition, as nell as other things besi des, and their pull 
i s felt li~ all acts of present volition. They present, sometiQes 
in support of, sonetimes in opposition to will , a combined impulse 
of repulsion from or attraction to <-~. po.Jsible cotl.rs& of action. It 
is the c:;ovcrning of this ic::lpulse of eLlotion that is the major problem 
of practic::l.l mornlity. l!.,or it is o, cot;:-lon experience th~t the choice 
of tho will is resisted by :i.;;lpulse , ofliel.l vrEh snccess. 

'l~ o present tl:1e r:ill as tho;t whi ch can be resi sted brings 
it do·.m inevitably to t he sphere of the :Lorces , where it 8tru[:;gles 
for mstery, a power a.m.ong ot~"er po\,ers. 3ouetines it i s strong 
enou~h to conquer, GO.l!J.etifles it is overpowered by a stronger. Bu·c 
car. this be reconciled with the notion of 8. free choice? If the 
will is a force liruersed :L."l. conflict, hov cru1 it be free? A f orce 
is pulled this vw.y and t hat by otl:..er fcr..:ea , constJntly nodified and 
ir~luenced. I f it fails , it .fails by weo.ID1css, not. by freedou. 

Should \:e·, then, surrender the ideo. of freedo4l. as "illusory 
and rest content with the relat i ve and corupnro.tive freedom tho.t the 
hunw1 bo:in3 possesses when compared wi"cb 1o·.1c1~ :t'oms of life? 
Por i t certainly Leems tho.t un..11 ho.s Bore power of orit;inality thn.u 
the dog, Ll.rld fnr more thnn the ant. He does not travel along ro.il8 
li1~e t!:::.e engine 1 but tl1e po.th ~1e takes a.p:rears ·co issue :fr0r1 his 
OWli. tll.ou[.;:lt . But this relati ve free<lou turns 0ut , when we nnalyse 
it, to be ~o :Lreedon at all. It is simply the consequence of rnnnt s 
greater avrnreneso thr .. t mort possibilities should appear to him. 
Here he differs from the an:i.ED.ls only ::..n degree . · :b1reedon, however, 
J.ppeo.rs to exist i..11 the f:::-.ce 01. the possi bilitiec - a.s that by 
\rhich n man goes o:1e way rnther t~um another. Ar:f if at this poi!lt 
t~1e pull of enot ion nakes it self fe:l t , whether it is euotion of one! s 
0\ :.l desires, or enotion, for example fear or love, caused by o..nother , 
tho.t vihich chooses c::L.YL1'lot be truly free . Shall ·,:e , t hen, be content 
witli this illu.:-;;ory freedoB? Or neerl we pos i t freedom o.t all? If 

55 . 
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Co;-J.po.re Hee;cl (r o:..:i ti vi ty of Christ inn Rclicion : § 9) 
nnorc.li ty • • is indcpenC.ont , Oj,mrna E'.ny fo1.mclnt ion out side 
itseH', and inuif.:lts on being se1:f- su£ficient m1d self-
(;r0\ll1d0d. H \tho.t reo.lly does the insiating? Ca...l'l H be 
abstr::~.c"!:i d orali ty? No.. It is ti~e insistence of a. 
ruysterious force within t i.u:: psyche. 
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v1e do not, · we oust be content to see in man no IJOre than the sum 
of his causes, a conoequence in all r~spects. 
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"f~en this sugcestion is !:lade, at once a voice is raised 
in protest; It is the vo~ce of the Eros, which, arising itself 
beyond ordi."l.ar;y causation5o, constitutes that in .Il19,n which drives 
beyond determinism. To see ~~1 as a product in all , respects is to 
negate that in him which drives towru.~do the One. · For the One is 
conceivea a~ ul ti.rlate, ori~incl nnd . uncaused~ a."ld we f:ltrive towards 
it by -virtue ·of a kinship. If we ere mere mechcnisos ·chat a.ffini ty 
is destroyed - how could a D.ach:ine inves~igate the origins of its 
be:lng? - · nnd so the Er6u rebels. J1:nd as we are folloV'ring the quest 
of the Eros , vthethe:>:- to failure or attc.inDent, we mu.st go farther 
i.'1 the search for freedom. Por in this notion which the Eros cannot 
aba.YJ.don, we seeiil to have found the roc.d ; nside the psyc!le which 
continues that external pat!l which Hea.son trnvelled in the search 
fo!.' the One. 

If what i:J commonly called will cn.nno·c bP. free, where 
must we look 'for freedom? :i..!ust we not draw a distir~etion between 
will an.d will-power? L'1 tl1is way we my lift free will to a l1igher 
level nnd see it no longE!r as involved, but e.s that w!1ich directs the 
force of will which beers o!l the world of t l:il.nzs. Will becomes an 
authority which uobilizes the force of vVill-power, c:md r~hich co.nnot, 
therefore be held responsible when will-power proyes too weak. YTill 
is like a gener:1l sitting on a hill above the battle, sending cot:n:D.El.Tlds 
to his embattled soldier, the Vlill-povter. ~hus will becomes exer:rpt 
frou the responsibility for concrete results. Its ::-esponsibility 
seems to consist in whether it mobilizes thc will pov1er or not. 

This wny of tl1.i..l1ld.ng, outlandish tl!oug'!:! i t rru:..y appear, 
is neverthelens, by i :· .. plication, a cor:IDlonpluce of 01.1r moral judgment . 
~11en ~e excuse ~ ~a.n on the grounds of certain disndvontages of 
environment or upbringing, it is as much c.s to scy, "He did the best 
he could. He chose well but was saddled with a vicious propensity 
that Ytns too s·trong for hin11 • '.l'hus we bla.ne the roan who, in spite 
of :1 !!lornl upbringint;, became an alcoholic, end excuse the man, who, 
raised in a slur.1, drank gLl'l with his Bother 1 s mlk • 

.. ~o the uncompromising elevation of free will above the 
interplay of forces, the ~Jew TestU!!lent offers the a1~er;:mtivc theory 
of grace. 11Ye 2.re not, 11 we are told, 11t er:J..pted above that ye are able. 11 

T~ere is in all our choices a suffic~ncy ~f power to restore equilibriUlllt 
. so tl.~.at the Hill in the Diddle of bat·Ue ~ may .:;till be poised and free. 
In thi8 way excuoe is excluded ::md respons~bility for 0oncrete results 
is reta ined, 

Excuse i s the preservation of freedon by the diremption 
of choice and its r esult. Sufficiency of grace is the p::ceservation 
of freedom by deny.li1g the iobalance of forces. 1he essential effect 
of bot~1 views is to present will as that which is s~lf-determined and 

· jnmune to outside influences. This auolX:rts to postulating will as an 
absolute. It is beyond t~1e influence of anything outside itself and 
totally free . ', .'hether this notion of will is a. tennble one we r:IUst 
now inquire botl1 from logic and f ron experi ence . 

~he ~0FJ:ibility An absolute will c~11.ot qua choice exist apart fron 
of .Absolute ponsi.oility. ~hat i s to say it must be rel:.ted to that which tro.ns-
wiiy---- cends it. It is absolute ; 11 that it creates itself , but not absolute 
-- :i.n tlm:~ it creates its possibilities. Lt one pole of the ad of' 

;'vvill • .•..• ~ ..•••.••• p. 4 7. 
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56. ~'hc.t is to say, no cause can be discovered v1ithin Existence 
for the positin..; of Supra-existence . ~'he Eros arises 
wH~1in Exioteilce· by llll appnrent origLl'lality. 
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will tb.e:·e J..ru.st be the this or th~.t. The possibilHics, by their 
transcendent renlity ~!ply t.Lat will ia not ult:LJ.ate power. The 
possibilitie~ are given to will us its situ~tion. 

If this is not so, will uust constitute the worlC.. 
The world nmst llow inevitably out of will~ vthich means that it 
ca.nnot be present to will as possibilityo Hill without possibility 
ceases to be cl:oice. It is prior to freedo:J. It ceases to be 
the vlill of man and could only be th8 will of God. 

It is om· exper ience tbot thr,mgh the will power of ra.;m 
the world r~y be chn.nc;ed 9 but certainly not thnt it -is constit'J.ted 
by the •rill of ~~. The world is a given suzceptible of aodification , 
but n given nevertheless. VIe LTU.st , however9 remove free will beyond 
the .Jossibi lity of any modification of thP. Yvorld by its owtl power 
Por ii free will modi fies the vmrld only p~Jtly, this implies tho.t 
it encounters resistance~ and so, that it i s open -to influence and 
no longer free. Alternativ-ely if it modifies the wo1·ld completely, 
tllCLt is tlH: sarJ.e c.1s cun::riiitutin£, the world. In other word3 the 
world ceo.se1:1 to exiat as t he trcnscendent alternatives, which :..:J.e3.1.1s 
that nill ct:e.s..:s to exist as clloic~ . "i/ill becowes prior to choice 
and prior to freedor.1. 11hat is, it ceases to be the will o::' man. 
·;·: e r.ltlSt? tl:erefore, insist on the coLlplete povterlessness of free will. 
It can be no more them .m effortless af:fir'.lJD.tio~"? or negation. 
A sit:;nif'7..cant corollary of this is thu.t if free will is effective in 
the world, it must be so by t i.w pom=:r of ::..nether . 

\,e have nor: arrived at the concept of a will that floL.ts 
free of t:!o world , relative, indeed, to the V/Orld , but at the same 
t:i.r.~e uninfluenced by the world , It has no power o:i ioself but 
scer..s to cO!JIUt~"'!d ::-. certain pm:er. Thi8 power, hm7ever, !1as an 
independent origin. 

\. 

V/e have arrived a.t this co!1cept by an ru:alysis of the 
popular notion of will as both 1'ree and }~ffective. If choice is 
both free 2.nd effective, t l:en it r::ust raove the world by a power not 
its own. 

The restless.;.. i'he will has been driven into an absolute state . It is 
ness-of Free- in i'J.i:;!~t frow. the causal flux. This flight ho.s be8n cc.used by the 
d~ --- notion of Freedm,l which casts off all restraiEts. 'i'he only possible 

relationshj_p of will to the world is th2.t of n spectator !JY means of 
consciousness. Even here, hm1ever 9 f reedom finC:.s no restin.; place . 
Once posit8d it is l i ke a fiery ~lobe th['.t burns its way throuGh 
any contni.l1.er in which we c.ttenpt to k cop lt. A closer exaxri.nntion 
of freedoB ':!ill show that this is true. 

The No ~icn of Let it be made clet.r tlmt in exn:::1IDD.!f£ the no"tion of 
heedO~;·- Freed on, we are no~ positjn~ Freer~o1:1 ~\s n rei:'J.ity in itself. That 
~w~·---~· Vlould be to fall back, into t :!e error of objectifyinG the concept. 

Freedo:..1 and 
'the;-P"s~l:cfie --

By 11Freedo;n7 
11 let us vnderst:.nd reulJ.y, "that which is :free," or 

'' the free , n th ... ~t is, so fnr as wn can seo at present , the v.ill qua 
"tlle centre of hun!':m renlity. Beason can deal only with the knowable~ 
and, us \/e h::.ve seen, only the particul:.r and concrete i s knovrable . 
·:le do not c.t this stace assert tl1nt t~ere is or is aot an experience 
of concrete freedo:1 7 but we are ren.son:L.~3 with u.n i..."ltcntion towards 
such an experience . 

It LlD.Y be observed, to be,sin withy t hc.t I!'reedoo7 or 
"the f ree" 7 ill.lst be deter:rill.ned neither f'rou without the psyche 7 nor 
froB Vlith i.n the psyche by some trait of churo..cter. 57 To be truly 

5'( . Compare Spinozn (I::thics : R·~f . VII) : 11That thing is called 
free which exicts solely by the necessity of its own nature ••• 
On t he other hnnd that is necessc.ry which is determined by 
so1ethinc exterZllll t o itself. " In thic sense of the word 
"f ree" 7 '· 1.ich we adopt , tho will that is deter:il.ned by a 
p .... ychic propencity is not free. 
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:free, will must b~ uni..."lfluenced· by psychic char:acter. Therefore , either 
choice and character ~st be i11dependent of each other, or if there 
is dependence, character muse depend on. choice. T~is implies the 
temporal priority of choice over charabter. i~1en choice occurs 1 it 
must be uninfluenced. Therefore it cannot be directly connected with 
tho psyche , for this would involve the possibility of its being 
influenced by · the psyche. Qua free, choice IID.lst 1 as · we hove set=m, be 
powerless. Its i..."lfluence on the psyche. must be by an independent 
source of power; either this, or else it has no influence on the 
psyche. On either alternative, freedom, if it inheres in will, 
separates will from the rest of the psych~ so that it floats in un
disturbed equipoise . 

T.he Origil1g.lit;y: If, as tee sense of responsibility seems to i..11dicate, 
of Choice psy8~ic character is the result of choice r there must be some point 

at which will exists and character noes no+. yet exist. There mst 
have been one original choice which produced character. In this 
case the f\mction of subsequent choices becoBes somew!...at eni@llatic. 
If t hey a.re to produc~ character, it must be in the sense o:t' producing 
addit~.ons to character, so thc.t ohc..racter is analogous to an aggregate 
of al l acts of choice. In this way, choice may be regarded as con
stw.tly p~ior to charncter. 

If choice is to be free, it cannot be c.llowed that 
characte~, once established , l1as an effect on future choices, unless 
on one condition. This is that in t:!.1e history of each individual 
psyche, there can be only one occurrence of free choice, that is, prior 
to t he e::istence of character. Difficult ti1ougl'l this i dea seems , 

58. 
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Sartre identliies freedom, i.e. choice, with consciousness, 
which constantly rises in Not~ingness above t~1e self. 
Consciousness cannot coincide with self, Ylhich it constantly 
nil1itales to face the possibilities in anguish. Anguish 
is the realization the.t the future of consciousness depends 
entirely on the decision of th0 present DOLlent and not on 
a11y already existil1B selfhood. H is the sense of absolute 
responsibility. Sartre t s vie\/ r ests on t he preLlise that 
con.sciousness really n:L'lilates t he exist:ing sGlf, just as 
t :1e premse that hUL'18.ll reality is essentially nihilation is 
t he fom1dat i on of his philosopny. Jt is interesting to 
co:....pore with this t he Bergsonian concept of Durntion. 
Duration is concrete; pnst,present and future are illdivisible. 
i~evertheless, the future al•vays contains 2.11 element of 
originality unforeseeable until it is actualized. But 
the past is not left behind. We drag it after us for ever. 
Snrtre t s nihilntion breaks wlth the past in a radical manner. 
BGrgson' s Duration does not break at all. Experience seeDs 
to support Bert;sor_ ~ather tho.n Sartre, whose idea of A..11guish 
is too hectic to be huno.nly s·.l.pportable for nny l ength of 
tine. Such a break with the past belongs rather to the 
r are uoment of crisis than to the nornal course of existence. 
Lloreoyer, Sartre in effect postulates consciousness as a 
dynamic . of chanr;e - nillilntion is a very co~siderable power. 
But how can such power reside in n mere awareness? Awareness 
:rJaY be' 'the c·ondition of the use of power, but it is not 
itcelf power. It is noteworthy tht.;t ro.dical breaks wit}_l 
the past , e.c. the conve.rsion of Saul, are coJJ1Ll.only attributed 
to the power of 2llO'iiher~ T~lis accords with our view of 
hUiJ..:m freedoD. a o po;'lerless. If' Nothir .. gness is a valid 
description of consciousness, it is not, we suggest, as a 
ni!J.ilating pci7c:r , but as Nothingneas before power. 
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it is not to be rejected out of ha.nd. 59 

But it i s quite possible, we should notice , for character 
to influence the alternatives of future choice, for this is not to 
influence the choice itself, For instance, ray character, once 
es-tablis!1ed, t1a.y render me unsuitable for certail1 types of employment . 
If I have robbed the till, I shall not be offered c. post in the bank. 

Si.rnilo.r considerr.tions apply to the external results of 
prev~ous choices. These results haYe a lim.itil:l$ effect on t~1e 
alter:1atives of future choice G. Por i.nstance, because I chose to 
live in Soutll Africa rather t han Scotlnnd, I a;:u now faced with the 
pos~ibili ty of climbj.ug the Drakensberg, wherc::1s o·t;herwise I would 
hnv8 been able to cliilb Ben lfevis. \le nz.y widen the i ssue into 
a gE:r.eral principle, that earlier choices c2.n affect the al ternutives 
of lnter choices, but ca.'l!lot effect later C'h:)ices in therJ.selves -
that is, if the will is to be free. 

Two u.l terr.a.ti ve ·1riews o:f freedom have o:.1erged, l-ased on 
vi.ews of free two different views of the co11.11exion of choice and character. 
WiiT - If choructer, once el:ltablished, illfluences future c~1oices in themselves , 

t~en freedom can inhere only in one original and historical ~hoice. 

!_reedom can 
~no p..s§! 

But if cl1aracter, once established, influences only the alternatives 
of future choices, choice may be constantly free It is plain that 
the seco11d al ternc.tive of a cons·iic.ntly free choice iB rn.ore in accord 
with the coranon notion of free will as G. continuous reality. The 
will: we believe, is not free once only nnd never thereafter 1 but is 
sor:J.ethinc constantly exercised and constantly free . Therefore, let 
us first consider the inplications of this view. 

It seens clear that thnt which is fre~ cnn have no past. 
To h~ve a post is to be determined by that pest. The free must 
thervfore be constantly new. As the centre of hunan reality, the 

· will Hn:Jt be incess£'.ntly origl21c.l. It ;::rt-<st , as it were~ be a 
continuous ne;; creation, centred indeed on a. particular humnn psyche 
but L11 no sense deter3ined by that psyche . Each new act of choice 
~st be conpletely severed frau previous choices . Yet the conoon 
notior: of will is as a cont:Uu .. turn.. How doss this nrise? We muot 
reply that, i f will is free, it can only urise fro;n the continuity 
of the lcco.lity of will, the contil1Uity of the psyche in which the 
wil::;_ L'1heres. But we r.ru.st not evnde tl:e fLYJ.al :i!:lplication, which is 
that the free destroys itself as existence, th~t is, ns the knO\mble. 

~I'ne noU1~ess That which can :-:ave no past ca..'1 :1ave no present either. 
Cf1'~doo -~~-For the present is c. Lii.niL:!D.l duration~ If sonething can have no _..... _____ ~· 

past, it cannot PndLrre. All exi stence is duration, however minute, 
a"ld t hat '.Vr~ich co.nnot endure , ca.: mot exist . It is beyo!ld "'iDe, 
beyond the Knovmble, outside consciousness., Thua we see how the notion 
of freeclo:::1 alweys brec.k:s from co!D.prehension1 how it crumot bo 
arrested in the confines of existence. It leads inevitably to the 
unknowable. Yle have already identifieC: t he ttnlmot:rc.ble as beyond 
t!1e reach of Heason. To be consistent i -.·Je must confess that Freedom 
passes beyond Reuson. 7le sh..'lll never be able to observe it and 

/char t ••• , ••••••••••• p.50. 

--------------------------------------------------------
59. This is what Plato seems to sugeest in the :1yth of Er, 

uhere t he souls choose their charnders before birth. 
It is the vie,7, substc..ntially of Lr•istotlc , who assigns 
!;r:i.Bory s i gnificance to i'.ll origino.l choice: 1We con 
only control our dispositions at t heir beginning -
the additions to the:;1 stnce by stc.se are ir:lperceptible, 
lDce the grovvth of bodily infirrli tic;;s. n (Hicornchean 
~-thics 9 III, V) Kierkegna.rd describe8 an origina.l and 
irl'8Voco.blc choice (i.;. Project of ~hought ), cmd the idea 
is of course in r.ccorc1. with the doctrine of Origin..'\1 Sin, 
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chart itz ways. Moreover, t he crucial question uust be faced, 
as to whether Freedom is a reality at ~11, and if so, can it hold 
significance for us. Can we speak meaningfully of tl~t which is 
not a t hing, of that which is nothing? 

Let u.s leave these problems for a. while and return to 
the alter nc.tive view of freedom. as a sinele and unique occurrence 
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;n t he individuall s life. Is it possible that here the difficulties 
will be dispelled? I t soon appears t hat nothing i s changed, except 
tha.t we are not obliged to show that Freedom has no past. For 
here, it has not been posited a.s possessiLg a past. All that we 
can do is draw the sane :i..oplication, that Fr eedom. is beyond existence . 

The free will , v7e have established, if it i s a reality, 
i s & reality outside consciousness. It canno~ know itself. 
~e were l ed to this conclusion by ovr notion of freedo@, by our 
sense of the uncaused at the centre of the psyche. The Eros drove 
us to pursue this notion as that wit:b..:in us which links t he psyche 
to the One. In pursuing the vncaused we pass beyond consciousness . 

Our path to t he lUlcaused is, fro@ one point of view, 
a path of negation. It is the progressive 1·ejection of all that 
is 'lpprehensible , first in t he e::>...'""ternal world and t hen wi thi n the 
psyche, w!1ere we passed froB the apprehensi ble pC'wer of will, to free 
will and so to the unknowable. I f the psyche is r elated to t he 
uncaused , it i s related to something that stands on the boundary of 
Exist ence , sometrdng that we cffi~ never perceive. Doubtless we were 
led to it by percepti ble indications, the feelli1gs of r esponsi bility, 
of guilt and of origiruD.ity. But t hese feelings were not themselves 
the free. The pat h of negation led us aFay f r om them. L~ their turn 
to the point where the knovrable psyche ends. 

Reason appli ed to the problem of the H:i..ll and its freedom 
has led us beyond the lmowo.ble world. The concept of the free 
emer ges as something unique, not a concept in the ordli1ary sense , 
for i t i s not formed on the basis of experience. It is a. point er 
which directs thought to the liru:i.ts of Exi stence where Reason must 
collapse. ~e saw that the idea of freedom is not posited by Reason, 
but by t he Eros. Like the Eros, therefvre, l.li iLi u:..trn-rational. 
But this realization, the passage o:f thought to the end of consciousness, 
to nothingness, does not sa:tisfy the Eros . \ie have , L11deed, an 
indication t hat t he goo.l of the Bros is ~eyond Exi stence and unknowo.ble , 
but the Eros denands a passage not only in thoUGht , but in reality. 
Before we inquir e how the Eros ruy pass t() the u..l11m0wable , let us 
consider what meaning we may assig~ to tllis word. '7e seek a passage 
to t he beyond, bt::.t are we seeld.ng tha.t which is ueaningful f or us? 

The m~a_@lgfulness It i s plain, irJmedi ately, t hat we cannot know the 
cf the u.n- unknowable. In a sense , therefore , it can have no :::neaning for us. 
~-~__.....,. 

knowable We shall never be able to explain it, never so.y what it is in i tself. 
-·~ """'-- Vfh&ther i t is a r eality or not we shall never know. 

On the uther hand 7 the sear ch for the One i s not 
occasioned by c knowledge of its reality. It is set in motion 
solely by the J~ros , o prerational cogency continuo,ts with the will
to-live. The I•iros postulates a r eality as its gonl. Since the 
Eros itself a.rises independently of kr.owl edge

6 
it is not surprising 

the.t its objective is also beyond knonledge . 6 ·.,'hen Reason~ by 

60. How sho.ll we interpret Ni etsche 1s poem to the Unknown God? 
110 thou Unknown God that grips de3p in r:ry soul ••• 11 

Nietsche address ' the unknown not on the basis of any 
cognition of jt - for then it would not be unknovm, but 
purely and solel y under an internal· constraint ·which 
impels hLTJ to an unknown objecti-re - that is to say, 
ur..der the Eros~ 
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r eflecting on the freedom of will, arrives at Nothingness , the Eros 
is no·t:; satisfied, for t his Uotl1in;;ness is uerely a project of thought· 
and does not yield substn.nce. The Eros seeks the reality of Nothins
ness which LIU.b"ii be the real Hothingness of Will as cpposed to tl;le 
thought of v1ill r s nothingness. Here at last it rmy find its objectiYe~ 
This~ then is tr.e siGnificance of the wJmcwable . It is the r eality 
which we shall never consciously apprehend? but which is posited by 
the Eros o.s lyinG at the Nothingness of Wi lL It is behind the 
veil nt the end of a pc.rticular path through Existence ~ 

\,' e seem to have come close to the goal of the Eros. We 
have nrrived at a s i gnpost ':·ihich S~L:y·s that our dest jno.tion is neo.r. 
Tho renli ty of will is beyond Exi stence. .All tl:;.E.t is left is to 
r estore it to its reality. It seeoo a sirJ.ple I:.t:"..t ter to direct will 
away from Existence to the unknowable. Then sudd.er~y we discover 
t:b .. at the signpost points across a rnvine . For thought, which flies 
like the crow, the wo.y was short jndeed. But we IJUst nrrive in the 
body. Wh£',t i s it thnt bnrs our vro:y? \'!hat is thi s ra-rine? It is 
the fac-t; , which we noted before, that 11ill stands tmdor o.n Inpero.tive. 
But we have already travelled. a difficult path. Before grappling 
with c. ne~ obstacle, let us pause to review the arguoent ' s latest 
phase 7 frou the po:Jlt where will appenred to us to be tlle donino..."lt 
psychic phenone~wn~ 

\fill appeared as that in consciousness which is nore than 
consc::i.ousness. It is not created by consciousness, al thouB).'l consciousness 
fu:rnishes it v:it:1 its St)here. It is that by which a r.a11.7 s character 
is constituted, thct by whicl~ he is what he is. Asrocin.ted wit~.~. will 
vve discovered feelines of guilt and rectitude which referred us to 
Responsi bility. Responsibility in turn referred us to Freedon. 
Responsibility, guilt and r ecti tude ar~ c~efini te fP-elings which we 
account for on the basis of Freedom. But Freedou1 once posited presents 
grave difficulties. When Vie &"1.alyze e:x"J)erience, it becomes clear 
that there is nothinG within experience which ca.."l. be free. Experience 
is an int erlocldnt; whole where each exi stent feels the pull of all 
other e:dstence. But i:f this is not considered conclusive, n.n 
exomination of t!.1c phenomenon coi:lL.lonly called 11will 11 reveals it ::!.S 
susceptible to influence , and so not free. 

Thus it appears that v1e do not lalD'' Free<'l.on , indeed, that 
we 0a..'1not knO\r it. Freedou carmot , thcr~fore, be a true concept, · 
for a concept i.J forned on the b~1.sis o:Z what is experienced. Never
theless Freedoia is n term correspondi.YJ.~ to an c.ttitude of the psyche, 
an attitude akin to conceptuc.l attitudes. 'l'h:;.s o.tt iGude , noreover, 
is not resolved wh8n we discover tho.t the free c3.r..not te within 
Exister ... ce. If anything, it sains ::.n st:::'ength, with a cogency of 
nysterious origin. 

It becomes necessary, in this way, to i:r:troduce a 
distinction between the psychic attitude thc.t refers to a lmown, 
i. e . t he concept 7 and the psychic o.ttitnde tl.:tat pos~.ts a.n Ut'lknovm 
r eality. This latter let us call a "notion". By "notion" therefore , 
is indicated a11. attitude of mysterious origi.YJ. withh"l the psyche whioh 
directs t he psyche ~owc.rds an unknowable reality. 61 A notion is 

61. This iP, surely~ the recl significance of the disguised 
negntivity of nany of the t erms tr...at attenpt to convey 
the nc.ture of God, as well as of the via negntiv:J. of the 
~sties. Notions find no instantiation in Existence. 
They issue really in the IJothincncss of Thoug.llt, the 
ad:oission that thou~t hcs fai::!.ed to C')Gc'lize their content. 
~~his is a. bitter pill for Reason 9 ·rhich, as a lo.st resort, 
produces the n'3Jr..tive epithets. By them the um7ary arc 
deluded into believing thnt God is cognized; caught in 
the conceptU[!l net . But concepts are post- experiential, 
n.nd t~1ere can be no conscious CX}1Srience of God to provide 
t he ba.sis for a concept o:f H:b:1. 



the counterpart wi thin experience of a reality that lies outside · 
experience . Naturally, the validity cf the not i on, the reality of 
its reference, is incapable of conclusive pr oofo The notion stends 
or falls by experience~ It stands firstly by the degree of its 
nysterious cogency and , secondly, by the results within experience 
that it produce:.,. A notion that i s dynaiJic within experience , m8y , 
on these f:,Tounds y be believed to abut on unk:noHable reality. 62 

There exists within the psyche a strong no·don of being 
uncaused, that is of Freedon. OnJ.y on such a basis can the categories 
of gui lt, rectitude and responsibility be nade meaningful. The 
psyche s ees itself as being wl1at it is by its mV;n doing, as being, 
in a sense, its mm tJrigin. It posits itself as issuing in solil.G 
way fron beyond causetion, ns standD1g above experience . This 
posi~ion necessari ly r.takes its origin unknowable, in the realo of 
unseen reality. In this way we pass in thcuc;ht fro:1 the insistence 
of -l;he nvtion of Freedo:.:t, t o TranscenU.ence. 

We r.my he::-e note i n passing that the Iden. of th0 One is 
a not-i.on. 63 It is not a concept fron experience, but a haunting idea 
of nysterious ori gli1. CorrespondL~gly1 the Eros , or the impetus 
to the One, i s a dr~ve of nysterious origino 

The Eros, when it is arises in consciousness is t he deepest 
drive within the psyche. It is the desire :for tha one objective which 
gives all other objectives their meaning. It i s the central thirst, 
the great hunger. Thus i t is that a nere passace in thought to the 
unseen reali ty con never s~tisfy the Eros. The analysi s of the notion 
of Freedom, or rather , the inductive discovery that it has no reference 
to experience , is suffici ent to direct t"1ought to the supra- sensory. 
But thought, as we saw, can at best, renaer the absent present :L"'l the 
form of an i l.:k'1ge . It is thus a grnve Distake to suppose that i t 
can achieve a satisfying transition to transcendent reality, o:f wl>..ich 
it c~not give us even an ~k~~e. The passage of thought t o Freedon 
skirts t he inner depths of the psyche; i t skirts the substance of 
will. Thought a l one cannot conduct the gravity of t he Er os. At 
this poL'1t a gain, wit hin t lle very psyche, we IJU.st be on guard against 
the of Reason. Somehow we oust retrace our steps ~~d f ind the 
category which can engage the full weight of' the :oy.:>tic Eros. 

The Iuperative Vi e do not have to look far . In identifying t:r.e will as 
--·· - the centre of the psyche 1 we shruld also realize that tbis centre 

cannot be by-p~ssed. The posoi bili -ty of a nerely theoretic att i tude 
to will BUSt be discarded. J!'or the wilJ. 1 with the feelings of 
responsibility that hau..-rrt it , prer;:ents us with an Inperative . Here 
we encounter raw, a l o:N which stands guard over tl1e gateway to the 
self, so tJ.1at if we would enter the self, we n:u.st submit, 64 In 
the heart of the self we encounter this law, nor ca..."l we avoid it 
without sacrificinG the centre of the psyche. This is tl1e ravine we 
must negotiate. 

62. 
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\7e have, incidentally, stunbled on the sienificance of 
the One. As thought approach~s nothingness and the 
liQit of consciousness, plurality disappears . Thus 
the One 1 may be u..~derstood as t he reality outside plurality. 
It i s outside plurality simply because it is outside 
E:.:istence , 

In their aloost universal occurrence , t he notions bear a 
narked resemblance to the archetypal ideas of the 
psychologist Jung. 

Thus the b"'xistentia.list philosophy insists upon cngagenent 
ns the condition ol attaining selfhood. On the same 
foundation rests that corner- stone of r:estern ethics, the 
significc::mce o:L the i.~ouent . 
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VIe are m~ing, of course, outside the possibili·;~y of p:::-co:f. 
The ultimate: verificatJ.on of these claims lies :L71 experience. What 
we ask, in effect, is this; "Is there any feeling rooted more deeply 
in the phenomenal psyche th~ the feeling of responsibility? Is 
there any other notion which engages to the same degree the voli-!;ional 
centre of feel:ing which we call the self?" 

The path of the Eros is now seen to lie throu&~ the centre 
of the soul, that is the will. Degire must identify itself' with 
will, and submit to the Imperative before which will ~tanQs. The 
Eros thus becomes morally responsible. The wa:y to the One becomes 
the way of the fulfilment of the Law. 

\/hile the Eros seeks ultimate content, the imperative is 
not a source of content. It is rather a sense w~ich dictates the 
attitude of the will in the face of content, or the desire for content. 
The Imperative regulates our approach to content~ whether as present 
in experience 1 or as sou@1t 1 in tha· One~ The Imperative thus bears 
upon the various phases of the will-to--live, whicl.L ma.."l:..fests itself 
first in self preservation and finally in the Eros. 'ilithout the will
to-live we can bring· nothing to the ill.perative. But without the 
Imperative, the will-to-live bec.omes lost. h'mphasis on the Imperative 
to the neglect of the will-to-live produces sterile morality. 
E.nphasis on the will-to-live which disregards the I mperat ive results in 
a formless licentiousness. The perfect balance must be maintali1ed. · 
Out of the two1 however, p:l'iority !IIU.St su:l'ely be R.ssigned to the wi~l
to-ljve. For the will-to-live is contin .ous with the whole cosmic 
process which supports the p~ssibility of our access to Transcendence . 
The Imperative is essentially relative to ltfb. Tbus its demands 
have been different for different men in different ages. If one 
must have one or the other, it is better to have the will-to-live. 
Thus it happens that the harlot and the publican e.1ter heaven before 
the pharisee. 

r.loralists have attempted a variety · of explanations of the 
genesis of the Imperative . The utilitarian view may seem to explain 
away i+.s mystery until we realise that this scheme makes no allow
ance for the Eros. Utilitarianism can account for the Imperative 
as a r ational form of the will-to-grganic life, as a contract to do 
no harm and be unharmed in return. b5 Bnt once thl'.l mysterious 
generation of the Eros takes place within the psycLe, and it is 
fo,md that the Imperative exercises authority over +his as well, 
the Imperative takes·on all the mystery of the Eros. Utilitarianism 
may explai..'1 the Imperative as regUlative 0f orsanic living, but it 
can never explain it as governing the will t o the On-3Q Therefore 
we affirm that the Imperative, that is, tbe sense vf cbligation 
which haunts the will, is of myste:>':'ious origin. 

We have stumbled, i"'; may be no·~iced, almost :L71advertently 
on· the origin of Morality. It appears as the fusion of the will
to- live 'Ni'th the Imperative. It is engendered by their interplay. 
The way of the Eros to fulfilment is now seen as the moral way. 

~he U~Q~ditional The Imperative is ex~erienced as a feeling haunting the 
~rative ---Phenomenal will, t~at is the will-power, on which it appears to l ay 

its injunctions. The phenomenal will is bound ~o fulfil them 
and the sense of responsibility assures i + that any failure to do so 
must originate :L71 Hs own freedom. The Imperat ive that engages 
the psychic depths invariably relates the psyche to the world-flow. 
Thus the phenomenal will proceeds to involve itself in its situation, 
the situation that it has by virtue of belonging to a particular 
organism in the flow of existence. R<ren when ·the Imperative 
presents an ethic of world-rejection, it may be seen that the 
phenomenal will is involved in its situation. Involvement in 
this case takes the f orm of a struggle for detac:':mlent rather than 
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for effective part icipation. But it remains involvement . In one 
\iay or the other the Imperative directs will power upon the world. 
The will must immerse itself in its situation. Moreover~ the 
Imperative does not present itself to will as conditional upon will's 
fre edam. It does not say to will, 11 If you are f ree, do this. 11 

It says simply~ "Do this, or you will stand guil ty. 11 It i s from 
the guilt that we proceed in thought to t he notion of Freed.om. 
Therefore it is an evasion of the Imperat i ve to deny its claims by 
taking a stand upon the notion of Freedom as outside &Xistence. 
The Imperative is unconditional, vr, as Kant descri bed it, categorical. 

The notion of Freedom i s only generated as a commentary 
on the I mper ati ve. The Imperative does not stand or fall by Freedon4 
It is an illegitimats abstraction to r egard Freedom in isolation from 
th3 Imperative. Nevertheless~ while it ca.nn0t exempt us from 
obedience to the Imperative, the notion of Freedom may cast light 
on the manner of the obedienceo The Imperative ci rects the phenomenal 
will to involvement in experience. It is possible that the time 
may come when the no-3ion of Freedom Vll.ll serve as the lcey to the 
understand~ of experience. 

The inJunction of t he Imperative bears upon the phenomenal 
will~ u.pon the feeling within us that v1e identify as will. Vlith 
this force, wo acc'Jrdingly try to fuJ..fil the de!aands of the imperative. 
Thus , if I am prone to outbursts of temper , I try to r einforce my will 
agair.st the violence of my emotions , Perhaps I achieve some degree 
of success, but it is never complete. The phenomenal will, that is 
the will power, i s perpetually unable to sa~isfy the Imperative 
completely. Moreover, even when we appear to have made progress, 
the Imperative becomes correspondingl y· more exactL~g. There is 
always a gap between performance ~~d perfecticn. This Bituation 
mi~~t come t o be accepted as inevituble were it not for the notion 
of Freedom which stands behind the Imperative and points the fli1ger 
of accusation at the wi ll. "Your fai lure," it seeras to say, 11orisinates 
with you and no other. You a.re responsible for your shortcoillL~gs" . 
It is, of course , possible to i QlOre the notion of Freedom, but t his , 
in the end, is the saJ.Ue as to i::;nore the I mperative itself, sLYJ.ce the. 
Imperative points t o Freedom. And t o i gnore the Imperative , is, 
as we saw, to by-p<...ss the centre of the ..tlsyche tltrL'ugh Yfhich the Eros 
must pass. Thus the E:r-os demands that the will redouble i ts effort 1 
whlch it does, perhaps again and again, until eventually it collapses 
with an exhaustion which is aldn to , possibly the same as , the 
exhaustion of' the organism. And so eventually comes the realization 
that the will is not f:r-ee. Yet in that moment~ the Imper ative does 
not abate its insistence. The will-power· , or phenomenal will, has 
reached the mom8nt of maximum i nvo:J..vement . I·t; is so thoroughly 
engaged ill experi ence that it has no further resources of gtrength. 
It is immerseu and held locked i n the world-flo~ . The idea that 
it is in some way free has become quite untenable, and yet the 
Imperative bears on it as i f i t were free . Under this pressure , 
at l ast , t~e true will disassociates i~self from the phenomenal will 
aDd from experience. It forsa¥es the illusion of its O\v.n power 
and turns in purity and nakedness to face the source of the Imperative . 
In that moment experience and the self, whie-'11 i s the phenomenal will , 
become as nothing to the true will. Thus , in exper ience, we reach 
again the point of Nothingness , where the will passes out of 
consciousness to be free before t he face of Transcendent Reality. 
The Hoth~ne:;?~ of Thought finds its counterpart in t he r eal Nothing
ness of W~ll. 60 

66 . Both 1Jothingnesses are f ounded on the Eros , th.-'l.t of Thought 
because the Eros alone sus·iiains t he notions, that of \"/ill 
because only tlle Eros tm·ns the will from Existence to 
~r~mscendence. In no sense do we posi t Nothingness as 
an independent r eality, such as it becomes with Sartr e . 
The t erm stands ruerely for the stage or point where conscious 
experiencG e~ds , and where Transcendence may be thou@rt 
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~l this final moment of conversion the notion of Freedom 
can play a part . It mey, by showinG that Freedom lies outs ide 
experience, dir ect will the s ooner to its transcendental destiny. 
But if it be asked why the notion of Freedom might not have accomplished 
the emancipation of will refore the moment of maximum involvement , we 
answer the.t wh...le the Inrperative is experienced, it has to be obeyed. 
I t is unconditional and C8PBOt be evaded. The disellb~gement of the 
true will f r om the phenomenal 'dill is impossible without the maximum 
involvement of tre phenomenal will.67 :i!1 or the phenm.aena.l will is a 
forco which cru1not be held still except by co~plcte engagement. 
It' is, mdeed, in t he nature of a passic.::J. to which we are bound until 
i t is eL~austed. It is the Imperative t hat drives it to exhaustion, 
not by illusory de~ands but by confronting it with a standard, which, 
in assuming t he central position in the psyche, it has unwittingly 
ccrr;:ni:!;ted i tself to fulfil. At the point of Uoth:i.ngncss the self 
t hat has failed disappears , and with it, the Imperative itself vanishes. 
Th9 phenomenal will has to learn in strife that i t is not the possessor 
of authenticity. The authentic will is beyond cons0iousness before 
Tr anscendence. 

It will be seen that, in the course of our argument , t he 
notion of Freedom hns undergone a subtle cl:ange a..11d deYelo,ment. 
W8 started from t he comm.:)n notion of Fr eedom as the property m the 
phenomenal will in the face of e.."'Cistentinl alte>r natives. The f act 
that on this plane there can be no absolute free&om forced us to 
postulate the free will as standing outside consciousness. Here 
it at once becomes unknowable and the only proof we cc~ offer, inside 
existence , of its reality i s the evidence 0f its ef~ectiveness. 
I f there are events within consciousness that are expli cable only 
on t he assumption of a reality called P:ree Will, t hen that assumption 
is justified, a l though not proven. Such re~iti~s are, in themselves 
for eYer unknowable. All that we actually lmow is a 'JOe:fficient 
which thought substitutes ior the supposed reality that coordinates 
the phenomena.. '.rhought cannot touch the reality i tself. Only 
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to begin. O:f course7 this :&.u.st not be ta.1wn to imply that 
conscious experieJlce actually ceases - t~1.e eyes still see, 
the ears stil l hear. In the nothingness of Thought, tbe 
::Jros pushes Renson +o its collapse ; in the nothingness of 
'."fill , will seeL.lS to turn out of consciousness t o f ace 
Transcendent Reality. ~hus it disappears as apparent or 
phenomenal ·will, that i D as v:ill-power. :\fothingnoss, 
is, as i t wer e , the opening of a door in t:he psyche to the 
unknowable . The old self dis8.ppear s . Here , moreover, 
\7e come upon a possible mcC\!ling for ~jhe Absolute self. 
The psyche that opens to TranscenCl.e:1.ce opens in 6. 

particularized way. Will not the unique and irreplaceable 
nature of each psyche t s ap~roach to ~r::mscendence suffice 
to constitute the individual sel f - is the self, in other 
words 1 the particular Absolute? We are r eminded of Hegel l s 
concrete universal , but 11universal1; is a t erm of psychic 
and conceptual si~ficance . It cannot convey the supreme 
content of Transcendence. 

This scheme corresponds to a widespread , almost archetypal 
experience . Compm-e the story of the conversi on of Saul, 
who in his greatest effort disco~erod his compl ete weak
ness , or tht:t of Christ ion in tho Pil£;-:rim1 s Progress, who 
could remove his burden by no expedient . Both found thejx 
release in t he power of another . In the work of t he 
Eros which brin~s us to the point of liothingness, and in 
the presence nt :Tothincness of n. r estoring power, we are 
awC~re of a process which can be called Redemptive. 
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will can do this , and before it does so, the 
from phenomenal will must be accompli3hed. 

of free will 

It may legitimately be asked whether , since the Realities 
are unknowable, such notio~l terms as Free Will and Freedom are 
in fact si30ificant; do they really refer? W c answer that they 
may refer, not to the unknmvable in itself, but to the unknowable 
as it lies at the end of a particular avenue of experience . Freedom 
is so named because it lies at the limit of the search for knowable 
freedomo The One i s so named because it lies st the end of t he 
search for knowable unity. These paths tr~ough experience are 
followed u.l'lder t he attraction of notions, mysterious ideas which 
draw thought to the limits of consciousness. 

Freedom, we have seen, cannot exist within experience. 
As applied to experience, the notion destroys itself. Yet the 
psychic source of the notion is not destroyed by the i..>nposGibility 
of experiencing Freedom. Instead the attitude directs itself beyond 
consciousness to the unknm1able. 

The notion of Fr eedom arises secondarily to the experience 
of the Imperative. The common err::>r is to locate its reality in 
the phenomenal will. The Imperative beexs unconditio11ally on the 
phenomenal will, and , only in explanation point8 to Freedom. The 
phenomenal 1v.ill arrogates t his freedom to itself. In consequence , 
the Imperative bears harder upon it unt il its complete engagement 
and utter exhaustion are pl ain to see. Thus the ground is prepared 
for t he withdrawal of the true will f rom th~ phenomenal will. 
This in fact is the withdrawal from self. The phenomennl will must 
be driven to its death. Thi s the bare notion of Freedom cannot 
accompli s!4 But it can, in the midst of strife , provide an 
explal'lation of the inexorability of the Imperative. No understanding 
of the notion of Fr eedom can ever t ake the place of t he conversion 
of the will. It can be of use only as the will consents to embrace 
it. As long as the phenomenal will still arroGates to itself the 
centre of the psyche , so long will i t be under the death sentence 
of the Imperative. 

Freedom as it emer ges i s ind~ed sornewhn~ remote from the 
common notion. The common notion, as we have seen, errs in 
locating f reedom in the phenomenal will . But it contains an 
indestructible element which pe..:-sists even when it i s shown that 
Freedom cannot lie within experience . Thi s is the sense of 
authenticity. Freedom, or f r ee will, we may then say, is the 
unknowabl e reality which corresponds to the sense of authenticity. 

Let us always guard against t hE:: illusion t hat we lmow the 
unknovm reality. It is utterly unknown. All that we do know is 
that thi s or that path through the world leads us to an end which 
may in fact be a beginning. It is as i f we touch Transcendence 
at various points like rivers running into the sea. If on r eturning 
~ c experience we find ourselves !Dysteriously enriched, we may 
rationally beli eve that we have been in the presence of God. 

We have witnessed the destruction of the phenomenal will. 
Thi s phenomenal will we earlier identi fied as what is commonly 
called the self. With the disappe~ance of the phenomenal will 
at the point of nothingness , and the assumed emergence of the f ree-will, 
all self-consciousness is destroyed. The self has become nothing 
to consciousness1 and if it is a reality, it i s real before 
Transcendence , in the unknowable world. As phenomenal will dies , 
it is as if an open passage is formed in the psyche from Transcendence 
t 9 Transcendence . The cl~el begins in the unknowable with the 
mysterious rise of the Eros and issues i n the unknowable with the 
destruction of will- power. That is the moment of the final 
liberation of th0 Eros • Its bondo.ge totl:.e phenomenal will has 
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been worked out and it passes invisibly to T:.:a:.'l3o:;m1e:1(;e. The 
stress o~ its 'struggle to Freedom dep2.rto froJJ. tha D01..~l. · L1steati 
of the self, there i s a passage through tho psychG f:ro:s T7.'anscendencr:.: 
to Transcendence. Transcendence, the unseen roQlity, the One 7 
has replaced the self. 

~'he self has emerged as an obstruction in the ctl"t're::J.t the:~ 

flows f rom Tra.'Ylscendence to Tr anccendence. As such~ it is dest:L.'1ed 
to disappear. It st::ems 1 indeed~ to be tha a i.f;ithesis of Freed.:>:c 
and the fo1..mdation of human bondagt:. The ques+icn thus arises as 
to how ili cnme to existence in the fi:rst placeo We remember thr.J.t 
as the Imperative bore upon the seif, the self became conscious of 
guilt, or responsibility, which in turn referred i;o Freedom o~'tside 
existence ~ So it arpears that the origin of sell lies in Freeicm~ 
and tr~t, on that plane~ there is or has been a choice of surrender 
to Tr anscendence or t he projection of will es power in opposition to 
Tra'1scendence ~ But Vle run the r::..sk here of a cir:mla.rity of thoughtu 
We seem to be projecting into t he unknovm the nature .:>:f choice, which 
is a phenomenon of existence. It is indeed true th:.t all th-:::: 
categ0ries of the knowable fail when we c0111e to the u..'1lmowable. 
The idea of a choosing prior to existence is beyond our concepti on. 
Does it help to say that, on this p~ane 1 chcosL'Ylg is the sa~e as 
cx;_sting? Hardly 1 for s·..lch an existing and such a choosing .:1.re 
not k:nowables • 

. :e !ID.l.Dt, however, remember that :B're0dom is Authenticity 
as postulated in the phenome11nl vdll. Freedom is the r esult of the 
arrogation of authenticity to itself by tho pheEora~;mu.l will. 
Authenticity is not possible within Existenoe. l:'recdom i s the 
result of the assur..1ption that it i s . It is the contradictory 
combination of Authenticity with the existent. T~o phenomenal will 
i s en~aGed in choice and so choice comes to be regarded as the 
essence of ]'recdom. But with the separation of Freedom as 
Authenticity from the ph::nomenal uill, it is no lon;:ser essential to 
project the nature of choice into Authenticity. Authenticity, as 
we encounter it in experience ~ is the notion v1hich negc1;tes causation. 
This negation of causati'on is the knowable pho.se of a passage to whut 
lies beyond causation where the reality o:: !\.uthenticity must be, 
if indeed it is a reality. In the gri:p of the nct~.on1 however, we 
cannot help moving tm·,:ards Authenticity . as to,,:a.rds w~1at. is r eal. 
To pl'OVe that it is real i s i1ap.ossible . 

It now becomes feasible to locac;e the orj.Jin. of s elf, 
not necessarily in free choice, but in the Authentic or the Uncaused. 
While t.he poGitive content of ·this if' for eve:r uncomm.unicable , 
there is partict.:lari.ty i..."l the method by which thouzht approaches 
it~ that i s by the negation of Causation, 3nd not of some~~L~g else. 
The Illa..Ylller of be:i.nG of the Authentic ic perpetuai.ly under a veil. 
We detect its echo in the psyche. ;l'hE1 Eros movos towards it. 
B~rii Authenticity itself is wiJch Transcendence~ 

Authenticity refers t0 will as it .is before Transcendence. 
:Phenomenal "ill is will nith an intention o.wP.y i'rom Transcendence 
t::mro;ds Ex:ist :mce, Authentic wi ll ca.nnot appear j.n consciousness 
for its :L.'1tention is towards Transcendence . It ~-s? therefore 1 
u.nlmows.ble and we .oosit it only on inductive gro1..mds as the un.lmowr.. 
coefficient of certain phenomenal etfects inexplicnble in terms of 
~.t.::~stence. The interpretation of these effects hns no public 
cogency, for they are private to the individual psyche. Such 
i.nte:r:·preta:tion, aoreover1 is not t he cause of the posi·ting of 
Transcendent reality. This is done originally EUld solely by tl:e 
E::-os. 
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As we npproach t:1e end of tho D:.'guLl.:..nt 9 le·G u~:; briefly 

survey the ma.i.n lcmdru.a.:>:':-cs o:t the road we lm.7e t:cu:v8llu(~ 9 ~r.. c~·'.:/.<1~:· 
to see t l1e whole :L:1 perspeotiye. 

Since Philosophy is essentially :rea.so·J.LlZ~ we c:~-.:anrlne,l 
the nature and the sphere of Reason.. \le disoc·re:red thu.t rt&:<.f:;:'.D. is 
secondary to Experience onto logically 9 and also ti'.a:c ::.. t l1as nv 
lcgicnl prior ity to Exp3rieuce. V/hero rea.so!Ji.l~g ex..l'lioit;:; !·· ~c.Js.:Jiiiy 1 
it is bE.cause of the extremt: simpl icity of the objec·i;s' a·uout '-'.-~li'..:h 
it rensonsy or becauoe thosa objects are us~.;d in a pr.::-dde:.:'1Ili..'1,;1 
way. Necessity1 the:ra:fore~ should not be sough~ :l:J. roa:;o~:..in; jn 

gunera.l. i7e saw? fi.."ln,lly? thr.J.t t.1e world of seJ..:'-sulx~ir::~hmt 
Re~Bon~ of the entia. ratiorus in any form 1 mu~c Ls rejected becaus~ 
it can nei ther be proved? nor is it inductively i...:tdica·i:;E;d1 O.:.'Hl 

moreover~ because a satisfactory explannti0n of t:c.3 tn1tic:9 o~ 
Reason is available in terms of psychi0 behaviour. 

It then appeared that despito its li.:.l.l:catiOYJ. to E....:l.:rcenc..;;, 
Reason, as er~loyad in Phil osophy? constnr~ly attompt3 to lea~ beycnd 
Existence to a trw ... scen::r.cnt spher...: , usually ~Wi.lcuivcd as ::atic?.lal. 
Having seen that such a J eap i s nm .. d.e!!k..'l.nded o~.r Heason i"ts0 J:f, t~mt 
it is moreover, th.; destru:~tion of th0 Rea'3o::l ·vll.:;c ntt.::lrcpts it, w.:: 
anquli:ed outside Reason for the cause of Raasont s self~G.estroying 
attempt. By empiri cal inve8tigati on we di sccvered a ULDivers~l 
human Eros to Transcend~nce 1 which postulateD Tr8.IJ...s -:!endej:l,::e in
dependently of ull rational Gr ounds, In a·:l :c: \~ ·'lS this .J1•o.s seeks 
Transcendence by m~ans of Reason9 we idunt~cied ~t as the vital 
impetus of' Philosophy. 

Reason is aD indispensable necess~-cy to tnu philosophical 
Eros. The Eros by i tself ls bli nd and ca.n pToceec1 m~ly by the 
classi:fication of Reason. :.'h e task of Reason thus -wpears a.J th-3 
analysis of Experience in such a way that the pc:Lh o:~· the Eros to 
Transc.3ndence i ld made clear. im importan·(; a;;;pe:;ct ol:' this Hork is 
the analysis of ·~i:J.e not i onal content of l'hou.jJ:!i wh:.t.ch will ·' nvaria"Jly 
be revealed as having a reference beyond Lxistencc . I:l as fe..l~ as the 
Eros postulates a real reference for tbi .... thou@.lt , it will. b0 
directed beyond Existence. 

Thought ur~der "thu Eros ro.nces first OYl;r objective or 
G}.:ternal Existence 7 and f i nding no ~:-atisfac vier,. there, tuJ:~s 
finally to subjective or psychi.c 1ttistcnce . Witili...""l th J pGyche 
it discovers the unconditional I:w.perm;iv8 a::: :.:upre:..~e . Astlociat;ec.· 
with the Imperative is the notion .)f .Jr.~edorl which roi'ers to Sllpra
ex~s"tenC;e 4 By this notion thoug:rc muy pass tv 'l'r.:l.I!8cenden0c, but 
the Eros must submit to the Im_!)el~ative a..; the C\nditiur! of its o·,rr.:. 
passage: ·i; o Transcendence. 2:he ii1ju."lctir;ns of tho Imperative are 
relative to the historical situation of the psyche as dcpe~1dunt 
on th::: organildra. (:rhus the philosophe:-:- who s&eu a"l. injur':ld man may 
not pass by on the other side in th3 i:rce1·ests of his thou&-1t . 
I:1 doing so he may indeed retain tht:: thought of a p:::.ssoge to 
T.ro.nscendence, bu.t he n ill for;feH the reality.) 

As the p eculiar danger in phil.;sopi1.is:L'lg1 VlH in<lioc::.ted 
~ characteristic situation and nemeu it che of Reason. 
T:tis .-;.s in essence a cul de sac, situ~:~.t d on t }l\0; pJ.th fr om o:-cc8:cnn1 
·i; o il1ternal Existen.:::e . The unit:!..es of Reac.'Jn txc~..- D.;)t recogr~izi::;,d 

r..s psychin 7 but a re postt..luted au self -subs:L:;tent reality~ 
'J:his is always t he 1·osult of the leaJh wherv.:; E&ason i s ;vrojected 
intu 11ha ... ii is :really the sphe1·e of T:::-am;.:::~mdc:mce. Tnus tha Eror:; 
~.s no·~ allowed to pas~ be;r0r1d P.e:::~.s•Jn. A~conl.inc.l;,. · it invests 
Renson vvith the subs·t;n.n~..;ic.J.. n£Ltu::.·e of the 0~1e W~licil i·~ seeks. 
Thi~<, ::.J.J.pa::Jso ~y result i~c tho destruction of botl: B.t:nscm and Eros. 
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The t~~iversal dependence of consciousness on the organism, 
and the connexion of the organism wi t!l the process of cos:nic evolut::i.o:..1, 
demand a wo:-.:-ld-view in which the material universe is recognized as 
essential. ~'latter we have observed to be an original and mysterious 
datuma Eqtmlly ~vsterious is the process by which it gradually 
org£mizes itself into conscious life, and finally human life, in v;hich 
the Eros first appears, as the culmination of the vital impulse. 
Accordingly we suggest that the Eros arises in mystery from Transcendon~e 
rmd.passes through the material universe as its assentio.l conatus, 
back to Tr£' .... '1scendence. The universe, in other words is the 
condition of the return of ~nmscendence to itself. 

The phen0meno.l will appears as that w:b.ich opposes the 
passage of Transcend9nce in the Eros. In other words, it is the 
ev:;. .,_, or the contradiction, in the cosmic pro~ess o At the 
Nothingness of Will , it is dcstroyP.d; an0. the passage of the Eros 
be~·ond Existence is made possible. 

In rostri~ting the sphere of Reason, we in no sense 
suggPsted tr~t it was UPJlecessa~y or unimportanta Even with the 
passage of the Eros to Transcendence, we believe that its task is 
not yet co:n1plete o For thou.g..."'l , in ~me Hay 5 we have rea.cheC. an 
erding the end9 that is, of 1-'hilosophy o.s the search for the One, 
in another way we are at a begim1i.ng. We shall conclude with a 
brief sketch o:f vrhat this may be. 

We mentioned certe.in psychic effects of the passage of 
the Eros to Transcendence. Principal among these, 1"/e suggest, is 
the presence in the psyche, as feeling, of a new depth of content. 
This appears as a mysterious upw~..:lling f-rom Transcendence into 
Existence. Being psychically central, it appear~ to be the true 
content of the self, replacing phenomenal wilL But it is a dark 
&~d unformed presence which calls for the clarifying work of Reason. 
Thus reason appears us the nediator of selfhood. As we see it set 
to work under a new impulse, Yve are aware of the possibility of' a 
second phase of Philosophy. 

68. 

THE END 

Here we mny establish a link with Jaspers. In his 
pbiloGophy 1 Existenz is the true selfhood that must 
be won by Reason, which is therefore defined as 
potential ExifrGenz. Vic differ fro::1 h:iJ:1 on two main 
poi.~ts - firstly that he seems to regard Reason as 
n poH-;r in itself, and secondly tb.at he rloes not 
recognize tho part played by the Imperative. 
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